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PREFACE

The topic of this Agardograph has already been the subject of three symposia of the
Guidance and Control Panel, two meetings in 1968 and the third meeting in 1972. To
update their activities, the Guidance and Control Panel decided to cover the state of the art
in an AGARDograph.

The period between 1972 and today can be characterized by three major developments:
the dry tuned gyro, the laser gyro and the strapdown technology. And for all developments
two important goals had to be considered, to reduce the costs and at the same time to increase
the reliability. The papers of this AGARDograph are reports on recent developments and
thus contribute to show the state of the art.

I have to express my sincere thanks to all the authors as well as to the people of AGARD-
Headquarters in Paris.

HELMUT W.SORG
Editor

q'1'
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Tuned Gyro Cost Reduction Through
a Novel Hinge Design

by
Dr. Rudiger Haberland

and
Hartmut Karnick

ANSCHUTZ & CO GMBH
Postfach 6040 2300 Kiel 14

Germany

Summary

A fundamental study on cost reduction of dynamically tuned gyros funded by the German
Ministry for Research and Technology yielded a novel type of gyro suspension which is,
besides advantages in gyro design and operation, suited to generate remarkable direct
and indirect cost reductions. The paper surveys the relations between the characteris-
tics of a dtg suspension and the gyro production effort. The novel hinge is descried.
the direct cost advantages due to its design principle and technology are discussed,
Indirqct cost-saving consequences of using the novel hinge or such one of comparable
goodness and the limits of their utilization are considered with respect to a hOmolo-
gous series of strapdown gyroscopes.

The research work dealt with in this paper has been sponsored by the German Minister fer
Research and Technology under contract no. 13 N 1015. The contents, however, underly the
sole responbibility of the authors.

Symbols

a ac<-Lelratlon, csp. by shock m rotor mast

ar radial - MK gimbal Vrass
A rotor momente of inertia about N spin spee.
a axes at- right angl.-; to spin SP torquing pavtr

C rotor omoant of Inertia about rotor radius
spin axis

. applying to in-hai .1. axial sopa:ation of sa.uprion
"cr, 4 froa aach other

d angular spring tate of suspanslon % r radial ovciliahing a~plltuda

K:: axial epatation of gimhalT
mass centre from suspension T te•-erature
Centre st detuning Nensitiv'ity

f* todulus of elasticity ad2N 2-N anqula: sensitivity

V suspansion load 0r2N 2-N radial sentitivity

f. teorquer 0-factor ; drift due to dotuinnq
Ssuspension 0-factor Vd --- 2-1,U angular oscillatiun

f R rotor Q-factor Uar --- 2-1 radlal -

f GR rotor-suspansior. Q-factor F torquing rate

r Craig's figure of a.orit nutation frequency

H angular =-=ntU3 of spinning rotor a adaissible utress in spring

SJ 1/2 (A * - C•) S rotor offset with ;espect ta case

k rotor Inertia factor shaft or case angle with re.pect
to the Inertial frame about anjk• rotor mass (actor ai •'wnl~a osi

m axis perpendicular to spin
L r. axial bearing distance

St.bscript *0'. N'oinal design valojac Suzbsccript 'b"- values of bias state



I. Introduction

The elastic suspension pLays a key role in a dynamically tuned gyro, not only for ita
operation and performance but not less for its total productional effort. Keeping this
in mind, a well-aimed suspension development became one central objective of a funda-
mental study on cost reduction of dtg's for commercial use funded by the German
Ministry for Research and Development in 1974 to 1979. It resulted in a unique novel
hinge design described in the second section.

To better understand the aspects of the development, some discussion might be useful
on the major relations between the characteristics of a dtg suspension and the effort
to produce a gyro using that suspension. They are schematically shown In the diagram
fig. I. The interrelations of tae geometric design and the applied technology and
their direct effect on the effort needed for machining and ass-mbling the suspension
are evident. The tasks of tuning and gimbal balancing are conventionally ascribed to
the common gyro test and calibration procedure; in a more detailed sense, however,
they can be considered to be a matter of the suspension - as particularly will appear
in the later discussion. These items including the necessary tests can occupy a con-
siderable share of the suspension production effort; the best means to reduce their
effort is to omit or to significantly simplifiy them. This is favoured by good inherent
machining quality of the chosen technology and good performance characteristics of the
suspension type.

The effect of the suspension's performance capability on the gyro production effort
needed to meet given specifications, may equal or exceed that one o. the direct manu-
facturing and integration effort of the suspension. Fig. 2 shows the primary mecha-
nisms. Keeping all sensitivities low - detuning, 2-N angular, anisoelasticity, 2-N
radial - facilitates the quality requirements noted on the bottom of the diagram and
thereby cheapens a gyro. Low sensitivities result from high values of the character-
istic magnitudes in the second line of the diagram: load capability, rotatory com-
pliance, translatory stiffness, and the typical hinge features mentioned (although
these are no performance characteristics in a severe sense).

An exceptivn has to be made regarding the relation of load capability and aniso-
elasticity sensitivity. While utiiizing high load capability by ubing large rotor
mass decreases all other sensitivities due to the increase of the angular momentum,
this measure generally tends to slightly increase the sensitivity with respect to
a isoclasticity which is proportional to the square of the rotor mass. Linear growth
6f a rotor increases the angular momentum according to the fifth, the square of the
rotor mass according to the sixth power. Other important limiting factors for choos-
ing the rotor mass are the required torquing power - which is proportional to the
square of the angular momentum - and resonance frequency considerations.

The manifold relations between the characteristics of a gyro susp•r. ioa and the total
manufacturing cost of the gyro shortly discussed above formed a guideline for the
development of the novel hinge which will ýe described now.

A orar ter It c I

,% S4A I %ln ita

•(•rtacl efforths•

F :o.LI •u cgyro t

Dt~f _V; Itu% ItWe0f 0

Fig. IPalatin neturk b *vi~n~ supes~ioncamtrsýc n rdcin1ffr
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suspens i1on
performance characleri stics

1 I
I 1

load rotatory trans latory small ness
capability compliance stiffness r of gimbal mass

-- _ -quality of
gimbal symmetry

tining frequency quality of
range glwbal axes position

I I

angular
moment umr.1 -I

detuniog 2-N angular anisoelastlcity 2-N radial
sensitivity ser.sitIvity sensitivity sensitivity

neede. needed ,ieeded needed
tuning shaft bearing isoelastisation gimbal axial
quality quality quality balancing qaliitV

spin speed
ac-_uracy

plckoff
stab ii ty

Fig. 2 Relation network between suspension performance and needed quality of gyro
parts/calibrations/operation parameters. (The dotted lines affiliate indirectly
performance-effective parameters)

2. The Novel Hinge and its Technology

Principle

The conventional cross-tlexure-hinge is using separated flexure leaves.

The nov'l hinge design is leaving this principle by connecting the flexure leaves to
each other at the deflection axis, thus creatinq new and unexpected properties most

of which contribute to gyro quality. Clearer titn .xplpnations the figures and 4
show the now hinge - named UKF - in principle and as deflected.

---------------

Fig. 3 tF u nseparated cross flexure Fig. 4 Deflected UXF. the axis remains
hinge statloa ary despite deflaction

In a single-giubal, dry tuned lyro (dtq) tvo of these hinges for onm suspension axis.
The complete 2-axis dtg suspension thus consists of fout hinges.

it is obvious -hat this UKF-bInge has a soneruftt highe*r deflectio gtiffness than a
conventional cross flexure hinge of the saoe flexure dimension,, but can also acco-
nodate uoretha•* double the buckldIkg force. Hence its opLuimatloo laws differ signi.
!Icantly from these of a cenventional cross flexure hinge.
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Important differences

Important differences between the UK? and the conventional cross flexure hinge in a
dtg suspension are:

- The UK? leaves - due to their mutually traversing arrangement - occupy less than
half the radial space of the flexures of a conventional hinge, resulting in an
unequalled small suspension diameter.

- The tolarable (no load) deflection angle of the UKF is approximately half the value
of the conventional hinge.

- The linear compliances equal those of a conventional hinge as the translational
deformation of the flexures is not significantly affected by their central con-
nection.

- The bucKling strength is doubled in comparison to a conventional cross flexure
hinge due to the central connection and further increased due to a considerable
decrease of sensitivity to flexure shape tolerances.

- The de'inition of the angular deflection axis is significantly more precise than
in a :onventional cross flexure hinge. The axis location is unaffected by deflec-
tion.

- Load-dependent (twist)torques of a UKF are extremely low on account of its well-
defined axis position.

- Load-dependent torques due to elastic deformation of the solid suspension portions
are significantly lower with a UKF due to its compactness and symmetry.

- The compact UKF design renders smaller gimbal inertias than the conventional design,
thus &lowing higher tuning speed at equal angular spring rates and reducing gimbal
balancing requirements.

- The principal geometry and compactness of the UKF design allow the manufacturing of
monolithic suspensions by wire erosion with a minimum of steps and time and a maxi-
mum of accuracy.

- I: -line machining of all flexure surfaces of one axis in one workpiece setting mini-
mizes unwanted increase in deflection stiffners from misalignment of the two hinges
of one axis and fr=m misalignment of the two flexure leaves of one hinge.

Commons with other cross flexure hinges

Besides the mentioned differences thert are some features which are not -or only

,slightly - different with th% UKF ano the c-')%entional cross flexure hingez

- Linear compliance* can be calculated by the sara. equatione.

- isoelasticity can be achieved by ustng flexure crossing angles greater than 90

A degrees.

An optimal FK? design oakes use of soma features which are found also tn other hinges
of highest qualityz

Fl- exures are profiled preferably with a slhnder circular curved contour, giving a
marked incraase in the ratio of load to angular spring rate.

- The complete dtg suspension is monolithic in erdor to avoid Internal stress, to avoid
load stress accumulations in the flexure 9Md sections, and t. obtain the bost k*s-
sibfl qUality' of g9eottry.

Technology

A specially adapted w1re erosion technique proved to be .est suited for Manufacturinq
the UFF hinges and suspnsions undr the aspecto of accurwcy. ecnnoa'y and flexibility.
Normal mm will do also. but owns characteristic problwms in making the electrodes aund
aligning the hinges to each other.

The UK? layout suited for single-gimbal MlGs to be cut On a wire E machine is shon
in FAq. 5. All cuts for one axis are mtde in one positon vI'thout any need of re-post-
tioning. adjusti"n, aad hlandlinq, the two hini~s of ono axis beiWn cut siaultarteoualy.
XAfter cozpletion of the axis the workplece is turned by 90 degrees and all cuts of the
other axis are made. The benefits are evident: sivultaneous cutting r*nderc the best
possible flexuire orientation and nItr-i =cachinln; time. The compact design with a
smtinlm x of surfaces to be machined and the economical utilization of all e:oDed Sur-

faces for suspension functions exhibit an optima sclution with r-spect to needed
voluwe and production cost.

Those positive aspects are not limited to sInle,-gmLbal DYIn, since by asseebliing pre-
fabricated parts in a stage bafore cutting the f'exures a ps-udo-anolithic structur.
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can be achieved and the principal advantages in axis definition can be maintained. In a
thorough experimentas. research the limits of this technique have been investigated
and machining has been developed to a safe reproducible standard beyond the capability
of any machine on the market. A pilot production of more than 40 suspensions yielded

completely satisfying results considering
ma-hining time and quality. The achieved
tolerances, better than necessary, qualify
these suspensions for use in inertial grade
gyros.

3. Direct Cost Benefits of the Novel Hinge

Most of the earlier stated differences
between the UKM hinge and conventional
designs have a more or less significant
influence on the production cost of a
gyro.

The direct cost savings through the use
of the UKF hinge, i. e. that ones related
to production and integration of the sus-
pension according to fig. I, can be sum-
marized as follows:

m-nbnh,A!ation of needed material volume -
]css taan half of a conventional sus-
pension - results in less material and
prowcassing cost

1 -minimization of machined surfaces and
re-setting steps, simultaneous cutting

Fig. 5 of the hlrqes of one complete axis, and
UKW-Suspension for single gimbal DTG abandoning leaf-separating operations

render significantly less machining cost

- inherent axis position accuracy of the technology and smallness of the gimbal Laos
abolish the effort of gimbal balancing in nearly all cases

- decreased sensitivity of buckling strength to flexure shape and dimension allow4
greater flexure tolerances, resulting ii higher cutting speed and less aeasuring
effort.

4. indirect Cost Savings by Using the Novel hi•,. Ln a Gyro Design

Some possibilities of indirect cost reduction by using the optimi•ed traveruing-leaf
(UKF) suspansion may nov be discussed, referring to the three predominant suspension-
dependent sensitivity tý,?s of fig. 2. They can for this objective and for a siAgIg-
glmbal gyro be doscribed by tiese *is, hf led aquatlonsa

4d

t2-V nguni r sensitivity

tt 00
5, 0 .-. a 0 Re

iIi

go•rein the •suspnsloon charactoristics appear :: d /M - the ratio of rotatery stlff-

nos ad engul..r sensitivityh atri .t. o 0sseoir' "4cpi

7 y- • hv asia I p%~ o s:of both ,1*bl axos. and the• gi abal POPVOSIty Wyor•

ty- s t radxa se sit arity oa

L Dotamining their effect In quantity req•ires to quntify th•ir maqnitudes for real
qyros of varr-in. size ani related perfao-Aancc, I. e. the use of suited dimen"zontng
_.nd grcwth ;a4s of tuned gjTov. The ra*dd rclations and magnituese will be suzaari-ae

15tafolloviq l ti"
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Design magnitudea of dynamically tuedgvos

Rotor

* Torquer Coll

Torquer
* Magnets

UKF Suspension

7! L

Fig. 6
Rotor-Suspension--Sets for Strapdotwn Use
a: 4-Magnet Torquer, b: 2-Magnet Torquer

The main performance characteristics of a homologous series can be expressed by almost
fully size-independent coefficients and quality factors wihich are determined by ratios
of dimensions and by material parameters. The coefficients vary b7 less than 2 1 over
the considered range of rotor radii of 12 to 23 mm; just the suspension Q-factor, how-
ever, may significantly decrease from 'its thus calculated value at radii falling under
16 mm due to technological thickness limits of the suspension leaves. Such decrease is
recognized in the later calculations and diagraazs.

The design coefficients of the chosen exemplary gyro configuration are listed in table 1.I.The rotor-suspension Q-faictor f~ might deserve soam interest in comparison with Craig's

T ii (4)

as anothor widely used performance paramater. Eloth coefficicnts in a particular manner
re rsent the ratio C/4 vlaich determines tha datuniiaq and -pe-N angular sensitivity

according to aquati(oes (r) artd (21.

f Is Independent on size and spin speed, but rocoqnirssi the adn~sssibla thoeX acce-
H l~patiot., and theorefore Is a universal aand very suitable mo-4"re for the perfor~ance

capability of a owchanica1 rotcr-torejuar-suspertsion kivalln- TY-. describe the detunisig
and Z-N ang~ular sensitivities of o *pacific 17r'n re"uirva additional data On spin
xpeed, rotor sire, and 4dxisslblo *thock aceeleration.

Lait a xeavure for th# datutnin aind Z-t anguiAt' vov tlvitle* of 4 g~mcit1.c gyro if
by Laforvmation orn tho oplo a~vod. To c-o-mp~ar the- efficlency of dlfrcent

gy~odooqnsrvquiras adtional dat-4 on rotor slia and oidniosible shock accolferation.

T~ableI

inu 
ut-ation fr eqU* n rF 1 177 N i. a4 ;1 t or n ;- ea pe ngiao for

roor, fa4 f ~ ve 1tan cJ I~ aep n~ at DelITG TYIea 16r

~rotor =aso factor k 7600

rotor-o Ineria fco k40

torquer C-factor "F V r
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Using the design coefficients of table for the following discussion requires to
dotermina some further exemplary data wahich are chosen as;

spin speed N - 2w - 100s
shock ac~t~leration (> 3 mns) a - 1000 m/s5

It should be noted that table I is valid for a relative nutation frequency of 1.77
this magnitude, however, being of moderate influence.

For ,tros thus specified characteristi.c data can be plotted versus the rotor radius

as shown in~ fig. 7:

-the angular momentum It,

-the specific torquing power P 1 which in the
gyro design has determining i~fl~ence on the choice
of the rotor radius,

-the characteristic ratio of angular momentum to sprin',
rate 11/d which determines the detuning and 2-11 angular
sensitivity.

For reference purposes a plot of Craig's f is added although incorý,'ora-_ad iii the Hid
value. Two examples may be noted as typicaT data sets:

1. A 22 man radius gy;.o needs a spf-cific torquing power

of 3 W/(100*/s)' and yields Hid - 2 s and f.ý600.

2. A 15 mm radius gyro needs a specific torquing powerŽ2~ Iof .44 W/(100*/s)2 anid yields Hid-. 1.5 a and fm - 450.

The data plotted in fig. 7 represent the model gyro series for the following discus-
sions on the effort aspects of the equations (1) to (3).

ILIJ

S6 so 0 7

Paror~tc a ta offo

as a!UnclonOf rfW!rm nces~t of thInp-ut 04s1%tL40s fror hi mna ei

Vaie ~chstsythe rtuing dt -- rdto~tn. igc~twa

d %7j



produces the drift rate 7
t t H (6)

Introducing J =J + AJ, N =N. + AN and d d + Ad with J N' do as the nominal
design values and using the tuning condition

do = J N 2  (7)
0 00

renders the resulting spring rate as

=d AN AJ Ad) (8)dt = do (2 MN + ýoo + Addo8

The effect of detuning requires attention in double respect:

The bias

b= dtb H b
where the subscript b marks the magnitudes effective in the bias state, and its
instability

At d tbA (L) + L Ad (10)

tb Hb Hb (10
Introducing the differences of actual from nominal valies in the bias state, A N =NN, A J =Jh - J? 1'.d = db - d , and the time-dependent variations with respect to

t~e bras state, A0,•N etc., yields the detuning bias

e AbN AbJ Abdmtb= • (2 N-j- I - Ab+d-o) (11)

and the instability

A8 AN AJ + AN AJ Ad 12A W (2 ÷ L12
t tb 1T-0 - Hd go- Hid-

Now, regarding the aim of simplification and cost reduction, the question followed so
far shall he inverted:

We will no longer primarily ask for the drift which comes as a result of detuning,
but for the need and acuity of tuning to meet given drift specifications. Hereto we
first look at the gyro which hhs not undergone any tuning procedures whatsoever in
order to find out the limits within of which tuning - other than by design - will be
needed at all.

Then we examine the gyro with tuning treatment in order to get knowledge on the re-
quired acuity of tuning and to reflect upon a cost-saving procedure.

Th, Tuning Error of an Untuned Gyro

"Urnuned" stands for lacking any tuning treatment after machining the gyro piece-
parts.

In the machining prodecure the gimbal inertia ,J can be produced to match the nominal

valu, within leas than 1 * without any particular effort, maintainii.g the nominal spin
-,peed iii the gyro operation to even imuch less is no problem either. The spring rate of
the suspersion, however, determined by the third power of the leaf thickness, due to
the small absolute thickness dimensions constitutes the highly predominant share of
the original tuning error. Thus equation (11) can be reduced for the untuned initial
st-.ts with fulls sufficient approximation to

At =•o do (13)

wl.ý'refn A ' now stands for the difference of the spring rate from its nominal value.
Is thi.s iH essential traced back to the mean thickness error of the spring leaved of
onu suspension, the maximum spring rate Arror A d/d and the resulting bias drift
::ate at a rotor offset of 0 = 1" come out as pl8ttes in fig. 8.

-ii
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Ab d 1.0 :'.he diagram shows that the detuning
Abd due to spring tolerances can amount

"•o up to 33 1 with small rotors, de-..7t ... creasing to 20 4 in the upper region
h b of rotor sizes. This always refers to/h .5 -st-iffness, an equivalent detuning ofAspia speed would amount to about half

these values.

Despite the large relative spring
rate error the resulting bias values

.2 • tof less than .7°/h are so small. due
to the low absolute stiffness of the
hinges, that with regard to bias for
itself any tuning procedure could

. - -- completely be renounced even if the
rotor offset attained a multiple of
the assumed value.

Now looking at the drift instability
described by equation (12), the intro-

12 U 16 18 20 mm 22 duction of reasonable exemplary values
shows that the only eqsential variati-

Fig. 8 ons come with the rotor offset 6 and
Untuned Gyro, Spring Rate Error due to the temperature depe;|dency of the
Machining Tolerances and Resulting Gyro Bias suspension springs, the latter being

effective as long as it is not reduced
by compensation or choice of material.

Thus stands in sufficient approximation
Abd A Td

A Abd +e 6 (14)
0 0 0 0

where- ,d r,.rks the stiffness variation due to temperature. Any tuning operations can
be abandoned completely inasmuch as the instability of the detunin.j drift, Aw , does
not exceed the valuc specified for this drift component in the gyro's error btdget.In what regions of performance t4%is is the case, may be estimated from the diagram offig. 9. It shows the instability of the detuning drift versus the rotor radius as only

due to the rotor offset - for instance in case of compensation of the temperature
effect on elasi.icity - as with additional regard to the temperature effect. The rotor
offset instability is therein considered to amount to half the absolute offset.

;4 Results

Al 1.5 .The diagram shows that, due to the
lh •suspension's little elastic sprinq

1.0e .... rate, gyros for applications outside
- the inertial domain can in most cases

be used without any particular tuning
procedure in case the rotor offset
stability ranges around 0.5 to 1 se-

.5 .- - - condo of arc. The temperature effect

oE~ elAsticity plays just a mino'r rcle.
Thus In this range of Applications

.3 thedenoai~nation *tuned gyroo I-as toSs uffer a wide-hearted interpretation.

.t •' ,.- 1. The result obtained for the Pon-tuning

c ia" encouragestoeaievnhger
graded gyro elassei for their potential
of sigpificant reduction of affort by

Ill 0"" using tuning treatment of limited.
.05- XS but sufficient accuracy. There Is,

t za r I indeed, again a distinct treshoid.
6 8? It marks that range within of which

the suspension can be satisfacorily
tunad already in its manufacturing

Fig. 9 process, before being mounted in the
Untuned Gyro, Instability of Dettutng Drift due to gyro, and Inparticular as long as it
Machining Tolerances Is clamped in its machining fixture.
__ Non-Regardlng Temperature Effect

S-- EAn example of doing this is, Imme-
....Including T.merature rEeet, diataly after the electro-erosive
Tesperature Coefficient of Elastic Modulus cutting of the suspension its natural
300 ppe/K, 6T * 70 x frequoncies when oscillating about



the two gimbal axes are measured. As the contributing inertias of the gimbal and the
rotor-sided mounting ring match their nominal values to better than 0.5 % due to the
manufacturing process used, the natural frequencies establish a well-suited measure
for the actual angular stiffness of the gimbal axes. Electro-erosive machinjng the
gimbal based on calculated data obtained from the natural frequencies, possibly in the
suspension's original setting, allows to tune the suspension to considerably better
than A d/d 3 0.01. Thus it is delivered to the gyro assembly line readily tuned.
Measuring Rnd adjusting the tuning frequency in the assembly and calibration process
cease as well as design precautions like threads and tuning screws with their securing
probleus. The simplicity of the suspension takes its full effect.

In scanning the limits of utility the bias aspect can be neglected. The instability
equation (12) can be reduced to

aw [(bJ + Abd+ ATd)A 1 (15)
_Td Jo T do 6

provided the spin speed being maintained within 0.1 A from its nominal value. The
effect of the last term of the right side can be compensated inasmuch as the rotor
offset 0 is stable. In most cases e is adjusted to zero to the best possible anyway.
Provided this compensation or zeroing being effective, the contribution of the la,t
term dmcreaces to

A d

0 0
and it comes, furthermore using maximum terms, i. e. plain adding of all the error

uop.epo:ents,

Ae AbJ . d ATd
t H--od J H cf-

0 0 0 0

The first two terms in the brackets are due to remaining off-tuning of the ore-tuned
suapensicn, the third term expresses the residual effect of the springs' temperature
coefficient when using temperature compensation.

Putting exemplary values of good realizability, A J/J = 0.005, A d/d 0.01,
A Td/d - 0.015 (corresponding to a temperature coQffi8lent of TK(?) - 300 ppm/'( and
a temperature range of * 50 K), renders the values of detuning drift instability due
to both, initial of.-t,.i.%g and temperature effect, as plotted in fig. 10.

Now the temperature _-ffect which is incompensable dve to the rotor offset uncertainty
appears twi.o as l4rge as the effect of the ore-tuning error. Its further reduction
for example by choie of the suspension material or by temperature stabilization has
to be considered particularly for still more stringent requirements.

Nevertheless, under the provi-
aw. .0 sion of a rotor off-et stability7v vV! ] of 0.5 seconds of arc being

.03 grade gyros, the drift instabi-
02 lity due to the pre-tuning error

rangos essentially wider .01'/h
for rotor radii of mo-o than

.01 14 mm, the total instability
including the temperature effect
amounts to the triple of these
values. Thus it can be stotedS......as a

.0 •0•,Result:
) N a 2 n- 10 0 L i

002,OI-- Within a range of applications
extendlng for Into the inertial
grade domaln th;e defined pro-

--- aduction of pre-tunod suspensiona
• '? is l6 ¶ 20 MM 22 can be used to replace any tuning

tre•atment of the gyro as a whoie.
,- ~ Fig. 10 -

2-N Angular Sensitivity
Gyro With Pro-Tuned Suspwnsion, Instability of
Detuning Drift. The ;.redoiainant Internal sa urev

Non-aegardir% Temporature Mact of 2-N angvlar oscillation in a
S-- Including Residual Tempovature Eftect. on dynamically tuned gyro are the

. aStLC Modulu. due to PiLKo'f Instabilityi shaft bearings and the rspin
Temparature Coefficient of Elastic Modulus motor. Since the spin motor in-
300 pWK, AT w SOK fluence, however, can be suffi-

ciently reduced by design and
operation measures as for in-



stance are reported in/l/,here just the bearings shall be regarded. Their imperfections
produce a spectrum of radial wobble which, disregarding other components, contains the
integer harmonics of the spin frequency. The radial motions of the shaft in the bearing
planes are transformed into angular motion of the shaft axis in the generil case of the
radial motions occurring out-of-phase (see fig. 11).

With gyro ball bearings of good quality, 2-N radial wobble has been observed of typical
10 nm amplitude. Together with a typical bearing distance of 20 mm it produces a 2-N
angular oscillation of the shaft of 0 = 1 Arad under worst case conditions. i. e.
the 2-N radial wobble of the two beariNg being in counterphase. The bearing distance
determines the radial-to-angular transformation and should be made as large as pos-
sitle regarding this mechanism.

The 2-N angular wobble excites the drift rate wd( 2N) according to equation (2). Much
more interest than by its absolute value is, as before, attracted by its stability.
The day-to-day repeatability of the 2-N angular wobble can according to experienced
data be quantified to less than 15 % of the absolute value including phase variations.

The resulting maximum instability of the drift rate is plctced in fig. 12 versus the
rotor radius.

effective zentre of

bearing centres suspension Awd(2N)
0Oh

.03

SSr ~N 2I00s'

.02 •--

.0 i I I I1
A 2N z0.2 pro~d
W cNIN 1.77

1 2 U1 16 18 20 mm 22

Fio. !1 Fig. 12
Model for the Generation of Radial.Wobble Maximum Instability of Bearing-Excited

Drift Oue to 2-N Angular Sensitivity

Result:

Using a ball bearing .upported shaft wit..h a good, but not extrome haaring quality,
characteriF*e Ly an instability o' k-N angular wobble c! 0.15 azad, inertial grade
gyros with a day-to-.ay repertability down to 0.01* 1 can :e impleaw:nted with a one-
YiMbal 2uspension.
Accord'ngly low it thu 2-N angu -- sensitivity of .hese gyros In response to external
excitation, tor example due to variations of the elasticity of the ambient structure.

"Reverse Conclusiont

FOr ine £ttrinq.;nt requircueats which 3dmit drift instabilities due to bearing wobble
in order of O.05*ih or mare, bearings do not need any critical quality specification
with tespect to .- N vobble.

2-N Radial Sensittvity

The internal excitation of 2-N rad'al wobble in a gl.a has the smei origin an tlat of
the 2-N angular wtobble and as wLs dealt with in che preceding section. For the nechanism
see fig. 11. In this case 1-N radial oscillations of the suspension centre with the
aimlitude 2es are *ffective. Accordinq Lo equation (3) they produce the drift rate

ar "• - a

Xt depends from the axial separation a= of the fuspenslon axes and fr= the gimbal
pendulosity %e, Its Instability is

t war Nn - , 'h) •r * (mAs= * *X 6e*X r (17)
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The gimbal mass needed for the estimation of this drift component is for gyros with
URx suspension, with performance data according to fig. 7 and rotor radii > 16 mm,
given by

7
Kg . 0.053 (m (18)

It remains nearly constant for smaller rotors.

The 2-N radial amplitude of the centre of suspension due to the bearing wobble re-
ported in the preceding section can amount to twice the radial wobble of a single
bearing in a usual gyro geometry according to fig. 11. Thus the radial amplitude
comes to 20 rm. The axial distances in equation (17) can due to experience in the

prototype production of suspensions
Awar( 2 N) be rated with g>ood safety to

"0/h
8-z = 2 am Asz = 5 am

"" 10 Ji Wfe 10 nm
lhG RM5 .02 ---. wai2N)/Or RMS eKz<0 Kz 0

sz-2vm ASz-2.5"10 sz
*z=10zlm AoKzc1Onm Using these data equation (17) renders

.01 sr=20nm Asr*3nm the 2-N radial sensitivity and the
instability of the resulting drift
due to the 2-N radial bearing wobble as

so . -0- plotted in fig. 13.

30 .003 •Result:

0 . The drift instability induced by the
"2-N radial wobble or the gyro's own
shaft bearings falls even with wide-

"10 OD __ I hearted presumptions regarding beA-
-0 ring quality and gimbal pendulosity,

definitely below .01 0 /h for rctor
radii over 14 mm. No further reduc-

12 14 16 14 20 mm 22 tion by gimbal balancing is necessary
even for applications in the 1/1009 /h-

Fig. 13 domain with usual rotor radii of

2-N Radial Sensitivity and Instability of 1 mm and up.

Drift due to 2-N Radial Shaft Wobble of the The primary reason is the minute axial
Amplitude sr without Gimbal Balancing separation of the suspension axes,

seczndary ones are the small gimbal
mass and small initial unbalance,

features, which arise from characteristics of the specially developed machining pro-
cess and the mass-saving design concept.

Balancing of the gimbal could prove necessary only in case the radial sensitivity with
respect to external 2-N accelerations shall further be reduced. Its values range be-
tween 40 and 10"/h/G RMS. Its dominant share originates from the axial separation of
the suspension axes, which in this suspension due to the manufacturing process is a!-
ready very small and which according to equation 3) can be compensated for by doli-
berately producing a gimbal axial unbalance.

5. Final Conclusions

The novel gyro hinge design described combines outotanding producibility thanks to a
design of unique simplicity with high performance capability due to optimal flocure
contour and utilization of design space. Its indtrect effect on the design and the
effort for manufacturing and calibrating dtg's has been shown with respect to strap-
down Vyron in the size ranging from 12 to 23 mm rotor radius. The following cost-
reducing consequences on gyro design and calibr&tion can be notedt

1. No need for mul :1-gimbal dosign even in the inertial quality domain with day-to-

day repeatability down to 0.01*1h.

2. No need Cor gimbal b.lancing in the same domain.

1. N• tuning treatmen- whatsoever for gyros of day-to-day ripeatability of more than
0.10/h to 1*/h, dep'ndent on si:e and pickoff stability,

"4. Reduction of tuning treatment to suspension pro-tuning ror moat inertial grade 3
gyros.

5. Roduced influence of elastic modulus variations.

Consequent utillzation of this potential renders gyro concepts of specific simplicity
and cost effectiveness in each application range from low performance to inertial!. quality.
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OPTICAL ROTATION RATE SENSORS

0. E. Knausenberger, Consultant
Air Force Office of Scientific Research

Boiling Air Force Base
Washington DC 20332

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of inertial rotation using optical methods has been undeo active
development for more than 15 years. The approaches 3o far have been based on two princi-
ples: one based on the Sagnac effect, leading to the ringlasers (RLG) and its new
derivatives; the other based on the spin of the nuclei leading to the nuclear magnetic
resonance gyrc. (NMRG or MRG). In the case of the RLG, the inertial reference quantity
is the velocity of light, since it is independent c the platform motion. In the case
of the MRG, one attempts to derive the inertial reference from the spin vector of a
conglomerate of oriented atomic nuclei. Successful appýroaches are so far limited to
inertial, angular velocity measurement via comparison with a magnetic field induced
Larmor precession of the nuclei. Both methods rely on optical operating and readout
means, the RLG by necessity and the VRG by convention.

The research and development for both systems is dictated by the promise of cos*
reduction or performance increase, or both, in strapdown inertial systems, and they bene-
fit from the application of modern optics and micro-electronics technology. (Fig 1)

As to status and progress, it is fair to say that the RLG has reached production
"stage in its original conventional version, while the MRG is more or less still In the
explo-atory development or research stage.

Justification for pursuing both approaches derives from the fact that the RLG
require6 a certain (large) size and mechanical precision in construction while the MRO
has the potential for greater miniaturization, especially for relaxed structure tolerances.
On the other hand, recent R1. work indicates new possibilities for siiL.ificant sensitivity
increase and optimum adaptability to specific environments and missions. (Fig 27)

The paper will be primarily concerned with an analytical review of various approaches
to the measurement of inertial rotation by optical means with emphasis on the more
recent concepts.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Yv gyromagnetic ratio of particle

A number of pulse counts

C phase velocity of light wave in vacuum

Co phans velocity of light in rotating optical medium

f optical carrier fequency

0 optical phase

fP beot frequency. RLG output oignal frequoncy

L length of clo-ze. optIcal path

Srefractive index of path tmedlu=

U num••r or turn* in optical path

F ntmmber of r'eirculat.ons of waves in Ceoa4d optical p1th

P tractional polarization of nuclear- particles in apecific Cao volume

V(tQ phas-e diffeeence between the electrical veetorg of the clocvikuae CCU) and the
countereloclkuIe (CCW) traveling optical waves

s/n uignal to nolse ration of electrical signal at motion detection

"I Intogration time at detector output

T photon transit time over p-h

TV relaxation time for particle

"0 rotation rate as mechanIcal input, to be determined

U artgular frequency, wave rotation rate



at irvative shift of interference fringe location

RINGLASER

1. C~oncept

Sagnac, in a 1913 publication, demonstrated an optical system capable of sensing
inertial rotation. Using mirrors, a single light. beam was split into two beams which
were then. made to travel in opposite diirections around a single closed path. After
traversing the path, the beams were superimposed to produc~e optical interference fringes.
When the system was rotated.. a small shift in position of the fringes on the rotating
platform was observed. This shift !3 pi , rtional to the velocity of inertial rotation
of the system platform.

The ringlaser rotation sensor (RLG) is a device which uses the basic Sagnac
effect in a particular way. A la-ser Is incoý-poratied Into the closed loop optical path.
Its frequency is determined by the resonant frequency of the loop. When the system
rotates, the resonant frequency splits into two frequencies; the difference frequency of
these two simultaneous laser oscillation frequencie3 is proportional to the rotational
velocity and is measured.

The phase of the beat signal, which is measured In the Sagnac case, is here
simply measured by transforming the sinusoidal beat signals into pulses ana by counting
these pulseb. The number of pulse- is proportional to t1ie described angle while the
pulse rate is proportional to the rotation rate. (Figs 2 to 17)

Different from conventional gyros, the RLO is a static device, It riz!s excellent
and wide linearity UD to 108 O/hr from a few hundredths with deviations ero.m linearity
,%103 It has direct digital readout, and a 20 cm side triangle renders eabily a frac-
tion of arc sec resolution. Signal processing is easy aild avoids the problem of weak
analog signal3. The flLO is insensitive to vibration and acceleration in a su4'ficiontly
rigid structure.

Vie BLG Is intrinbically, weakly ssiveto temperature and magnetic fiteld.
Difficulties arise from the coupling of the optical waves, the non-reciprocity of the
properties of the optlcal trajectories in the amplification and resonator mediu~m, zlnd
from the need of conservation of optical path alignment in spite of environment influ-
encez.

Since 1963, Maceck and Davis, at Sper'y first, demonsctrated a ringlaser; the R&D
community has successful~ly dealt with the R14's detdiled materials, abielding and
stabilization problems; has develop.-d a theoretIcal framework for undersvandirg the
phenomena tor -mathematical models to aid design and te_5ting; and has stcceoeed to produce
a reliable Inertial grade gyrc, with oxcellent operati'.g and shelr life. (Fig !4J)

2. New Approaches

"1Neu tachnologies aud ney toluttonsa for over!ýomlnjý costly Intrinsic diffi-cultiesl
have stimulated new approachea. These new apprc-,scneo.! to I1nertial rotation seruing are
alsio ali? at providA~ng high tvniit11:1ty In the. mvasurement down t:-: very low ratua, 4z;
required In preseint and anticipated nav'rlgatlon ard tontrol ;kpplIcatlewus It! par1.1cuLir.
with the expectation '.f icesdapplicabillty and lo~er oveoill cost. rniey, too,
nofe tomarso lieth ether sta'iveabds olut cneliatrontatin rare basi al-yunftment- byurit
rndcmprith n wirec othesantativlad abolu oineratia oatind rae bueialuemnt byuii
acceleration.

Th~e new systema gert baosed oti the Sngn-Me efflect bw. are drasagtved to bo Inherent-
ly free of ote serious prdblem enocountered when the laser Is In the ring: the. Modie
locking effect. As a riault or thid tfrect. zero rotatiori viitt w'.11 be Indicat-cd below
a cert-Ain rate. So. the goal AA to lower thar look-in thrpenhold by 'zproved desingn zuoh
that Mit value Iv. belov the minimum rotatikon rato to be mealurod or to f~nd means to
overcome or circumvent -Ohe lockinjý effect 'dlt,ýgetjier. Tlhis lt~ada to the application ofr
a "bias" rotatior ratc, whtre, ror inzttapco, bu 1tpos"~ known steady rotat~cn al,.-Vy. an
operatin~g range outside the l'-cX-in region 1, used or, morvc frequently, where the bias
rotation Is otcIllstIng ays=etrically far across tho locx-in range, ithich thern allows
tVe me *!urement from zero rate over a wide range of r-ot~tlor rat#.-. Unf~orvunately., these
latter "dither" bids (Mechanically, agnlttically. or optioaIly induoel~) mothuds creatO

* v~~.oiae wbich defeate the attempt towaN etiniam rate menaurenetnt threlfholda, a~rd ndUe
error sources of their own. (Figs 2, 3, 9 to 14) A novel "self-dithar~' proposal
auggests 3slmpl1ifiatikon of' the bi~ain& aystem by laser Irternal periodke bias generation.
(AppendTixA, R11)I

Another approach to avoid t~he lock-in problem Is to appil- stationary blas on
two separate optical oscillatora In the asame ring ouch that, wItb oppoa-It- bias polarity,
the one beat, rrequency ilocreasea whi le the other decrea.4es fron tha stationary operating
point. The degrie of sy=etry and reciprocity in the optical paths or the two iLating
systems will detirmine whether the rtaxiinum seCnsitivity (shot noise limit) alnd stabI31ty
can be achieved. The results so far are encouraging. (Pigs 15 to 17. Apeadix A. pigq 11)
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More recent approaches attempt to avoid the complications of the active
resonator, including the lock-in problem, by putting the laser outside the ring. The
measurement becomes, again, a phase shift measurement. The light beams in the ring,
which now acts as passive Fabry-Perot resonator, are essentially decoupled and guaranteed
a maximum of reciprocity in their propagation. While in such a system, one can apply a
desirable high signal level; the indication of the rotation, and the accuracy of the
phase shift readout is a major problem for opto-electronics. (Figs 4 to 7)

The solutions for an accurate and practical detection are sought essentially in
four directions:

a. Improvement of the classical fringeshil't reading through differential two-
detector schemes and application of very low loss components.

b. The modulation or switching of the optical carrier and application of
synchronous detection and a feedback signal servo at the output.

c. Feedback from the output to the Input Lo tune the laser line to the rotation
shifted resoniance frequency of the passive ring resonator. Direct frequency
difference reading is possible.

d. A pulse system featuring, like an RLO, a rotation sensing loop comprising a
single reentrant closed optical path, but with the laser oscillator outside
and a laser amplifier .within the loop. The signals from the external source
are short, opticel pulses and are sensed each time they traverse the turns
of the loop and the rotation data is extracted from these sampled pulses.
This reentrant system has inherently the sensitivity and digital output as
a ringlaser would have with the same loop dimensions if mode locking were
absent. (Figs 18 to 24)

dAs seen, these new systems have the source outside the ring, the beAms are
decoupled in the ring; so, no node locking obscure,- the rotation effect; the frequency

ofwthe osc2illator is not influenced by the counter traveling wave and multiple turns of

components ofintegrated optics. In return, this technology benefits from the very
stringe$it requirements of this new instrumentation. With these concepts, application
adaptive optimui.m devices can be conceilved, cheap small sensors on a chip and large fiber
loops around a vehicle.

Progress In the hbort tine of activity in thle above mentioned direction Is very
encourag~ing although still far from the goals. Shot noise limited threiholda and earth
ratq inaaoucements have been achieved Jin the laboratory.

The figures following this text attempt to illustrate t~he nato Imp lemenitatiotn
and trends. Tile new devices anid their potential should broadly cover the foreseeable
application needs and at roeasonable cost.I 3. Russan Activity (IV)

Alao, casutal obzservation zshah-d that during the las*t decade a relatively large,
number of Ruvwal.n scIentiist's have puab-ishoci onl rntnegl-e related zsubjocetzz. Aslde from

*re v Ie*w papers, detailed toMW*O 3$l#~apects.tti eno = s*tftnulatlng, Itt well as5 purtilnse
tac-p~os were dlacutissd; Vt1pltcs llkt lockg-ln ranve 4euto y hAcks%,.entter radtattlo-nl
redu~ction inl t'r~rvo4 nirrr 1111 ft atn tels(App A. Fig i2). apPliCation of a &aaUrable

aborV t.-eoium tio prsvel;Z mode locktng, end thtory so e-xplaln qbatrrvationsý made with an4all nolid-state ririg ;latser. Tha lette:' su0100t, althouch of sca# 'gengral Interestsq,

Alt the k'now aprahsAre b*ased on the principlv that two0 1dent~llltht %1n
prcpasntlng Iin oppo4lZ"- dire-,ttonsi Ast)rlud the starse eieeed path ouffer uneqV4l plhaoq shifts
in th.4 prese-nce fmnsl roaton The pbt,'uqo~enm tia fIrst des-cr'UAed byX $agtaC. in

191. sd isvlit:Iontc6byreseat:Clh workevrs(iare- S1chclsone, .c. i
tnen Th mtgnitqtde ofAl the, rotatio o# c-ecp'a hs hftI rpri'a

teý th-. lnertl~ll rot~atton rate. anou ri xis pe~trtemiicuar to the l0ýanet of the light lynth,
t-- thle ar-ea %ncloded by tihe path, thie f'requency ofrh lIgiht and to thiC Inverste or theI
Szu'.are of' the vaetj1.zt veloet'ty of the lljeht. Notice that it i3, In fIrst order, invdopen-
dent cf theý proptrties of t~he 1ltat pathl. Pecrz'tts th-e Vhate shift, As veryr r~l ar the
rotation rat-%eu of Intepes-t In Inertial ttvIwightonl (e o. tar 10-4' x earth, rate an1ra
103 cO~ area of the rl~.thep-oe m1i-; in inr~rdasSpItctdApoce

cua! bet s-sýd for 'the steasureetent ;3.f the Phase shif~ts.
A '-P9 acs ~$A n~d Puccescrfl technique developed so fta, 1i based on the ring4-

lacer 1114R~ cvtyiJ)ctv; appfroach In rhich 4wh bing rtsonator At caiy0 ~c~e .. It contains I
g. laser -4 dalla And the phas-e snilft 7xAnItoets itself as -a frequency d~gffemrence
betwieenth tvo oppositely prsýpagating. beans.

An lght o~ztee ec lasers hakvi 1oundl predcaninant use, arid excellvnt operAtnr
anid re'1l:biUlty co..d.1,1otiz:n ivc lheen týperted. R~s have btee detzomotruted In strapdown

s~stem~vr ~t~4tlttyra;tsof 163 t-ý 10~ 0 /h r, hovever. are not currently cost
od.&*etitt1vt wtlt cony ~tUsns1 gyros frcioaotIt O~1 v;l the newer optical
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rotation sensors are expected to be. Mnltioscillator system experiments indicate
satisfying the high sensitivity end of the range. It also appears that a single opti-
cal rotation sensor can cover five orders of magnitude of measurement and accuracy
requirements. Related research and development efforts promo-;e new advances for
sensi.tivity, accuracy, operating range, reliability and 'ost Improvements by new bias-
ing arrangements, new optical components, and laser sourco.s.

While the conventional gaseous dithered systewtp experience continuee improvement,
they are being complemented by solid-state systems which draw, on fiber and isitegrated
optics advances. Recently, several "passive" approachey! for the measurý':mant of the phase
or fringeshift have been under investigation. These inclule the use of pacsive ring
resonators with light sources external to the ring and external. means of rhase shift

s ~measurement as well as multi-turn Afiber optic interferometiere emplcytirg o'eiiicor~ductor
lasers and various sensitive schemes for the readout of the non-reciprocal, rotation-
induced phase shiz'ts.

OPTICAL PUMPED NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE GYRO

1. Concept

The nuclear magnetic resonance gyrcscope Is a rate Integrating single axis
Instrument. The Inertial rotation sensing element is a collection of oriented atomic
nuclei. Aside from the motion of the atoms, there are no moving parts; the operation
should not be influenced by high acceleration and should create no reaction torquet. It
can also accommodate large Input rates and angle ranges.

Here lies the practical interest in its development; physical sciences motiva-
tion derives from a simplified picture of certain atomic nuclei which posses inherent
angular momentum and act like spinning perfect gyroscopes tt the center of atoms with
no power input and nearly perfect gimballing. The spinninb nucleus (or atom) has also
a magnetic moment which, fortunately, allows readout of the orientation of the spin but,
on the other hand, requires caret'Lul magnetic field equalizations and shielding to hold
the disturbing moments at a low level (< 10-8 gauss, e.g.). The ideal situation would
be the removal of all ambient magnetic field and the pre-cession-free operation of th'
gyroscope deriving "space referentce" fl-om the collection of ordered spins fixed In
inertial space. Since a single atom wo"ld have too low a magnetic and spin momer.t,
collection must be such as to hav-e an accumulated magnetic and angular momentum strer.".>
-above the tolerablte Interfering influences. T.,e surplus of angular momentum au in a
mechanical gyro cannot f~yet) be obtainted.

At present a compromise is used. A sizeable, constant magnetic field Is Intro-
duced and a Larmer precesi3,on of nucleor magnottzatton Initiat.ed. Rotation Information
tsensed ariset from changeo in the- phase and frequency or the measurfd t;ignal when the
obaervtrs' rlatform rotatest -about the -31rectior, of the applied constant magnetic field.
This Is, therl, a rat-e gyro 1inatead of4 adirection-al gyro with the Input axis along the

spin axis of the tArmar pre-ceasion.
To "mpenltj1te for Irgne-tle fl-v~d changes. t~w- kinidg or nuclei are u3-ed, heoce,

two output rrt~quonCiea. yuL'tieri I~n t'rfer tv mlitnlrie effocts of nucloar~ magnotic vector
flucttuations (by 1ý&00, two equal prece.5:xoas. In lppo04t~lt Magnetic fielets ar.* employe-d.

W111lC one. talkz or a *yro,,- it 1hust he cutloned that the principle applied In
te*M i5 ofte very difl-erent. from that of 4 g~yro. Arn ax14 tilt- would iitet rander n signal

baecune, in prino.64e. iihe P:,'an of r~ -,.-w~ht' oirectlon of the applied
n5~nete fied. ~s the ner;~i r4~ menc prIr-, oily to the rotuatin ;about that

dlrei~tlon. !n my .;riesen't judevtent. vhe'th-r the a arloing, lit coe tnie magjnetic
field Ist swItchot) YfW. cat be vAd4-W. wova practicoall~y, bow cro40-aXII Co*Upling tan be
01l41tited, rmul~n4 open. ýPtjp.10 t! 44)

Ihn 0i fovlwng. rurtfr-e- dtstA'Iis 4-r*.ý xava, tocuaaing -,: s'c at'lentlIa3 in an
cehrulae bZmK:d,, Per Frram tnoýrqui!31ailv 414U qxorl"rite~ally flnaellt, research and
aveinecnt #-rfort.

bedtemnoun =gftoeLy,1 gyn~di~fro U2 Oy c ptlicailn pzen hud atMn aotrce

ZhtSrcl~ nttieurencnt ";j not bj postIt,!eL for a single particle, but that 3 certain
aanglouerato ie Pirt-106lt ,ýg Vit~a~ ~~ nualer of participating particlos (Itezpera-

xture. *)regire) nartAar" it. -A aubleot nt -fu'rthfr roeaearh In conjunc.cli-n with the
aignal generatc.'ak V14det-ei imve7en pe'blen.

Althiu~b tmay obr W tc ''anpmeasuremtent scbernma 'x~ist. the
ad'vantagns or 21 opuca!3y ,pu "-4 gas a~t. re dominating; they are threefold:

a. Wht1o In .a4idw t-" spin polarization or a saV~le at fields below
A h11;inut-td Vuirvt Is toz =411 to be of -ise. one can obtain larct spin
pislartzatiot% by -piap...ping al,ýo In a weak or zero Nagetic figIC -
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b. Onhe obtains very long spin relaxation times in at, optically pumped vapor
so that magnetic resonance line widths are narrow and the precision of
measurement is high.

c. By monitoring the magnetization with light, one car. attain high signal-to-
noise ratios.

Nevertheless, it seems prudent to watch development work in classical nuclear
magnetic resonance such as magnetometers based on dynamiv polarization of nuoleii by VHF
pumping or a liquid ensemble. E~xtrapolations of such a system could, in principle, lead
to a gyroscope.

In optical pumping, a light beam interacrs selectively with a vapor to por~ulate
angalar momentum states of' the atom, thus providing a large degree of spatial orierta-
tion while the light penetrates the sample. Once pumped, because of various relaxation
mechanisms, this orientation de-,ays toward equilibrium with a characteristic time con-
stant T This tine must be long enough for an efficient pumping to be completed and to
have tig; to permit precise measurement of the precession frequency.

The optical pumping process is used either in a one-step or two-stfi process.
In one 3tep, a system of vapor atoms is optically pumped by absorption of apecti'al light
from a vapor discharge l'amp or a laser. This results In a maenetic moment of a signfi-.
cant number of atoms being orientated in the direction that is parallel to the incidertA
light. If the optical pumping rate is l/T and the decay ratc ir l/T , then the

fractional polarization at equilibrium wilR be:

l/ Td (Eq. 1)

In 5ystems9 where a second step follows, that is, where spin exchan~ge collisions take
place from one gas to another, the fractional polarization p must not only be large but
the spin exchanget times mutst be much smaller than the decay times of the polarized
species.

While the spatial orienta'.ion of the "pln system In caused to vatry in, tine In a
prescribed waiy by the applicatiodt of a tuitable combination of AC and DC magnetic fields,
the abaorption of light (from the 5iam~e light that in used for optical poxrping) depends
on this spatial :,rlentation. The intensity of the tranamitted light beam varies,
ttrerefore, Ifl accor~aneat with the applied fiel'is and with the magnetic fbuld.3 created by
the preceasing nuiolear momenta which vary in tine ait their espective !Armor fr~lque,_lodi
and whilch cauý;a corresponding sinusoidal amplitude modulations or the transmitted light.
The ad-lantages aimed at with stuch a ayatonm are:

a. Mhe s-atw light source ror pumping and readout.

tb. aeo4 opormtii-n at low magnetle f'ieidzý for whilco fiteld ,niformlty It easim-
to 4chieve thus- obtaining desiralble, long coherence t1ftes for t6e nuclear,

t. TT14 niduintion Ifc'r=AtIon. on the 1*4pht eqnt~til ntorýto not ottly about
tlht nutlrar :Went fleld" buit about Other mt1not!c BYeds rul t~itaiy

MeTh~ .ýffttive rtlold% theron~ readout 5Ial$145 a be UL
5ri.rthan to a oir o an lndtc~o Coill~i~-

lI~i.io o~thi o '~ of AmblentL X~gnwt1C FIei4s

A steNR %stlt I: "-nslitve hoth tv the Inertlal -Qtzkt1<n rato of' Mhe OP-Arltu:
an he4U11i-' Aaf:ýtllc fl'lda. haithor that atvatn; to- 5li1ftnato thlsý C1i0eld. h4%

the ~eld eIu1 antossy Ulth tho rotaý.I~ rAte t'.y Uýlag two
4iffre-nt. nu'clear sttie:0 tlnte tud un".avwn:. the field and thte rotation ratp, r-Iqui're
tVo nbaga Cetnti. The p -atlenm ofil' at* the erffct.: of o.zterna1i fildsl -.y using

Itcoirdt Thik-Cae Utr-icrstt. *Is wcri-,ig on a hell%= I nuclear gyro tyatea

whreaterget~~'raurs ~eaabler~t na; .etA- rlelAU an4 thon Ithe spin distzrblttg
46e tl r SIF11411ed thr.luei t~he qloymett of superconductive 2blelds.

a. C~h I2ton (pig 35)

In one examole o~f av KRG, the cel~l (I tZ #'I or' high purity_!ynthetti: fused
gillea containt: H~g alld 201 srn the fors Cf non-atoplc vap'or (10~ alAliaotor Pig

Abe t.m~ slMas occur at I Kliz znd 269 Hiz. retp~ettlvely, In a 1.2 gtu~t applied
field. An optlcl' running bean lnpartt arnia .1etmto hed ~~ oarized
ilght tL' tl?ý rorcurij ac-=r No thq~ ?'et niuclear fta~tnetirattion '*econes oriented and enhanced
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by a factor of about 10 9 .

The precessional motion of the magnetization causes the monitor light beam to
be modulated at the two frequencies. The modulation on the light beam is converted to
electrical signals, amplified and fed back to drive the *-Anetization in a steady pre-
cession. The gyro output signal is derived from two such NMR controlled oscillators as
"spin generators." The two oscillators are arranged wi.n their constant magnetic fields
pointing in opposite lirections so that rotations, which add to the phase of the signals
in one oscillator subtract from the phases in the other loop. This improves the phase
detection accuracy anM minimizos disturbing environment influences.

Gyro performance depends on phase and frequency stability of, and noise in,
the spin generator loop and on the directional stability and uniformity of the magnetic
fields.

The noise, arisirg from the photon beams in the spin generator and from the
fundamental magnetization phenomena, can be minimized by achieving large S/N ratios in
the magnetic resonance cell (>40 rtb).

The degree to which the output of the oscillator follows the precession motion
depends on the phase stability of the oscillators where a large amount of feedback is
warranted.

A change In applied magnstic field direction changes the direction of the gyro-
sensitivj axis. Small shifts can be accQmmodated by shielding or orientation change of
the AC driving coils.

At what precession rate the magnitude of the resonance is a maximum (and the
phaseshift at median value) and is---aside from magnetic field and the gyromagnetic
ratio---also weakly dependent on the spettral distribution, polarization and intensity
of the applied light. The influence of light intensity changes is reduced by careful
equivalent adjustment of the light in the two cells.

A Further discussion will focus on some principal aspects of Interest in the
attei.;,t to utilize the full information stored in the phase of the precessing nucleqr
magnetizat i:n.

5. Ch.,!ce of Nuclei (Pigs 36, 39)

From the ;xporassiDns for the phase error, it can be seen that the effective
relaxation times and tht J-t'rerence of the gyroma. etlc ratios should be maximized.
Favorable choice of atoms and r.clei mians, of course, simplification by avoiding Intrin-
sic difficultlea. For instance, choice of atoms with & cl;sed electronic shell, lIke
noble gases have, may render mininun Interaction and high relnxation times. The choice
of the particle In, however-, mostly cc.strained by the available knowledge ant experience
with a particular system and its behavi.z in M operation (Bloch equation parameters).
Further research will certainly be helpful.

The known U10 gyro effects employ:

a. TWO Isotopes H~gt and4 hgt01 , tne basic phys)ics of which ha~s be-en exP~n-
alvely re:s-earched In the pest; they ra•n be directly pumped wOth UV re-onance llht
(253-.7. 185.0 t=) requIrIng quartz optics and surfering absoption by atmospheric -.ýxygn.

b. 04d Isotopes of noble gases which have the advantaee of longer relakza!un
tInes, but mAy havt the Iissdvsnts• In that they cannot bte puspd with their own
resonancve li*tht which may lio too rfar In t," ultraviolet. Qn-( may usle, tafl techni-
que. or tpin e.,,ohtigv pu~picIn4 whlc alaietlvpo smxdwt tenbeL
and the PellariZsa toll of the optlcalls pueped vapor Io transferred to the noble gas, the
pu=*u.ng Ila% requirlg otly glass optics.

C. heing exploed a i the crrmhrinaticn of npin osy4sts. No I I s
with electrionic) *pthe thezld 1-e very 19n .caaI ~n t Itherelaztlentins couled ith hi ) uigna tot n901rt.o, v ry rr Zasmnt um.yo rrr

pyrcm e and the W" with short reaiatIsn tliae In the • ntrfttot lr stods. .S a1.
the goal is to red4uc* the Influence of 3tQk w~tr. It* short rp'axrntltcm ti- (Its ntrtasttble
atc-U are detoyed in collis )on the He, systn that the gycial-etmc ratio
conpensateo for the ftot relaxat~on of Wt. The "esrmettreshold far the M~T; Is
determIned by to statistlcal error of thl scale factor 4nd by practlcal lInmItatons due
to 44ot noise, frruency, aL•4 nd p drirts.

rrrTh~at theo ,rActltal erroir Is larser than the theoretlcaily letermlnes ptatlstieti
erlrAnd showsdlt--hr tht exponent indicates the unceOrtain-ty of the tile tunc-

tion for the drilft from one systen to another---l azahject cf furthler research andJ
& qdvelopment. Cfiic concern Is the shnt noisze !nmtluqene. Th1 decrease It, roný :ncroascs

sthe Intpnglaty of the llfht; tnio how&Vrer broadens the .~ý-etie rez-dnanice line v~tch
Cc*UnterActt the Ivrovelment frost reduced stwot noise- t ptla,%i light lgvel Is reAZ!%rd
when the reslaxation rate of the atcas, dueý tiD the llightj Is equa; -ýo the intrinslc relax-
ation rAte. ftrth~er, thr detection schere should be such that tthe. eccupillnR hetween sh'ot
noise and linewl.4th In a stminaun by arranging that a mexin-a of atv±S are avallabie to
Inisracet with the light, and the InteractIon rate per ato= can he relatively small.
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6. HNO Summary

The NMR Gyro or ?4R0 employs nuclear magretic resonance phenomena to measure
inertial rotation rate.

The ritating mass of a flywheel of the claasical gyroscope as sensing element
Is replaced by the dynamics of nuclear and/or atomic spins and resulting magnetisms of
certain atomic species.

Unlike Its mechanical counterpart, there is no bearing to wear, and there Is
intrinsic motion Isolation. Reduced maintenance requirements, compact design, and
reliable electronic-optical components should lead to significant savings in acquisitionI
and life cycle cost if similar ratio of angular momentum to disturbing momentum can be
achieved, as is the case with a classical mechanical gyro.

Basic, to the MRO is tne fact that a magnetic moment generated from a multi-
tude cf spinn~ing part-icles precesses about a magnetic field It with the Larmor precession
frequenc.; y4-Q. That is, the Inertial rate n1 can be Inferred from the precise
measurement oz* the ~rrprecision frequency, given y and H. (Figs 30 to 32)

Here lies the practtiua' -ensurement difficulty since the nuclear magnetic
moments may be <10-8 gauss. First, to maintain the magnetic field to the desired degrees
of stability and uniformity over the sanple may require special shielding arrangements

and close loop servo controls. However, by observing two magnetic resonances simultane-

V ~ously instead of one in the same magnetic field. the effect of field fluctuations c:anI
be minimized.

Second, the magnetic moment characteristic y originates from a conglomerate of
"polarized"' single particles; it has a *tochastic part and Is sensitive to field
gradient and other environmental Influences. The choice of the particles is of prime
importance for the composition and lifetime of the magnetic moment vector and thereby,
for the output signal to noise ratio, the sensitivity and scale factor of the device.

opticalSeveral designs of 11INRG are currently being Investigated. They all employ
otclpumping to create orientation of the particle zpins. Th1s has proven to be a

convenient approach; however, It should not exclude other approaches like electromagne-
tic pumping of I'quids.

CONCLUDING BL'AURK

To the final quvstion, why nsIti:ýWrim th~ese optical gyros at all, when very ý,ocd
mechanical ones had been ptrreoted at exrrnse, one mviy tay th!!t the use of any uinconven-
tional egyro in I guidance ' stem thould not be thought vf as, s-imple rep1tteement of a
conventional oie. In or-der to fully rezillre all the unique advmintagesa of A new device,
the sýystem application iht~tld be studied an4 vorked through In terms of all az~pect;a ot
Input And output characteristtlcs or the niew device. ifew rnuch froza R&D equipmevt

finally finidt entry tntoproduction etknil-t be predictedi uxac~tly, hovever, Is p.roportional
to te prcevedand enootrtedinnovative and coitt ~aving v-aiue, the d o!!nstrat1On of

Lac, 3 not without risku and =~y t*Ve a lot%4 time. The optical jzroa have CL igoe head-

Mti Har~i A OSTGAAMD arA- Staff '-o* co",titiive care of then exigent eý%&&rqos with

the flgu0ree AM~ the fitaa reproduction of teM erticl*.
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TWO tiUR DRIFT FROM TURN-ONS),X 0.633/-pm
41 L '43 c•m

41 - .. ............ 0• 3 .",

S8.
6 ITo. 0 92 cli 1. 57 se 0. 

0
24 ae lr

S4 606 E C-"

9D I ao - I hr - 0.0•3 deglhrj o jo eý g, 16 jo 90 WO 110 L"• 1ý

DRIFT RUN - BASIC QUANTIZATION TIME-MINUTES DRIFT RUN - RMRUCED QUANTIZATION

I~ T 0.633 ý.m

0.633 pm 3c~50 COUNT SAMPL r
L34 cm 10- lO• j

q . 0.9~00 0, h, m.n 0.03 sic

=: k I. i I OIIANTIZATION 0REM0VED

7'" 02 ,. n 01.8 de 1', o. 2 .0 2 I 0 e4, . 0 .:i 0

ELAPSED TIME IN MINUTES ELAPSED TIME IN MINUTES

FIGURE 3. Examples of typically achieve' practical accuracies, with the influence
of the choice of quantization are given. (Ref I, #43)

SAGNAC's
EFFECT

0t

SCIRCULATING RINGI I-NTE EROMETRICIINERTIAL ROTATION INERTIAL ROTATIONSENSORS S ENSORS
( (DIGITAL COUNT FOR ANGLE) do (ANALOG FOR

ANGLIS RATE)

PASSIVE RING ACTIVE RING-] MULTIPLE-TURN
RFSONATORS RESONATORS FIBER-OPTIC

(RING LASER) INTERFEROMETERS

FIEROPIC INTGRT FOVWVCW WV Or OU OUAEAPPROACH OPTICS EXCITATIO EXCITATION W WAVE WVS....APPROACH / G APPROACH . APPROACH L .APPiOACH APPROACH

PRLG R LG SILO

The SAGNAC frmily or lazel. pyroon

"FIGURE 4. The standard ringlatuer i.n only -ne branch of prosently contlidered lasier
gyros based on the "Sagnac effeet," with the "passive ringlaser gyro"
, and the "Sagnac interf'eror'ter' •-ro:3" competing. With no claim to ncn-,n-

clatur, o, the difference derives from the Sagnac phase measurement vcr-'ji
frequency measurement (ref: x, f41)
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o Co

C VACUUM LIGHT VELOCITY

C* VELOCITY OF LIGHT PROPAGATION IN MOVING LIGHTPATH WITH INDEX OF REFRACTION n AND
MOTION u RELATIVE TO INERTIAL SPACE C# - £ ± (1 -

""L LENGTH OF LIGHTPATH IN RING FROM SEPARATION OF BE.AMS TO RECOMBINATION L NP

P PERIPHERY OF RING, N NUMBER OF LOOPS
at L+ _ _L

+ -)U +.

TITI

l t DIFFERENCE EETWEEN TIMES OF THE COUNTER PROPAGATING BEAMS

FOR L+ . L + L

a_• t a 2L INDEPENDENT OF n (in i. order)

FIGURE 5. The basic relation of the Sagnac effect for the interference of two light
beams traversing equal closed path in opposite directions, wtile the path
in rotated. (Ref II)

USE OF INTIRE.FtRFNCF. PHENOMENA 1'4 '4VO WAYS.

STATIONARY OR MO'ING FRINUGS
LASER OUTSIt)4 OR INSIDE RING

FIOURE 6. Re-utt or optlcatl intreirenoe ia either a atat0iorry or mo%•ving fringe
Jpat tern 4tpeid on whetber tl'. la-er 1,3 outsaide the ring onf the

resonator. il "'pkiaave,' or inni.le the ring ("a1t~ve" 'Or reganecative
oreaotar5. (Hier I im Apvtn41x A, 5)

, . . . .-

.. . . ... . . . .. . . . .. .- N.<. 0 2

,_ __2! -.."0



FIGURE 7. The measurements which the Sagnac effect then allows are rotation rate
expressed either by a phase or fringe shift, or by a difference between
two resonance frequencies. The relative shifts are equal under
stationary conditions. For high resolution and digital readout
frequency output is desirable. (Ref Appendix A, Figs 1 and 2)

PRINCIPAL MEASUREMENTS

SAGNAC AT v

~ 2~-T CU

RESOLUTION

FRINGE SHIFT Az 10 +

PHASE SHIFT 1 i0- +
2%

FREQUENCY AF AT 10- 17

GENERAL RELATION FOR "SAGNAC SYSTEMS"

(AT) . AL . AZ = 4 (Af)
T L z f *T

L Optical Path Length
T Photontransition Time

Over L with z = T0 r; = 2wr T

AZI 40 FROM STATIONARY FRINGE PATTERN

Af FROM MOVING FRINGE PATTERN

FIGURE 8. Example showing that frequency measurement allows easily detection of
a fraction of earth rate, while fringe shift measurement allows only a
multiple of it (without advanced techniques discussed later).

DESIRABILITY OF Af MEASUREMENTS

EXAMPLE :

4 (ALE - 6.275 1 -5 a (rad/3ec'

4z . 0- f. (tad/aec

u7- 2r adl ec) givo

?,'r ,,0.5 It: wh'.1e

l: -1 +2 t r onld oro oniy

A7 2 10-5 at limit or rea-b~~1ity

I,.
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PHOTODETECTOR

BS Oy PD

GAIN
MEDIUM

Mi

MM

BEAT NOTE 4F - Few -Fow -Ka

K AREA
LENGTH

K - 4AF 4_A . D D DIAMETER OF
Lc L- a CIRCULAR PATH

RINGLASER GYRO

FIGURE 9. The conventional RLG renders a difference frequency or a pulse rate
proportional to the rotation rate, as long as the gain medium inside
the ring supports two regenerative oppositely directed modes of
different frequencies along paths of identical properties. At low
rotation rates, the modes do not separate, they "lock in."

100A AI VOTT ___________

Ih~t
Wilt 11t~ i,&C ltAV U

1OA ElRROR SOURCES 10B LOCK-IN COMPENSATION
TECHNIQUES

Figure 10. Error sources of practical devices and compensation of the lock-in
phenomena by mechanical or magnetic oscillatory bias rotation, "dither.,
so the resulting operating characteristic renders detection also around
zero rate input. The equation for the phase difference between the
oscillation modes shovs a random phase, i.e., noise with non-zero lock-in
range (Ref 1, and A•.a3db A, Figs 7 and 8)
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LFIGURE 10. Error sources of practical devices and compensation of the lock-in

phenomena by mechanical or magnetic oscillatory bias rotation, "dither,"
so the resulting operating characteristic renders detection also

around zero rate input. The equation for the phase difference between
the oscillation modes shows a random phase i.e. noise with non-zero
lock-in range.
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RLG
BEAT FREQUENCY
CHARACTERISTIC

RANDOM DRIFT
AND

BIAS DRIFT

0

WORSE WITH
SINUSOIDW.L
DITHER

INFLUENCE OF

MODE INTERACTI ON
AND NOISE

1111. . .SQUARE WAVE

t

FIGURE 12. D.ronatratlon of how even under square wave dithering random drift
and bias drift 1 produce-i, because of random oscillator starting
phase and stochastic behavior of the operating characteristic
especially close to the look-In range. (Ref 1, *36; ApPeAdix A, Pig 8)
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RLG ADVANTAGES

- Inertial Angular Rate
- Strapdown Conducive
- Digital Output
- High Rate Capability
- Precisely Defined Input Axis
- Negligible Acceleý..tion Sensitivity
- Long Shelf and Ot.erating Life
- - Instantaneous warm-Up

DESIRED IMPROVEMENTS

- Reduction of Error Sources
- Morq Accurate Scale Factor
- Random Drift Reduction
- Cost Reduction

FIGURE 13. The conventional RLG renders considerable performance and cost advantage,
especially if the improvements underway are realized. A major effort is
directed toward lock-in range reduction by reducing the backscatter radia-
tion especially from mirrors. (Ref 1, 41, 46 and Appendix ., Figure 12)

?MTBF
ALHours Hours

10,000 _10,000
Operating Life

6,000.. 6,000

2,0001 "e 2,000

i /

1970 '72 74 176 '78

o/hr x inches

0.1

0.01 P5erformance
x size

1970 776 7e

10 KS x °hr "

1Performance
x Coat - N.

0.1 i I7• 7
1970 72 74 7t 78

FIGURE 14. Median values characterizing the availability and improvements of practical
RLGs based on coam y any test station reports.
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Four-frequency ring laser gyroscope resonator. The "Faraday' rotator
may comprise a Faraday cell or may be incorporated into another element,
e.g., a magnetic mirror or a magnetic field on the discharge.
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USABLE IROTATIOU RATEC HAOE

fj- *2 *(BIAS-BIAS),

01AS CAN4CELS

TWICE AS #SEXSTMV AN~ 2 M~DF LASER CYPRO

FIGURE 16. Four oaci~llatiun wdqa - ra biased stationary and differentially by a
toetiprocal polarizatioli rotator MOA) (tytpicallyt quartz 01st vor~tal to
its c-axis) and a non-1rcciprocal polarization rotatot (Farada1y call) MF. I
Operating zero is at th-v- cros~-aver of' tho charactoristics; sensitivity
to rotationl is doubled.
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V o ' 104H

OA 400 M4Hz

MU t 100 AKls

P 1 M-j

FIGURE 17. The mode splitting produced by the elements in the ring results in two gyros
of left and right circularly polarized waves which, in turn, have clockwise
and counterclockwise traveling parts split by the Faraday cell. At cow
rotational input, the frequencies of the ccv waves shift down, the others
up. The conditicn for obtaininig the necessary non-reciprocal bias is
stringent stationary path aymmetry.Ref 1, 39, 40, 44 and Appendix A, Figure
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* $ CO;L

FIGURE 19b Concept

FIGURE 19. Cptical fiber Gagnac interferometer system with differential interference
pattern readout, built-in 180" phase bias element, modulated, input reversed
optical carrier. jRef I1, #65)

PASSIVE RING RESONATOR LASER GYROSCOPE

VCO SERVO DIFFERENCE AMPLIFIER

f +f
LASER f 0 2

f,, DETECTORS

ACOUSTO-OPTIC .
CRYSTALS

PZT

VcO

SERVO

Schematic Oiagram of a Passive Ring Laser Gyraiscope Using Acousto-Optic Frequency Shifters

For 17 CM So Cavity. I W Laser

Accuracy=*1 - 39/flr for I Sac. Inta4ration Time

- optirrm 3 - .040/tr f~r I Sec. IntaZetiooa Tifte

VIGUR 20. Fasuive ring resonator systom. trackin" cheng oL resonator resonance via
lervo-feodback varying one optical input 'frequon•sy and one optical path-
length: allowing •requency reAdout. (Rat

I! I
?J

4 ... . . . . "
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ACTIVE RE-ENTRANT SAGNAC (GYRO) Usual Sagnac

- N-Loop optical pulse systam with an external Fiber Gyro
oscillator

Number of"- Internal bidiroctional amplifier Traita
of N-Turn

PULSER D Lo~p

iGAE Mode cw Pulsed
/ .hr,-= Loop Transit

APTime for opt r-25ijs T-25ps

ffH B IDIR C OUPL 
S/N

Integration
TimeTMI

GATE1  Type Rate Gyro Integrating
Rate Gyro

Air Schematic

FIG-nE 21. ACTIVE RE-ENTIL'NT SAGNAC SYSTEM USING OPTICAL PULSES WITH MULTIPLE TRANSI-
TIONS THROUGH KULTITURN LOOP, RENDERING FREQUENCY READOUT LIKE RLG. (Ref II, 68)

'NPUT PULSE j1 __

CW PULSE TRAIN, 11 1 11I1I II IL LLLL

j CCW PULSE TRAIN I 1 ! 1 I 1 I 1 111 !1t

PN

6#14#151 N 2N'I

DETECTOR OUTPUT zi h-N Zft-

0 I 2 P

"" NUMBER OF REC!RCULAiIONS (p)
p - F- F- - 1 J •. RE5• S TOI TUN (IF •TWN W-W

NIl

xar~er Of Recirculations (P)

t gX•I•- Subscr I efers to I Turn of N-Turn Loop

FIGURE 21. E~planatios of result of vectorial addition of manitored oftica% pulses in
ca active rc*atrant Sagr.ac Gyro CARS) during rotation of the f-f"* coil.

(Ref 1. #6L
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0,
SI OM tM IM RAD =IOCM

w
S 2

0

1I0
I-.10 

, 
...

6 -5 164 1-3 162 161

ERROR IN MEASUREMENT OF ROTATION RATE
(DEG/HOUR)

FIGURE 23. Example of possible performance of the ARS gyro for different radii of the
fiber coil. Intrinsic benefit of the Sagnac effect through large loops can
be realized optimally. (Ref II, 68)

FEATURES

1. Active Loop

Long Integration Tim

2. Non-Oscillating Loop

No Lock'in

3. Abolute Scale FActor

Digital

4. Ideally Suited to Optical Fiber Properti*e

FIGURE 24. 3**ti: featuras of the ARS develvpnent. Esoentially a ra*o integrating
e*oteo-. cucceeding in twwval of path instabilities 4nd eo•iro•mantal
sonsitivities, with a challenginq integrated ootics bidirectional as.plifior
proJect. [Raf II, 0)

tP

S /•" ! --. -:. \.I
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AcieReo.Passive Re on. N
Laser in Ring

Dithered Interfero.AZ$

af 4t
E Stationary Re-ntan

GASEOUS SYSTEMS FIBER, INTEGRATED OPTICS

ONE-TURN LOOP LTI-TURsW LOOP
Af a •

FIGURE 25. How the categories of Samnac sy-stems are realized and what their output rnd

determining influence parameter ia.

stationary Bias
Shorter Wavelengths X-Ra-y

Solidl State - 1O/riber

N'orth Sousing Application

Acceioroif.ter Ajpplicticm

Applicaticoeb Related to Extra;* Slamitivity to Nonrrciprocitivity •an. KAo.
Polarization Cherqac)

SPectroscopy Strairn ter X.O.

Kagnaeomter CAeoph$ Cea

m , tor PMySLcS ExpFerlmsents

Flow Vl•!ocity fter

FIGU•tV 26. 'Tefn4 a&.-d po$$ibilitief for application andQ tenion of tite .qa4C ••satS.

(Ref Z' #11
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RESEARCH TOPICS

O Rotational Accelerometer

o RLG North Sensing and Seeking System
o All Solid State Inertial Navigation System

o Application of Shorter Wavelength Sources

o Utilization of Effects Related to:
- Refractive Index Changes

- Medium Flow

FIGURE 28. Recommended long range R&D topics, based on present research trends and
available equipment experience.

ACTIVITES

RLG SAGNAC

Autonetics Jet Propulsion Lab
Honeywell Lear Siegler
Hamilton Stamidard Martin Marietta
Kearfott MIT

Lear Siegler Northrop
Litton Rockwell

Nortronics Siemens
Raytheon Stanford University
Sperry Univ. of Utah
C.S. Draper Lab Texas Instruments
SFENA Thomson C.S.F.

SFIM MBB
Ferranti

FIGURE 29. Companies and institul.'ons knrwn through publications to be invvlved in RLG
and passive Sagnac sybcem research or development activities.

NMR GYRO

Gyro-Input Axis
z

Hn

• °)

x y
!iagnetic Field Hn Rotates Around Gyro Input Axis

Frequency of Rotation-Nuclear Precession Frequency - Is Constant in inertial
Space

Inertial Rotation Rate Measuremeat Only about Input Wis
%Measured Frequency is Precession Frequency Shifted Higher or Lover by Amount

Squal to Gyro Rotation Rate

SFIGURE 30. Principle of the Ni!clear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) gyro or Magnetic Rfeonance
Gyro (HRG).

• . • .. . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . , ... .. . . . .. . • o - , • , ,..-...............? • • , •
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MAGNETIZATIONH

Magnetic Field Hn is Composed of Nuclear Magnetic Moment of Gas Atoms. it is

Created by magnetic and Optical Alignment. Its Motion is

Determined by Coherent Precession about an Applied Magnetic Field H,

Sustained by Application of Tuned Periodic Magnetic Fields in X- (and
Other) Direction and is
Detected via Faraday Effect on the Polarization of a Light Beam.

Z z Z

H~ -n

lLightý 4Lghtt N

3x Iy x y x y

Alignment of Magnetic Hx Hi Hsiw Ut Sustain Detection of Precession

Momonts I*IR Oscillations Moments

FIGt'R1 31, How the nuclear magnetic field precession vector is established by optical
pumping and driving magnetic field.

KRG -BASICS

A H
T M Angular Momentum

a Y T Torque

T H y Gyromagnetic Ratio

Magne~tic -Moment

11n Hn Nuclear Kagnetic Field ofP ~n nCollection of Uagnetic Dipoles

Rotatkon of H d n (H ~A!=t
d 11

Steady -State $olution: a Y PrSession R"te about 11

If U Avotation of Frawic in k~ Direction

Xar.sured tProeatoen5 Rate W r -'dl

fICR B2 3asic relation defining the 14=.or ptece"aion in relation to the input
rotational rate.

NAG FEATURES

iTio Gauaes in 0.-&- Call:- Nigh Accuracy l4a4n KeasuremanL,.
Precise Kagnetic Pield Control,
Wkl.. Tempezatuee, Composition Control

Aligns~et of Nuclear Kokmant by optical P%.=ping of:
varkiny Gages Di~rectly or
indirectly by Spin Exchange from Optically
Puspel Altali metal Vapor

Detection of Larisor 7requancies via Optical )9odulatiork Wrectly or indi~rectly via

Elchange to Metal Vapor

KU 33. reatures of MRG realizati~ma.

C, ~ . -.u~'gig;
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SMRG PRINCIPLE
Two Species Implementation (A, B)

If WA = yAH - fl

.. WB = yBH -

The•. a (q wA " WB) 1_ (wA _ w•)
=YB g = YA 7B

"(B
Requires High AcCUrdCy for --

YA

Duplicate Cell in Oppositely Directed Magnetic Field
Va 1 1

S-a
YB

(l •) vA YB
wa YaH • • - ( 1 - •)

Then Combined

•_ W• 7B (WA WA"l)

vB • )
S2 11 -;--)

'A
7B WB1 + WB= = (..I• )

For • 0 q WA + WA

1 0 By Control of H One has • = (WA + WA)

If WB + WB =
YA2 (•- i)

• (WA + WAI) 22

And H - S
YB YBYA (i - •A)

FIGURE 34. •xpianation of the duel •article usage.

.. OPTICALLY PUMPED MRG

.i! •

• •'P

.. ,•.. Naqnetlc
-: Shield

• . h•
S: " :! .o=I

..•" • • •lr,

• -:,.. i ;u)so•ption Coil

" ' i A •Imholt• Coill for |! Field

• G Broadband •hale Stable A•lifler
! : P PhOtocel• NP• Controlled O•cillato•

: A• AC Pield Celia
SL•-• for P•adout and Pu•ing

... ::, ••,r •ola•i•era •I•/4 Plate and Linear Polarizer)
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FIGURE 35. A typical MRG realization example.

MRG - ERROR

Measured Magnetic Resonance Fzequencies of a Two Particle System

WA -YA~

WB = yBH -

Assume the Gyromagnetic Ratios YA, 7B Are Accurately Known, Then

WAYB - 4B^A
oA - YB

The Error 6Q in Measurement of SW in the Measurement of Resonance Line

of WdthAW i 6Wa AW andif A 4 , with T the Respective Relaxation

Time, Then One Obtains from (6a) 2 ý (YB aWA)2 + (YA SWB)2

A - yB)

2 YYB2 S -2 S -2

(6 R) y I7'B ([YATA W ] + --B T Bi )YA- B, (NA [T B (I

Vinimum Statistical Error Requires: i. YA' YB as Different as Possible

2. Relaxation Times TA, TB as Long as
Possible

3. Signal to Noise Ratios as High as
Possible

FIGURE 36. Theoretical measurement error of a two particle MRG and design recommendations.

PRACTICAL LIMITS ON SENSITIVITY OF MRG
1. Light Shifts in Resonance Frequencies (Correction Term Dependent on

Light Intensity)

2. Phase Shifts in Electronic Servo Loops

3. Light PF Circuit Interaction (Shift Influenced by RF Power Level)

4. Shot Noise by Light Sensing
5. Limits on Participating Nuclei (10i Hg 107 noble gas)

Noise and Drift

- T Effective Nuclear Spin Relaxation Time

Sr Measurement Sandwidth

x>o S/N Signal to ?woise Ratio in Readout

r FIGURE 37. Errors observed in practical dnvices and related research indicate exiating.
sensitivity limiting influences. The practical limit contains drift term
and is larger than error shovn in Fig. 36.

g.,

a
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NMR-MRG-DEVELOPMENT TRENDS

Mercury Noble Gases Helium-Systems

Direct Pumping and Readout Indirect Pumping and Readout Direct Pumping

Collisional Spin - Indirect Readout

- Exchange

Two Particle System at Room Temperature (or Above)

A.C. Field NMR Oscillators

Combine Two Cells with Equal Materials in Opposite Magnetic Fields

Four Cells for Three-Axis Inertial Measurement

Exception;

Low Temperature System Employing He3

Ambient Magnetic Field Dilution,

Pulse Type Precession Initiation (Varian-Packard),

Magnetic Superconductive Readout Method (Squid).

FIGURE 38. Presently known MRG system characteristics. (Ref V)

ORDER OF MAGNITUDE COMPARISON OF ROOM TEMPERATURE MRGs

System Spin T (Sec) y (KHz/GAUSS)

A B A B A B 60 (Hz)

I 199 Hg 201 Hg 102 102 1 1/2 9 10- 3

I1 Noble Gas Isotopes 103 103 1 1 F 10-3
F> 1

III He3  He4  104 1 1 103 1 10-3
(l 1 S0 ) (23s 1 )

2 2 1/2

With 2 YA 2
YAD &WA) (AWS)

And AW (Hz) • (--) One Has for System III

I 1/2

a ([108 10 .1/2

FIGURE 39. Theoretical comparison of known systems using order of magnitude values of
physical parameters, showing the difficulty of particle choice and reaching
the earth rate acasuremont sensitivity. Using high S/N and actual parameters
improves the error value.

*Il-"*[ ..
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A NUUi I Ali MAGN.I IC NESONANCE INMHiI GYROItOwr pIcAL. MAGNf I UMEFI:R DI EVION

PREAMP LOW NOISE PREAM
HWOUSING SILICON PHOTOOETECTOR

CONDENSER -. OUTPUT FIBER
LENS OPTICS BUNDLE

FOAM PLASTIC BEAD EXTERNAL. MAGNETIC SHIELD
INSULATION FILLER

NHURCELL OVEN

NMR CELL
FIELD 7;
COILOVNHAE
FORM\ IOENETR

INTERNAL MAGNETIC .Ij -lCLRLRZR
SHIELD ASSY \ . INPU`T F IBER OPTICS BUNDLE

COMIDENSER LENS

- I SPECTRAL FILTER1144 &COLLIMATING LENSES
NUR OVEN -- CONDENSER LENS

LAMPHEART

GLASS LAMP ENVELOPE
SENSOR LM ON OSN

PLATE

IMAIN BS
PRISMPLT

"sEaalbly drawir4 of bN4R bxeadboard gyro sensor.

FIGURE 40. Typical NCP. device realiaation. (Ref V, #l00)

11A
iv,~
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EXPERIMENTAL CRYOGENIC He3 NUCLEAR G710OSCOPE

SPcunzCD 3Ht - M " RX'T,,,4

UI ZELO

$IfCt.u0I IL C IL

I CL , €au • ..-'il, 'l. c iS

TO lqZfif-r COATW, Wi. IIFOA1, Be

I I

L -I
II

L.

PIGURL 41. Schemtic of cryogenic nuclear gryoscope, using l193 Larmor presession about
minimu• stationary .agnetic field in superconductiveo magnetic shijid, with
superconductive magnato•eter readout of procession motion. Since magnatic
fiel-d stability provided by shield, only one spin species necessary. Nuclear
rolaxation times (1e 3 in He4 mixture) in ~the order of day.- or longer.
(Ref V, *99)

--1
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MRG POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES

No Critical Mechanical Dimensions

No Moving Mechanical Parts

Sstrapdown conducive

High G-Capability

High Reliability

LowCost

PROBLEM AREAS

Drift (Increase of Relaxation Times Dependent on Cell

Noise * Geometry and Particle Environment. Reduction of

Shielding Light Induced Frequency Shift.)

Theory Development

Cross Axis Interactions

System Use

FIGURE 42. Suggested MRG potential advantages and work for improvement of present
experimental models.

HISTORIC NOTE

RLG

1962/63 Rosenthal, Maceck, Davis 1958 Greenwood, Bailey, Simpson
Aronowitz

1970 0.1*/Hr 100/Hr

1978 0.010 /Hr 1/Hr

1982 0.0010 /Hr 0.1 0/Hr

(Order of Magnitude Expected Thresholds for 100 sec Samples)

FIGURE 43. Indicates different development history and status of RLGs and MRGs.

RLG/MRG - COMPARISON OF PROBLEMS, STATUS, POTENTIAL

RGMRG B3oth

Optical and Mechanical Precision Simpler No Moving Mechanical Parts

Mirror Coat No Critical Strapdown Conducive
Dimension High G-Resistant

Statust Research Research High Reliability

Development Exploratory Lower Cost
Production Development Integrated Rate Output

Instantaneous Readiness warmup Miniaturization Possibility

Long Life (Shelf and Operating) Realignment Digital Output

Adaptive to Geometry

Miniature (Low Sensitivity) NHods: Noise & Drift Reduction
Largo (Hilghest Sensitivity) Higher S/N

Short Sample Digital
$tadou t

xA)pli~tuii i.roadvninqj

FIGURE 44. Differen-:3 ana similarities of RLGs (potentially general "Saqtn systems
ona5 NAVA..In NRs

S"o

............................
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF BASIC RELATIONS
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ERROR FROM DIFFERENCES IN PATHLENGTH AND REFRACTIVE INDEX

IF L+ L + 6 n+ n + e
L- L .- 6 n

WHERE 6, n, c MAY BE FUNCTION OF A

ONE OBTAINS

At 41rR 2 N + +
20

-14WITH e = 10 . 2 6 = 0 = 1.5 R = 5.6 cm

NULLSR[FT R= 1- 5 x 10- RAD/SEC = 100 /HR.

Figure 4. Example of measurement error shift related to optical oath nonreciprocities
caused by refractive index and mode deviations.
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I 1i(l + cos(2 x))

RLG

I = Io(l + cos(27rA f t + 2 x))

FRINGES MOVING

Af PULSES/SEC -a
CAUSEI) BY FEEDBACK

RL3: AMPLIFICATION, COUPLED OSCILLATIONS IN RING

Figure 5 Relation for interference fringe light intensities in case of "passive" and
"active" sagnac systems.
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*Figure 6. Explanation of active vs. paasive syntemr. The wave rield vo.ctozr:: are not
tn motion by thie feedback in the rNenenrative (laser in ring) case. The
fringe motior 1is proportional to rate Input.
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LASER IN RING
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Figure 7. Relations for the frequency or count output in the active case.
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NOISE LIMITS FOR FREQUENCY SEPARATION

, 6v x(S)-I BR INSTRUM. LINE WIDTH (Hz)
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4A. ,'.y .
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Figure 9. Shot noise limit for frequency separation (RLG without dither).
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FIFure 10, Symmetry requirement- for four mode laser gyro and desirable operational
condicions.
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SCULLY/SANDERS - OPTICAL DITHER METHOD (CONCL'D)
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Figure 11. Suggested "optical dither" method. By using unsymmetric mode location,
side modes above threshold gain act to produce oscillatory bias. (I, 45)
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SUMMARY

A Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Gyro is an inertial angle sensor in which the
inertial properties are derived from an intrinsic angular momentum and magnetic moment
associated with the nuclei of certain atomic isotopes. Such magnetic moments precess in
a magnetic field. A measurement of the shift in precession phase angle is used to obtain
the gyro rotation information. The general requirements for NMR gyro operation include
the existence of a measurable magnetic moment, the ability to make a continuous high pre-
cision measurement of the precession phase of such moments, and a means of distinguishing
between rotation effects and magnetic field effects. An approach which satisfies these
requirements utilizes two isotopes of the noble gases as the inertial sensors and usen an
optically pumped rubidium magnetometer as the readout mechanism. A breadboard NMR gyro
utilizing this approach has been tested and is characterized by a high signal-to-noise
ratio and a low random bias drift.

I. INTRODUCTION

A Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Gyro is an inertial angle sensor in which the
inertial properties are derived from an intrinsic angular momentum (spin) associated with
the nuclei of certain atomic isotopes. Interest in development of an NMR gyro comes from
its potential to have a strapdown gyro sensor with cost, size, performance and reliabil-
ity advantages over ring laser or conventional gyros. Cost advantages stem from the lack
of critical materials or tolerances needed for fabrication. The NMR gyro is expected to
be smaller than a ring laser gyro (RLG) for comparable performance and has no fundamental
connection between size and angular resolution. Performance potential is to 0.01 deg/hr
or better bias drift and, in addition, the NMR gyro can accommodate large input rates
and angle ranges, should not be influenced by high acceleration, and should create no
reaction torques. Aside from the natural motion of the atoms there are no moving parts.

We shall discuss the general requirements for NMR gyro operation and shall describe
an approach to an NMR gyro which utilizes isotopes of the noble gases as the inertial
sensors and uses an optically pumped rubidium magnetometer as the readout mechanism.

II. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR AN NMR GYRO

All atoms or atomic nuclei which have a spin angular momentum also have the pro-
perty of a ragnetic moment directed parallel (or anti-parallel) to the spin direction.
It is well known (Reference 1) that such a moment will process about the direction of an
applied magnetic field, H, at the Larmor frequency which is given by

YR (L)

where y is the ratio of the magnetic moment to the angular momentum and is called the
gyromagnetic ratio. If the measurement coordinate system (gyro case) is itse)f rotating
with an angular frequency wr about the direction of the magnetic field, then the mea-
sured Larmor frequency in the rotating frame will be

Wm y" - Wr (2)

il It is the measurement of this shift in observed precession frequency which is fu-
damontal to the NXR gyroscope. If we integrate equation (2) over time we obtain

em

where 0. isthe ovasured phase angle of the processing nuclear moment with respect to the
gyro case, : is the average value of the magnetic field over the time interval, t. avtd
tI is the gyro rotation angle. For a practical gyro able to resolve small vehicle rota-
tUoo angles, ('m must be measurable to high precision.

There are several general requirementL to be satisfied in order to achieve a prac-
tical gyro. First, there must he a meaeurable magnetic moment. Second, it aust be pre-
ceasing and have a well defined frequency. Third, there must be a means of detecting
this processing moment without the measurement contributing significant error. Fourth,
the measurement mut be continuous in time. Fifth, by reference to equation (3). there
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must be a way of distinguishing between magnetic field effects and rotation effects on
the measured magnetic moment phase angle.

A sample containing nuclear moments has an almost random distribution of these
moments in equilibrium. In order to achieve a measureable moment the individual moments
in the sample must be preferentially oriented in one direction to create a macroscopic
(vector sum) moment which can be detected with a large signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio.
Optical pumping techniques (Reference 2) are usually employed to create such an
orientation.

A macroscopic nuclear moment which has been oriented by optical pumping techniques
will be directed parallel to the applied magnetic field, H. In order for it to precess
it must have a component orthogonal to H. This can be accomplished by applying a small
AC magnetic field with a frequency of the Larmor precession in a direction orthogonal to
the field, H. This resonant field then acts to torque the net moment ani creates a pre-
cessing component.

The precessing moment must have a well defined frequency. This requires that the
individual moments which comprise the macroscopic moment must all have essentially the
same Larmor frequency, which means that they all must experience on the average the same
magnetic field. Thus the magnetic field must be homogeneous. The requirement for a well
defined frequency means that the nuclear moment orientation which is created in the
optical pumping process must be long lived. Processes which tend to destroy this orien-
tation are called relaxation processes and the characteristic time for decay of the
orientation is called the relaxation time. Therefore, the requirement for well defined
frequency implies that relaxation times must be long. A long relaxation time is also
needed for significant nuclear moment orientation to occur since the equilibrium orien-
tation represents a balance between optical pumping rates and relaxation rates.

The precessing net nuclear moment needs to be detectable so that its phase rela-
tive to the gyro case can be determined. This implies a process capable of detecting
the precessing moment with a high S/N. This measurement process, naturally, must not
significantly perturb either the precession frequency or the relaxation times.

For the gyro measurement to be continuous in time, both the nuclear orientation
processes and the torquing of the nuclear moment by a resonant field must occur simul-
taneously with the detection process and also, of course, must not significantly perturb
the frequency or relaxation times. Thus the steady-state operation will be one in which
the processes of nuclear moment orientation, nuclear moment torquing, and nuclear moment
decay are all in equilibrium.

The last general requirement is the need to be able to separate magnetic from
rotationel effects. This is most easily accomplished by utilizing two kinds of nuclear
moments, in other words by using a mixture of two isotopes, each with a nuclear moment
characterized by a unique gyromagnetic ratio (Reference 3). Then, letting a and b
designate the two isotopes, the measured phase angles are equal to

ma ita t 0

0Mb 'Yb I t 0

Where it is assumed that both isotopes experience the same average mngnettc
field, Fl. From equation (4) we can obta~n

VIbma - T' Ovb Nb/Ya)ma - Omb
y,- (b/ya) - )

which is indeopendent of the ,,gnetic field. It, and

0ma 0 mb uMa `ml

tYa b (Ya Yb

which is iniependent of the rotation angle, 0 and where u. and um are the mAasured

Larmor precession !requencies of the two isotapes. Using two isotopes rwans that both
aist be capable of nuclear )oient orientation by either the sane or separate optical
pumpinq techniques, that tuo resonant fields nwst be applied to torque the respective
moments into the ptecession plane and that the detection process must be able to detect
borLh G., and 8,b with high precision.

I. -
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III. AN NMR GYRO USING NOBLE GASES

An approach to the NMR Gyro has been implemented and tested which uses the noble
gases for the two nuclear isotopes. Noble gases were chosen because of their potential
for long relaxation times and thus for the precise determination of precession phase
angles.

The sample cell containing the noble gases also contains some rubidium vapor which
is used for both the nuclear moment orientation process and the measurement technique for
detecting the precessing nuclear moments. The Rb is optically pumped by light from a
rubidium discharge lamp and the net angular momentum so acquired by the rubidium in the
cell is transferred to both noble gas isotopes via a collisional spin exchange process.
(References 4 and 5)

The Rb vapor is also utilized for the detection of the precessing nuclear moments.
This technique is an adaption (Reference 6) of a rubidium magnetometer (Reference 7) and

•i 1 senses the weak magnetic fields associated with the nuclear moments. It operates on the
principle that the absorption of optical pumping light by rubidium atoms is a function of
the direction of the rubidium magnetic moment relative to that of the light beam and that
the direction of the rubidium magnetic moment is itself a function of the magnetic field.
Thus a magnetic field modulated at the two nuclear Larmor frequencies of the two noble
gases can cause modulations in the transmitted optical pumping light at these same
frequencies.

In order to implement this magnetometer, an AC magnetic field is applied parallel
to the DC field, H. The frequency of this AC carrier field is the Larmor frequency of
the rubidium in the field, H. The light transmitted by the cell becomes modulated at
this AC frequency, with the nuclear Larmor precession frequencies being manifested as
sidebands.

There are several advantages of this Rb magnetometer as a nuclear moment detector.
The optically pumped rubidium is already present in the cell for the nuclear moment
orientation process. Both the nuclear moment orientation and detection processes are
indirect, that is, not directly involving interactions with light. This allows the
inherently long relaxation times of the noble gases to be preserved. The magnetometer is
a high S/N detector of the precessing nuclear moments. Much of this is due to a strong
collisional enhancement effect (Reference 5) which results in the Rb moments sensing a
noble gas nuclear moment magnetic field which is, in effect, orders of magnitude larger
than would be expected from the nuclear moments alone. In addition, the magnetometer,
as a magnetic field detector, can sense and thus control the ambient magnetic field com-
ponents along the directions orthogonal to the applied field, H, thus preserving the axis
stability of H and consequently the gyro.

The principles of operation of this NMR gyro can be sumarized by the functional
schematic of figure 1. The transmitted light is incident on a photodetector. The
resulting signal is then demodulated to remove the carrier AC signal, leaving the Larmor
sidebands. These sidebands are then separated tc provide the nuclear precession phases,
the Larmor precession fields which are used for magnetic moment torquing, and, from
equation (6), control of the magnitude of the applied field H. A breadboard gyro model
incorporating these techniques has been built and tested. Figure 2 is an assembly draw-
ing of this model. In this model, the magnetic field axis and thus the gyro input axis
is vertical. The light is shown passing through the WMR cell at a 450 angle to the
magnetic field in order to provide both a parallel (for pumping) and orthogonal (for
detection}) component of the light beam with respect to the magnetic field. The poten-
tial of this gyro is illustrated by the data shown in figure 3 which shows the low bias
drifts which have been achieved under favorable conditions during gyro testing. The
data, which shows the apparent gyro angle with the gyro mounted on a stationary test
stand, is for an 8-hour segment with the average bias removed. Bias repeatability for
this model is about 1 deg/hr, limited primarily by systematic effects related to tem-
periture and light intensity. With the gyro mounted on a rate table and rotated about
the gyro input axis (vertical), the scale factor was measured and is constant to within
experizental measurement accuracy (100 ppm) for all measured rates (up to 70 deg/sec).
A S/N of greater than 60 db (1 It: bandwidth) has been achieved from both nuclear species
and relaxation times are in the several hundred second range. This demonatrates the
efficiency of the nuclear moment orientation and nuclear moment detection processes as
well as the fact that these processes do not severely limit relaxation times.

In sum.iry, wo have demonstrated an approach to an 10R gyro which meets the general
requirements for continuous, precise wasurement of inertial rotatlcn angle and which has
the potential for development into a practical gyro. The present ruseorch and develop-
ment program is concerned mainly with obtaining techniques for eliminating the systematic
bias drifts and with developing a next generation gyro with significant size reduction
and irprovament in performance.

maiI
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SUMMARY

The Hamilton Standard SuperjetTM Sensor is a solid state fluidic rate sensor replacing conventional in-
ertia wheel gyroscopes in applications where high-shock loading, rapid turn-on and long storage life are
important. Applied angular rates are measured by means of the Coriolis acceleration generated deflection
of a recirculated gas Jet flow. This gas jet flow is used to differentially cool a precision temperature
sensitive wire pair located downstream in the jet flow. The instrument contains no rotating or mating
sliding parts. The sensor is a small, lightweight, low-power consumption device which is capable of
extreme over-ranging without degradation of performance upon recovery.

Thspaper presents adescription of the SuperjetT Sensor and its associated supporting electronics.
.4 Presented herein are discussions of the theory of operation, design implementation and test results sub-

stanti8ting the performance capability of the unit. Data are presented which demonstrate capabilities
of C.3 /sec null offset over temperature, O.020/sec resolution and 1.0 percent scale factor linearity for
rates up to 1500/sec.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Initial development of the SuperjetTM Solid State Fluidic Rate Sensor as a promising device with poten-
tial commnercial and military value can be traced to work performed in 1966 by Hercules Incorporated on
an experimental angular rate sensor for use in sailplai~es. Improvemfents implemented by Hercules and sub-
sequently by Hamilton Standard following the execution of a formal licensing/manufacturing agreement In
1972, has resulted in the evolutionary development of the instrument from the original Hercules fluidic
angular rate sensor concept to the practical, highly producible rate sensor package currently being
supplied by Pamilton Standard for the U.S. Army Copperhead Cannon Launched Guided Projectile program.

The principle of operation of the Fluidic Rate Sensor has not been modified since its inception although
numerous design changes have been made to improve the design and establish the present Hamilton Stauidardi

SuperjetT4 Sensor Configuration.
The original sensor device utilized a bidirectional flowreter to detect jet position by measuring dynamic
preso;-rie differences between two adjacent Pitot-static tubes placed Symnetrically in the jet flow stream.
The laminar fluid jet fltw was generated by a centrifugal fan, the rotor of which was the only moving

A ~part in the senscr. In the next generation sensor design, the Pitot tubes were replaced by thermistor
beads which afforded an improveme'fit In rate detection and response time. The f~ti powered centrifugal
pwV was Also replaced by an clectromagnetic speaker which provided a pulsating air supply which, in
turn. was rectified to a $mvoth airflow within the sensor prior to beinq directed onto the thernistor
sensing el'&sents. The third generation sensor design replaced the electromagnetic stieaker with a lamI-
noted plesoplectric disc to provide the pulsatina airflow. This served to increase freq4uency response
ftnd i@Vrove the ability to detect low Angular rates. A fourth generation design was successful In
vnidtvrizing the n~or and further increasing frequency response. This later charactrrittic was
achie~red by replacing the thermistor bea~is with thenaily sensitive r~ssttewr~adcagn h
composition of thre recirculated gas used to generate laminar flui d jet flow.

The latter basic rfiutlnIS still in use to-day, howeer. ft.iltoni Standard hat since made several
imprvvem~nts to the Inttrnal structure of the SuperjetT4 lensor to Pininize fluid turbulence, httnce to-
proving the laminar flow characteristics of the instrument. Pinutfacturing/ptrocess changses, have also
been Incorptorated to ru;;tdize the sensor affording the. ability to withstand Severe shock without par-
fc-mance delradationA. A unique elcroi ackage has also been devtloepd by Nam~ilton Standard, which

when used in conjunction with the Su.perjet Sensor. fofus a functionally comlete rate sensor package.

ftLmlten Standjard's 5: rjetT Solid State Fluidic pQate Sensor utilizes Coriolis acceleration to sens:

deflected fram its noinr'al *at rest' itrctory). The deflection experienced is directly s~ropottional to
the sagnltuAe of the applied rate: the ni-eater the aplied rate, the ;reater the deflection exwrietnced.
Thus. in a aontro~l ld trvironment, jet def lection at any general &*ikstreax position In *the jet flow nay
be used as a direct neasure of thoe applied rate. This prin~ciple has been utilized In the aechanizatlonf
of the Watlton Standard solld state fluidic rate sensor.

- . - .. . . . . . *, ll7V
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2.1 JET DYNAMICS

The Jet flow in the Hamilton Standard SuperjetTM Rate Sensor is a gaseous laminar jet stream which ishighly sensitive to Coriolis acceleration. As schematically shown in Figure 1, the jet stream movesat o. constant jet velocity Vj. In the presence of an angular rate, wi, applied along the input axis of
the sensor case, the jet stream will be deflected from Its nominal center position.

The magnitude and sense of deflectiorn are dependent on the vector characteristics of the applied angular
rate. Deflection magnitude is readily calculated using the conventional mathematical expression forCoriolis acceleration. Written along the direction of deflection, y, the equation for Coriolis accel-
eration is

Double integration provides the expression for deflection.

y s 1 iVjT2

Referring to Figure 1, a sensing element (i.e., wire pair) is inserted into the flow stream at a distance,
L, from the jet stream source (i.e., nozzle). This distance can he expressed as the product of thc
velocity of the jet (Vj) and the time (T) required for a particle in the flow to travel from the nozzle tothe sensinq wire pair. Using L VjT, the expression for Coriolis jet stream deflection can be written inthree forms.

y W €oV T2 ( 1)

y •i12 (3)

VJ

NOZZLE JET POSMON SENSOR

v T

FIGRE I SUPERIET AVIUA..AR RATM SENM SCWEMATIC r.aai
4ilnation Of these e-UatiOns shows that gas deflection is directly proportional to the ra•intude of the

inp't Angular rate a2PV1i4 perpendicular tO the direction of jet flow (i.e., let axis). Study of the alter.rate forms of the ecrition also identifies the other sensor design parateters uhich Sovern Jet def•ection.
Under constant jet velocity 4nd Inpt an•lar rate cewditions, Jet deflection is proportional to the pro-
duct of the length of the jet and Jot tranitport tti, (Eq. 2). Conversely. equjation 3 shous that for agiven length jet, deflection is inversely Proportional to jet velocity, (i.e., the greater the velocity, the
&,311er the deflection).

!n order to -maintain gas jet flow stability and preduce a low rtoise signal the jet flt. nu;t be kept•withi thIstresaline laminar flow regime. This condition is achieved by itin the et Reyolds
k-.-fl ,pt). Laxnar flow is nre readily produced with a gas havinrg low density arL4 high riscosity since, ,.
as indricaAed above, Rey-olds )~er Is directly proVortional to density and inversely proportional to theviscosity of the gas. In addition, fr-em the standtpoint of obtaining 0alin.. freq.sency response, it Is
desirable to set the gas Jet velocity is high as possible 'within the constraints established by the leIe.-mar flow criteria. Conversely, as see" in the e mattons the lateral deflecti.3n is inversely proportional
to Jet velocity. The selected desigm flow velocity, twus, represents a c€romfse between freq"uency re-sponse ad instnr*nt sensitivity.
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2.2 RATE MEASUREMENT

The mechanism used In the SuperjetTM Sensor to detect an applied angular rate utilizes the combined ef-
fects of the jet deflection and the convective cooling caused by the flow of the gas moving over a
stationary element. Using these principles, conversion of the jet deflection into an electrical signal
proportional to the input rate is accomplished by symmetrically positioning two temperature sensitive
wire resistors on either side of the nominal center of the jet stream at a selected downstream location.
These wires are electrically connected by means of a conventional bridge circuit. As the jet deflects
to one side or the other of the undisturbed center position, the differential cooling of the temperature
sensitive resistors prodices an output voltage which varies linearly with input rate. Figure 1 is a dia-
grammatic representation of this implementation.

The jet deflection/bridge wire sensing principle is insensitive to linear applied motion environments.
A constant velocity translation of the sensor in any direction will not cause the jet to be deflected
relative to the sensor wire set. Translational acceleration does not introduce a first order error since
the laminar gas flow jet is, in effect, buoyantly supported within the free gas space. Acceleration does
produce density gradients, however, which may cause second order errors. These are an order of magnitude
smaller than comparable errors in an equivalent mechenical gyro.

2.3 PUMP OPERATION

The constant velocity, laminar jet flow within the SuperjetTM Sensor is generated by means of a vibrating
pump diaphragm functioning to continuously recirculate the gas encapsulated in the sensor through a pre-
cision nozzle block. The pump diaphragm is a ceramic piezoelectric crystal mounted around the periphery
and electrically excited on its primary surfaces (i.e., perpendicular to the mounting plane). This
element is the only "moving" mechanical part in the SuperjetTM Sensor and is designed for infinite life.

The internal flow pattern created by the diaphragm pump action is shown in Figure 2. Upon leaving the
pump chamber area, the increased pressure gas is forced through the nozzle block orifice into a radial
accumulator chamber. Directed by longitudinal plenum chambers the gas flows to the far end of the
instrumen. into another radial accumulator chamber. After traversing the length of the instrument and

, entering an inlet manifold area, the flow direction is reversed and directed t!,;E. _ •t nozzle
orifice. The flow pattern created by this orifice is propagated toward the pump ena of the jet via an
open duct located in the center of the instrument. The central laminar flow jet Is then directed over
the sensing wires mounted in the sensor plug assembly. The total laminar flow is then passed back into
the pump area through a series of holes located in the base of the sensing plug assembly to complete

* the jet flow circulation cycle.

PUMP ASSEM. BLY SENSOR PLUG

"NOZZLE EN(OZ

FIGURE Z SUPERJETi S• • SCTIeN VIEW

;. The pu-.ving action of the piezoelectric diaphragt creating the jet fow wotion is Illostreted in Flzr.e
.,3, The Inst,|ted poi•tiOnS of th• flotzle bioc&, pum 5u~4ort rir, g and anvil create a thin cylindrical
'• r-king p•ji vOis ir-r•diately aft of the senso: plug. The p• dia~hr•F• is suspende appro~ie~ately

* ~in the cernter of this v'olue. {•n the •niti€I inlet stwQC• dgrtng • startup (Ref. Part A, Ti~ure 3),
the diaphrag• is deflected toward the n~tn body of L.,e instru•.t A .e., tocra the neozz" blbct). This

•" creates a low pressure re, ion behird the di~pra• (i.e., head~er sicde) and gas is fr~sn intO this vO~w~i
:;•thro4urI' a sae11 h•ol in the diapra•.

.41
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On the first compression stroke, (Part B, Figure 3), the diaphragm is deflected toward the header endof the instrument causing a high pressure region to be generated behind the diaphragm. The gas in thisvolume is subsequently expelled through the single hole in the diaphragm and into the primary instrumentflow path. The concentric placement of the diaphragm hole with a matching hole in the nozzle block,coupled with the velocity profile and momentum of the moving gas cause the bulk of the gas expelled bythe pump to be carried through the nozzle block entrance orifice and into the primary flow feed plenum.On the next intake stroke (Part C, Figure 3), gas is again drawn into the rear chamber of the pump. Inthis instance, however, due to 1) the combined effects of the lower flow resistance created by thelarger openings in the sensor plug, as con. ared to the inlet plenum feed orifice, 2) the forwardmomentum of the gas moving through this orifice and 3) the viscous shear on the walls of the orifice, thegas entering the pump chamber is drawn primarily from the region around the sensor plug. On the followingcompression stroke (Part D, Figure 3), the newly drawn volume of gas is expelled through the pump exithole and into the inlet manifold. This process is repeated with each oscillatory pump cycle creating a
continually recirculated flow of gas within the sensor.

(A)

TM
FIGURE 3 SUPERJET PUMP OPEiATION

3.0 SUPERJETTM SENSOR CONSTRUCTION

The SuperjetTh Solid State Angular Rate Sensor concept has been reductd in practice to a simple nechanical
configuratioa specifically developed for ease of mennuacture (Ref. Figure 7). The simplicity of thesensor, consisting of only eight aechanical Part$/assr|ies. Is furttwr illustretod by the eiplode4 view
shown in figure 4.
AReferring to Figure 4, the pDu Assembly consist s of tWio elwcteits; a thin• piezoelectric cryittl end a
c tl "ad a circu-ferential flexible aw-i-ting rihg. The crystal elfmr-t It-elf is usod- as Lhe tuningele-wrt in an tquivalent LCR pulp drW., 4nalog circuit which causes th j to viwra4t at its natural
resoAnt frt4Uqnqc.

PUMP ASstfBLY
ANVIL

BELLEVILLE

LOCKNUT

HEADER

d.0

KEY JV

SENSOR PL•E
ASSEMBLY

FUGOOM 4 RIEJI~ -EX$G ",IL ED VWIM
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A circular anvil is used to providd the reactive structure needed to support the pump assembly during
operation. The anvil i5 seated directly against the support rim of the pump assembly crystal support
flexure. The thickness of the anvil is designed to withstand the pressure pulsations which occur within
the pump chamber at the crystal/anvil interface.

A belleville spring and locknut are used to securely position the pump/anvil against an internal flange
in the nozzle block.

TMThe nozzle block is the largest mechanical element in the Superjet Sensor. Its two-fold functions are
to 1) channel the recirculated gas flow path within the instrument and 2) provide the internal mechainical
structure to posi~Aon the sensor plug and pump assemblies in the instrument. The nozzle block is basically
cylindricl in shape. The outer surface of the piece has a broad annular depression which, when mated
with the case of the instrument, forms the feed manifold which receives the pressurized gas generated by
the pump assembly.

V A nozzle designed to promote laminar flow is formed in the center of one end of the nozzle block The
Instrument case is used in conjunction with the nozzle block to form an enclosed flow area. The installa-
tion clearance between the end of the nozzle block and the instrument case form an inlet manifold used
to divert (i.e., reverse) the direction of the gas flow into the jet nozzle. Both the feed and inlet
manifolds serve as "reservoirs' which are designed to attenuate the pressure pulsations generated by the
pump providing a more uniform flow over the instrument sensing wires.

The sensor plug assembly is seated in the nozzle block immediately upstream of the pump assembly and
contains the sensing elements of the instrument. The sensor plug assembly is comprised of a parallel
pair of thin temperature sensitive wire filaments mounted to vertical posts. The posts are secured to the
plug assembly by means of feed through glass insulators. Electrical contact with the sensor wires is
achieved by means of wires welded to the downstream side of the posts. Prior to final assembly of the
SuperjetTM Sensor, the finished plug assembly is trimmed to enhance the resistance tracking characteristics
of the wire pair over the full operating temperature spectrum. This trim is performed to improve subsequent
instrument null accuracy performance.

The base of the sensor plug i fitted with a ser,,:s of through holes permitting the jet to flow past the
plug into the pump area to be recirculated.

In addition to the above described internal parts, the remaining pieces of the instrument consist of a
stainless steel outer case and a header cap through which all electrical contacts to the instrument are

: made end the instrument is backfilled with gas.

final assembly of the unit proceeds briefly as follows. The resistance balanced sensor plug assembly is
4 first precisely positioned and .ttached to the nozzle block. Precision resistors 4re then mounted at the

rear of the sensor pltlg to complete the bridge circuit.

Ai~ the pump assembly and anvil are next positioned in the nozzle block behind the sensor plug assenbly. and'I !he entire assembly placed in the instrutment case. The conical belleville spring is next positioned
Witind the anvil using a circular ali~rrent flange located on the anvil. Pre-sure ii then applied to the
belleville spring by means of the annular locknut which screws into the aft portion of the sensor case.
The preload pressure applied to the bvlleville spring by the locknut pernits a large force to te apolied
to tse ervil, firmly securing the anvilfpi.-p assetbly to the no.le block. Thus, the locknut anJ coni--i.
-tprinq provide the nuans to secu all internal stnsor coaponcnts to the case.

In the fina~l 0hase of *jscr~blv. ilectrica itront Ion rv tmajd to the heade~r. the heaider is% ;.h"n
n . .ats 4M nO r

; A1 sli~f r li' C1% lh5r•I Outrjltt•, Paf-te Sq tor %- as v~ir intova, Of f'4 ;4wtt$ s-t.Cr

Acipje f te '11tdt 1..a 4A44 &~l~v'Aby ;itlilto~n

as entlir ise etc •t to 04tle otrnics n-.-ok e
or'-14is th tac ocftns, l~t4elt~n f e~ n4eul is zilr,- io atffyspecific vc,-hilce
ittlrfat "cc-oatt~llU14; TY Uti~h cilovspr-esents a ste;ryt;-

OW~nifWtinOfths0441q 4 i ns Ittrue CMN0 AliW .it then~te iatIk a nd tuber

yt*ý-O~r". e&4-* e cot-sitst of three p-rnlno cirrcuit tec-,C nsemlleot. the ;tecttlor 'eand. t*
tri~eWý1 If erbo4r'd, "a the r.mC nstilIlator ber, NandZ sve* nrl oconcr v,>ply and signal contditioa-
fag elctmmij T I" fjrncticn of the* tyeard alssemelics is s follow%:

-hePr-estco0nw r t caard atainks a vilcr-cosnpjter %*ict potrf4-rns tetizja. c 4tlen
stot tiIc R s correcttito- ltAtCtion. TLhQ iticro~itwo t accepts W from !%e ¶2e,*riet4

S-w "outrtts cantr~llInS *12fo*%4atiCM to t"e othet eletron~fic fUActlcmal elepents wItikin thE

* re,, rLviffIer '-a. he £rI4:o? Jelifier ftcardf w;T~lies the Svgzr IeN Sens,&Cr týri~e 1"tnsr;

resisters;'tti he r54lated voltage, ctostzvst power recujir*d to Maintain scale factor rfefowuwce
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* Pump Oscillator Board - The Pump Oscillator Board supplies the excitation voltage to the pump
piezoelectric crystal assembly in a closed loop oscillator circuit.

The Hamilton Standard roll rate sensor electronics assembly performs several functions as described in
the following paragraphs.

4.1.1 INPUT POWER CONDITIONING

Input Power Conditioning ercompasses the responsibility assigned to a conventional power supply. This
function consists of the generation, regulation and distribution of the various DC voltages required to
operate the unit using input power provided from a single DC battery supply. Because of the low voltage
DC characteristics of the rate sensor power requirements, the power supply is a particularly simple,
passive resistive network implementation which does not rel. on the us, of inverters, converters, etc.,
to generate intermedicate AC and/or higher DC voltages for internal use.

4.1.2 SIGNAL CONDITIONING

Signal Conditioning is provided at two important functional stations in the rate sensor electronics
package. The first signal conditioning function consists of the isolation, filtering and amplification
of the sensing signal obtained from the bridge circuit to levels compatible with the operating char-
acteristics of the standard analog and digital logic elements used throughout the unit, The second
major signal conditioning function consists of the integration, filtering and level adjustment of the
rate sensor output signal to satisfy vehicle autopilot interface requirements.

4.1.3 AUTOMATIC SEQUENCING

Automatic Sequencing of the rate sensor package achieves compatibility with mission flight scenarios
while implementing self-contained null store functions. It is accomplished by means of preprogrammed
logic contained in the rate sensor electronics.

4.1.4 STATIC NULL COMPENSATION

Static Null Compensation in the form of a constant electrical null offset is generated by the rate sensor
electronics to compensate for electronics long term aging and related instability effects in order to
enhance absolute null accuracy performance. This is accomplished by electrically energizing the electronics
and bridge wire pair prior to pump turn-on and noting the net current unbalance between the tio elements
of the bridge. In the absence of a sensed inertial input motion created by the pump-off condition (even
in the presence of an actual applied motion) the unbalance is attributed to the total accumulated shift
in electronic parameters at the time of turn-on. The null offset is then electrically readjusted to zero
by means of feedback loop logic. This procedure virtually eliminates error parameters attributed to long
term electronic component stability,

4.1.5 DY!IAMIC NULL COMPENSATION

Dynamic Null Compensation provided by the rate sensor electronics is an additional null offset correction
factor applied after pump turn-on to compensate for temperature dependent jet flow/wire plug geometry
misalignments remaining after final assembly of each sensor. The magnitude of this correction is based
on the initial laboratory calibration of the sensor performed at the time of manufacture and is assumed
to remain constant during the life of the unit.

2 4.1.6 SCALE FACTOR COMPENSATION

Scale Factor Compensation for operating temperature variations is automatically generated by the rate
sensor electronics. The gain changes are developed by the direct reading of the temperature sensitive
wire bridge circuit and are designed to offset the natural variation of sensor plug/bridge network
resistive experienced with temperature change. Scale factor voltage conpeasation is determined during
the calibration and trim of the unit during the final phase of manufacture.

Figure 5 Dresents a functional block diagram of tbe rate sensor/electronics package. The unit consists
of three major functional elements: the SuperjetlM Rate Sensor; the primacy analog signal processing
electronics; and a supportive digital compensation network. The compensation network iý operated il a
feedback mode during initial turn-on to provide the null store function as described in further detail
below.

During flight operation, the output of the SuperjetTM Rate Sensor is combined with static and dynamic
null compensation signals and processed in an analug gain stage. The output of t9.! gain stage Is then
adjusted to compensate for variations in scale fector inct'rred with local ambient tenezerature changes.
The scale factor temperature compensated rate output signal is then used for tr.o purposes: as a direct
Input ate signcl to the vehicle autopilot and 2) as input to an analog integration stage to derive roll
angle data twhich, in turn, is also input to the autopilot.

S4.. . . I- ,,
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+ ELECTRONIC SCALE FACTOR AUTOPILOT v0 (ANGLE)

PUMPN

VIGRE ROLCOTE PENSORANTION L BLC IGRAMN

5.0~~R COPPERHEA ROLL RAEENOMPCKG
HamiltoITE Standar Us prsnlCupyn h ollRaeNSensor GRSAakIefr Nt .. AryMriMarieta Cororatin Coperheadprogrm. Coperhed is aseOr gie rjciewihi anhdfoan amord veicl monted 155nm~cannn. he Rll ate Sensr pckae oprats luing fliht t prvidini ial rou d d spi an su seq ent zer ra e r ll ta ilz t o fu c io s T hes t f un t on re p rf r e

J ~Hamilton Standard is Coperhesetyspd yn h Roll R ate Sensor progra begang inr 17wihainti? award toy/MauilandMrevalat sioregineeiong brpseboerd untstodmosrate thprha saer suitablit pofecthle wuhichtT eso luchncfptfo rm orpervhicea applictid 5mmnon. The suce Rof l tiRogame ledntor HamilteoperStandardng selechti toprvdperormthel Eondineeringan Dubeqeopent zer) rhase progrsamilzainn 197.ncttalofs 470s frounctions r prototyedafterraid turnits hav been destlvered with then porame enionmenty cmpeated ihn rthe qouartefre 1979. Durin

thisprogamesi tengneigbaso units wts sucssuleqaifctonstrtestdi the ui aboratyoryf lul the Spr TSnsevr cnepfo hýCopperhead misinplightenironmTentsuadccessris of 9,000rgra le thoc Hamiton ent annon slctinniter

Baedfonm itse Engineering Development (E)Phase program pifran n 1978. Hailo Sotanda7peroducaioawardttyed
assiembern andits thae RRSen heighvolued productio u'heiTi program is cheulelf completeinfutqarr19.Dring
AnhIitilPoucins program, whntwsucsflly qualificatiroy 1980.d inThi prbogramtory shimaufacturte ofverol

Rat SensoraUnits, wvlop sere tompverifyd ltita Production dciigofthe unit, aeuie wel astomtheiP dctllnfaiemltes adteveloped fr itn high volume pro.ductio~n urcte. Theis program is scheduled for c.ompletion i ~~

Full Copperhead RRS production will be irlCtiated in 198 ani will continue throughi the 1980's with follow-on- procurements anticipated in the post 1990 time period.

S.1 PHYSICAL CILARACTERISTICS

SuejTM'The Copperhead Roll Rate Sensor (AiRS) is a s'ngle axis Unit consisting of the iiamilton Standard SpreSenror and s~pport in e lectronle-s mounted In a cowrmon housing. The unit occupies a total volume of lessthan 10,5 in (172 cm ) and wle`gh- 12.0 ounces (340 pn). The unit consumes approximately 2.4 watts oftotal operating power, The S~perjet`TM Roll Rate Sensor package has been successfully qualification testedfuir use on tne Copperhea~d Ca-non Launched Guided Projectile Program and has demonstrated its ability to0porate after withstandiny -aunch loads of:

Longitudinal Shock 9000 9's
Lateral Shock (2 Axv*s) 800 9's

Polln Acceleration 93,750 rad/fsec 2

fgr 6Is a photogra,-h of the Copperhead Roll Rate Sensor assembly presenitly being delivered under the
4n nexploded inter'ial view of the complete RRS sensor package, respectively. Table I presents a morewlecsumary of the major physical and perforuance specifications of the unit.
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FIGURE 6 COPPERHEAD ROLL RATE SENSOR PACKAGE
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TABLE I
Iý0PPERHEAD RRS CHARACTERISTICS SUMMARY

Weight of Jet: - 3.8 oz.
Weight of Total Packagt: - 12.0 oz.
Volume of Total Packagi?: - 10.5 in.3

Input Voltage: -±15V @ 22 ma
+11.5V @ 120 ma

Rate Range: - 200/sec.*
Scale Factor: -Rate - 6 mvolts/degrees/sec

-Angle - 120 mv/degree
-Null Stability (Absolute, Environment)
±- +.60/sec (when null compensation performed in

J high rate environment)
- 0.30/sec (when null compensation performed in

benign environment)

Scale Factor - 15% (Absolute, Environment and

-Scale Factor L~inearity - 1% to 1200/sec
- 2% to 5000/sec

Linear Acceleration Sensiti.'fy; - .O20Isec/9
Frequency Response: - 40 Hz
Input Axis Alignment: - 1/2 deg. (.250 on Copperhead IA to roll reference

1.5 IA wrt jet axis)
Environmental Capability: - Temp: -25OF to +155 0F

Vibration: 7.6 g RMS
Shock: 10,000 gi's

*Modification to existing packages will increase rate range to 5000/sec

(Scale factor linearity will degrade.)

5.2 POWER REQUIREMENTS

The power consumed by a Superjet TMRate Sensor/electronics channel is very low. In the Copperhead appltca-
tion. required DC voltages are derived from a single battery supply greatly simplifying th- complexity
(and weiyht and cost) of the power supply required to support the operation of the unit. Table 11 lists
tht DC voltages used in the operation : the present Copperhead RRS design and the corresponding currentI and power consumed at each voltage. As shown in Table 11, a total of only 1.26 watts at the desiredvoltages is required to operate the ccýVtlete sensor channel. Of this total, the largest single elementis the ± 15 VtDC, 0.63wsatts re!quired to operate the analog electronics including operational amplifiers,
A/D's, 0/A's etc. The second largest requirement as the *5VOC, 0.45 watts required to supply the micro-
computer,

Power di'.tribution in the Copperhead RRS is accomplished by means of a simple resistive dropping network
designf~d to generate the above required internal working voltages from the vehicle + 15 VDC center tapped
30 VOC battery tupply. The complete supply consist% of a simple regulation circuit and the dropping
network shown in Figure 9. The penalty paid for the use of the dropping network as opposed to the direct
input of the! required veltage levels is the powe-r lissipated In the resistive network. As shown in
Figure 9, the true total power ccnsume~d by the Copperhead! RRS is ?.473 watts, Approximately twice that
actuallY required by the senasor and electroniics.

POWrtm (WATYSJ

10 0 23MA .113

*11

E~IR *-20MA .300

TOTAL POPR 2. 07) wATTS
FiGMJRE 9 COPPER~HEAD POWER DISTRIBUTION
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TABLE I1

SUBASSEMBLY POWER REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTIONAL ELEMENT VOLTAGE (V) CURRENT (MAMpS) POWER (WATTS1

Wire Pair +2.88 55 .158
+15 22 3:

Electronics -15 20 .3
+5 90 .45

Pump +5 5 .025

Total

5.3 FUNCTIONAL OPERATION

The functional operat.on of the Copperhead Roll Rate Sensor package and, in particular, the null store
and compensation functions is, perhaps, best under,)ood while considering the overall operating sequence
of the Roll Rate Sensor (RRS) package during the Cupperhead mission.

The RRS package is launched in a completely inert state and emerges from the rifled cannon bore in a high
roll rate spin stabilized condition. Approximately 400 milliseconds after firing, an 11.6 volt battery
in the round is actjHated. Battery activation causes 2.88 VOC warmup power to be automatically applied
to the RRS Superjet;m Sensor wires and bridge circuit, and a Null Store discrete to be applied to the
compensation electronics. The early application of power to these elements permits the complete bridge
circuit to become thermally stabilized prior to initialization of the null store function. As explained
below, this enhances null store accuracy and subsequent mission performance. The applied null store
discrete is not used at this time.

At a mission range dependent preselected point during the flignt of the round, a ±15 volt vehicle battery
supply is activated by the vehicle master sequencer. This causes the primary supply voltage to be applied
to the remaining RRS electronics and, consequently, both primary analog and digital compensation circuits
to become activated.

Figure 5 presents a functional block diagram of the Roll Rate Sensor package and indicates the compensa-
tion which is performed during tne initial turn on and subsequent operation of the unit. T'e heart of
the compensation network is an Intel Model 8748 microcomputer. This device, housed in a 40-pin dual in-
line package, is a self-contained programmable IK-byte by 8-bit paralihi microcomputer. This microcomputer
sequences and performs the computations needed to support the RRS static and dynamic null store functions.

The first functions performed by the microcomputer under software control are a series of housekeeping
chores which are initiated by the "Power Reset" indication qenerated when power is applied to the micro-
computer. These housekeeping tasks Include; 1) discharge of capacitors in the analog circuit and
initialization of null conditions, and 2) BITE chetkout of the SuperjetTM Sensor (i.e., bridge resistance
reading) and register of the output of the "Temp Gain" circuit element identified in Figure S.

The Temp Gain circuit consists of an analog amplifier stage and an A/D converter which is used to format
the temperature data used by the microcomputer. In a grounded input signal state, tht- digital output
from the "Temp Gain" circuit should be zero valued. In the event a nonzero value is registered due to a
shift in electronics characteristics, this bias value is recorded in the computer and used to adjust
subsequent teperature readings to the correct level.

After the Temp Gain and BITE checks have been comtpleted, the microcomputer recognizes the presence of the
"null store" dlscrote and places the Null Store Mode and Temperature Measurement switches in the "ON"
position, while maintaining the pwum in an Inoperative state. This sequence of events initiates the null
store cycle. The microcomputer begins reading the integrated angle output of the analog circuit after
the data is properly scaled and converted from analog to digital format by the 'Angle Gain* circuit.

The static null store compensation function is divided into two parts: Coarse Null Cow4ensation, and Fine
Compensation. The coarse null Is irple.ented by using the microcctputer as part of a feedback loop. The
output signal from the nicroc"cruter is converted to ana!og foreat. scaled and combined with the input
signal from the Superiet'N Rate Sensor (pu-v nonoperating) to drive the Integrated output of the asseumbly
to zero. It takes approximately 400 milliseconds for the coarse null algorithm to Converge to within one
data ele.nnt (bit) of tvue null. The remainder of the 1.3 second interval assigned to khe null store
function (for the Copperhead mission) is spent in an interactive fine null cvpensatian made. (luring
this interval, a filtered averaging technique is used to continuOusly refine and update the null value
derived during the coarse hull -ode. The zero Output feedback neclianization is employed to establish
the fine null value. The filteringlupdate process iý continued throughout the null store function as
dictated by Copperhead overall mission scheduling constraints. The filtering process is weighted to
reflect the nost recently 4cquired data in order to extract the highest possible accuracy. The value
converged upon at the end of the assigned null store interval is ttored for use as a constant correctionvalue during pum-on utS ooeratioi.

TNh static null store function is Completed by microcomputer recognitiot of the removal of the null store
discrete by •he Copperhead round master sequencer. Reroval of this signal causes power to be applied to
the S.perjetlM Sensor pu:L and the RRS to be placed in the Run made. The ftLkbaclv lowp used during null
store is then broken and a te-•rature reading stored for later use. During the remainder of the mission,
the microcomuter functions to continue to input null compensation values, after O/A conversion, into the



primary autopilot analog processing circuit. As indicated above, the static null compensation is a con-
stant offset value added throughout the remaining portion of the mission. Prior to being combined with
the sensor output signal for analog processing, the static null compensation is continually supplemented
by an additional dynamic null compensation factor designed to compensate for sensor wire/Jet flow misalign-
ment effects. As previously indicated, this later compensation term is a temperature dependent parameter.
It is, consequently, updated periodically during the mission under microcomputer software control. This
is accomplished by means of a table look up/interpolation routine programmed in the microcomputer usirg
dynamic alignment compensation data taken over the full operating temperature range of the unit. During
factory calibration, recorded calibration values are "burned" into the PROM memory elements of the micro-
computer. The initial dynamic compensation table "look up" performed during pump-on operation is executed
using the averaged temperature data taken at the beginning of the static null store period. Subsequent
updates made during the remainde, of the flight are performed at a 4 Hz rate under program control The
temperature measurements used for these updates are instantaneous values sampled from the SuperjettM Sensor
and preconditioned by the Temp Gain electronics.

After pump turn-on, the RRS operates throughout the remaining portion of the Copperhead mission to provide
roll despin and stabilization functions. The despin function is performed immediately after pump turn on
to cancel the residual high roll rate created during the travel of the round in the rifled cannon bore.
The decision to enter a despin operating mode is made by comparing the fully compensated output of the
RRS against a preset threshold (Figure 10). A reading below the threshold, caused by the gross deflection
of the sensor jet flow across the sensing wire pair (in a very high angular rate environment), causes the
output signal to be latched aiid held in a saturated maximum command signal condition to produce a mýximum
command signal condition to produce a maximum vehicle despin torque through the vehicle control fins. The
latched condition is maintained until the threshold is exceeded (i.e., the jet flow approaches a central
position relative to the sensing wires) and proportional control can be initiated. Despin is then
completed using proportional control, and the round is maintained in a zero rate roll stabilized attitude
until target impact.

.$

OUTPUT SIGNAL WITH NO

LATCb.HING CIRCUIT
.4-

OUTPUT SIGNAL WITH

Z 
LATCHING 

CIRCUIT

INPUT *AT45 ~WC~fg

FIGURE 10 COPPERHEAD RRS LATCHING FUNCTION

5.4 LIFE/RELIABILITY

The reliability of the Roll Rate Sensor ij Inherently high due to its desl simplicity. The predicted
failure rate of the complete RRS Super.et I1 Sensor and supporting electronrcs package is approximatclX
forty failures per million operating hours (x a 40 X 10-6) or an equivalent MTOF of 25.0OW hours. This
failure rate is based on conservative component failure rates derived frml MRL-HOB.-2178, using 650C
Wbient temperature conditions and environment stress factors for a missile launch envirorient. In a less

hostile environment. the effective predicted 14TU of the unit would be considerably higher.

Life tests on five experimental SuperjetTH Rate Sensors have exceeded 34,000 hours each or a cumulative
total of over 170.000 hours without failure. The lli9inatlon of wear limited components in both the jet
sensor and supporting electronics has made it possible to attain virtually unlimited unit life.

The envirorental resistance of the sensor asseuIbly has been analyzed and experIsentally dezvonstrated for
a brmad spectru= of vibration, shotk and acceleration dynamic conditions. The Superjet M Anjular Rate
"Senfso r Is exceptionally tolerant to angular rate overranging. This is a tonsequeoce of the fact that
overtafgiog does tot produce an internal mechanical force on steps, gImbal suspensions, or spin bearings
as in conventional rate gyroscopes. Thus, th unit will recover from a large overrange condition without

Sdamage or degradation of performance.

6.0 PRF0M.'C[

Figure 11 presents Acceptance Test hull perfornance data taken on a saple of 16 Roll Rate Sensor units
for the Copptrtead progra. The data presented illustrates the ability to trim null offset over the full
Cop•erhead -25oF to *1lSOF operating tbmperature range. Factors influencing this data are. the specified
operating tervrature range. word size of the AiO converters ,ised in the present circuit vhich determines
the resolution of the temperature mnnitor and integrated angle error signals read by the stcrocou ter
durlag the null store sequence.
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MULL VS TEMPERATURE

1 TEST DATA FOR RRS PACKAGES

SPEC

,SPE

.4-

.2-

"u/SEC 0 -

--.2"

SPEC

S--$' °RA (7 °F ) 15QOF

RRS. PKG. TEMP OF
E-2477

FIGURE 11 COPPERHEAD RRS NULL TRIM PERFORMANCE

Other performance factors of interest are linearity, asymmetry and absolute scale factor. Linearity is
defined as the devition from the least squares straight line fit of the input-output transfer function
taken over full operating rate range of the instrument. Figures 12 and 13 present the linearity per-
formance characteristics of two Copperhead RRS units based on data taken following completion of the
Qualification Test program. The data taken shows turn on-to-turn on repeatability performance over a
period of approximately one week under laboratory ambient conditions (Figure 12) and over the full oper-
ating temperature range (Figure 13). The data pr.;ented is expressed in terms of percent of point and,
as such, is undefined at a zero angular rate condition.

s/N 020
4/22/79 TO 3/1/79

4 RUNS
AMMENT TEMPERATURE

:3 -1.1
-120 -90 -40 -30 0 20 60 so I

RATE (*/SEC)

NOlrt READOUT RESOL1ITION 0. If,/SEC

FIGURE 12 UNEARITY REPEATAMUTY PERFORMANCE -S/N 020

aOta obtained on both units indicate linearity perforfance better than -1.0 percent of point over the
rate range betwmn 4_?O0 /sec, ;!xclusive of the zero rate singularity point. A run-to-run repatability
(peak-to-pvk) capability on the order of 0.25 percent over the ? and 10-day test intervals and operatingte•oerature range Is also Indicated by this data. It should be noted that the data at the *30 0/iec point
Is colored by the 0.16 0Isec readout resolution capability of tht laboratory instrumentation used to obtain
this data wIi0 accounts fdr the disprvwortionate spreel showm.

• *" - - " -"1 • . •



S/N 026

2/1281/79 TO 3/9/72

6 RUNS
TEMPERATURE. -2.& TO 1 550F

-120 -90 -60 -30 0 30 60 90 120

RATE (-/SEC)

NOTE: READOUT RESOLUTION 0. I60/SEC

E-3226

FIGURE 13 LINEARITY TEMPE RATURE/REPEATABILITY PERFORMANCE -S/N 026

Scale factor asyrinetry is the deviation from the straight line least square approximations for positive
and negative rates, each normalized through the zero point. Scale factor asynietry data taken on
Copperhead units during the above referenced post qualification test program is presented in Figures 14
and 15. Once again, the data is expressed in terms of percent of point. The data presented shows a
performance level of better than ±1.5 percent, with the above mentioned laboratory instrumentation error
at ±300/sec adversely affecting this value. A turn on-to-turn on repeatability capability over the test
period of approximately 0.5 percent, including full operating temperature variation effects, is demonstrated.

S/N 020
2/Z22P9 TO 3/1/'79

4 RUNS
AM6IENT TEM PER~ATURE

0,

1.01
-IO -0 -to -20 0 30 do so 110jRATE(*&c

NT READOUT REsoLurTION a. tsoWEC

F~IGURE 14 ASYMMETR~Y REPEATABILITY PER'(ORMANCE

TIMP%'RATUAE. TO z1r To

RATE (*/SEC)

FIGURE 15 ASYMMETRY TEMPERATURE/REPEATABILITY PERFORMANCE



The scale factor magnitude stability performance of a Copperhead qualification unit is sumwarized in
Figure 16. The data presented is expressed in terms of both absolute magnitude (MV/deg/sec) of the analog
output device and the percentage deviation from the mean scale factor value taken over the total rate range
of the instrument. In examining the data presented in Figure 16, the following important consideration
should be noted. This is that scale factor magnitude and scale factor variation with temperature and/or
rate are trimmable parameters in the rate sensor design. Variations between the units and closer absolute
agreement can be achieved with finer calibration trim. Thus, the pertinent characteristic of the data
shown in Figure 16 should be limited to stability considarations. The data presented substantiates a 0.75
percent turn on-to-turn on stability capability over the complete rate range of the instrument at room
ambient conditions for an 8-day period.

S/N 020
2/22/9 TO 3/1/79

4 RUNS
6.50 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

6.40
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RATE (*/sEc) NOTE: READOUT RESOLU•TOK
•0. ts°•F.-E

•v1.0
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.-1.0
0 30 60 90 120

RATE (0/5EC) E-)tS4

FIGURE 16 ABSOLUTE SCALE FACTOR REPEATABILJTY PERFORMANCE

7.0 OESIGN TRADEOFFS/GROWTH POTENTIAL

7.1 REACTION TIME

As illustrated by the Coppe-head turn-on sequence schematicaliy shown in Figure 17, the time required to
"bring the SuperjetTM Rate Sensor/electronics module from an unpowered dormant state tk. a mission ready
iully oDerating condition can be divided into the fillowing segents:

0 The time required to achieve thermal stabilization of the SuperjetTH Sensor plug wires after initial
application of power,

q The time required to perform the null store fknction, and

* The time required to activate the p'Jp and achieve stable flo% conditions.

Beginning with the last itew above, pump/flow activation time is dictate~d by paraweters including; the
flexure stiffness/reso.iant frequency characteristics of the piezoelectric pump diaphra¢, the applied pu.V
voltbge (i.e., design jet flow speed) and the igternal flow geoetry of the sensor. These are flied design
oorameters for the existing Copperhead SuperjetIN Rate Sensor configuration.

>i

AmU~~p MULL STO4C ACT I5OII

Ii

FIGURE 17 COPPERHEAO ACTIVATION SEQUENCE
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Figure 18 presents a photograph of an oscilloscope trace showing the analog output of the sensor electronics
as a function of time when the sensor is turned on in the presence of 1000 /sec CW and CCW rates. The sudden
change in output level shown in Figure 18 represents the onset of stable flow conditions. The application
of power at the pump site is indicated by the mtick" marks at the lefthand side of the trace. Each major
horizontal division represents a 5 msec interval. This data clearly shows that pump startup is accomplished
in a 25-30 msec period. The time interval between the end of null store and the application of power at
the pump represents the time required for the system software to execute the pump on command based on the
current software executive/programming mechanization.

V1 TURN ON VS. NULL. STORE END

V1

CW

X =500w
MV/CM

NULL STORE

VI

CCW

ST-• (5 MSEC/CM)
PUMP POWER ON

END OF NULL

TR.GGERED FROM END OF NULL
RATE INPUT = 100 0/SEC E-2692

UNIT 28 s R TEMP

FIGURE 18 SUPERJETTM PUMP TURN ON PERFORMANCE

The remaining two elements of the turn on cycle are interrelated. The time required to perfom the null

store function is governed by the following factors:

the h bility to establish and maintain stable operatiqn conditicns during the null store.

0 The noiie level present In the ciuuit,

* The ambient owtion enviro•wnt present at the tice of null store.
anid

0 The aloritles and processing cycle tiae required to execute the null store cvputationt.

The estblishnen of stable operating conditions after the initial application of powr to the SuperjetTH
Sensor is principally deterin•ed by the transient response of the Sensor plug wires in reaching steady state
oraltlng temverature.

The current Copperhed tvrn on tife profile Specification thom in Figure 17 strongly reflects Copperhead
mission imposed eoeratlng sequence constraints rutter than the true perfolnance capabiitles of the. 4,1.s ly
as dict;ted by the physical design of the unit. For ezax le, ir. the Cupperhead app!ication varsjp power
Is applied to the Sensor vire for a ninl'ea 0.7 sec period prior to the a4plitation of pct-sr to the elc-
tronics and the initiation of the null store function. Tht allocated 1.3 sec nuil store tlne again reflects
the Copperhead nission operatinj sequence. The 0.25 %ec pu iactivation time is 41o 4 conservatively
state Copperhead dictated Cisston requirement.

U alternatte startup procedure with a faster reacction tiae capability then the. present Copperhead hybrid
an4log/digital circuit has teen deg$nstrated in emgineering develo•ment tests performed In stspport of other
advanced application pro;rsas. In these tlsts, the vanwp and nulI store unctiont were initiated Siml-
taneously using u=itts wtlh were specifically setuenced an-d tricdead to per-ort the composite w /nupill
store function In period reanging frron 0.25 to 2.0 sec•s. The data obtained indicated the ability to
achieve a Copperhea sttatic r.ul accuracy level (0.30/sec) uting a total 0.5 to 0.75 sec null storata period
wider laboratory &ableat conditioas.-=-'
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Early initiation of the null store function as performed in the above tests, means that the null store
function is being performed before thermal stabilization of the sensor wires has been achieved. The process
must, consequently, rely on a functional extrapolation to steady state conditions. The success of this
process is, in turn, dependent on the predictability and repeatability of the wire warmap process.

Two fundamental approaches can be made to lower the sensitivity of this technique to externally induced

variations while reducing overall reaction time.

These are:

Reduction of warmup time requirements, and

Reduction of the tine required to perform null store.

Improvement of the thermal response characteristics of the sensor plug can be used to either maintain the
functional separation of warmup and null store functions or, alternately at a minimum, to reduce the range
of extrapolation required during fast reaction turn on.

7.1.1 REACTION TIME IMPROVEMENTS

As an element of its on-going SuperjetT• Sensor product improvement program, Hamilton Standard is develop-
ing an improved thermal characteristic sensor plug. The analytical design of the plug has been completed
and several prototypes are currently being fabricated. It is anticipated that romal evaluation tests of
this device, first as a separate subassembly and then as an element of a complete sensor, will begin soon.
The predicted thermal response of the improved plug, expressed as the variation of wire support post tem-
perature with time from power turn on, is presented in Figure 19.
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THE CACTUS ACCELERONErER

by Alain Bernard: Michal Gay and Rfmy Juillerat"

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Afrospatiales (ONERA)
92320 Chitillod (France)

ABSTRACT

The functioning of Cactus is based on the measurement of the force necessary to maintain a
reference, or proof mass within a cage, without any material contact. This force is the resultant of
three orthogonal, electrostatic attraction forces. Each of them is generated by an electronic circuit
fed with the measure of the relative position of the proof mass within the cage. Each of these circuits
thus ensures a servo-positioning function of the proof mass.

The whole apparatus being mounted on board a spacecraft, the forces that can create a relative
movement of the proof mass within the cage are, on the one hand, the surface forces acting on the
spacecraft and, on the other hand, the inertial forces resulting from the spacecraft movement about its
centre of mass. The forces of the first kind are due to radiation pressure (of Sun and Earth), and to
the drag resulting from the impact of gas molecules on the spacecraft surfaces. Those of the second
kind can be minimized by a thorough centering and a sufficiently small amplitude of the spacecraft move-
metnt.

The apparatus permits the measurement of the resultant of these surface forces, this resultant
being measured in terms of force per unit mass, or acceleration.

"The resolution is 2 x 10-10 G and the bias 10-9 G

The overall qualification has been ensured in orbital flight by tht Castor satellite launched
by CNES, the French Space Agency, in June 1975.

I - INTRODUCTION

The accelerometer called Cactus/a French acronym meaning Ultra-Sensitive, Three-axis, Capacitive
AccelerometricTransducer) hsas been developed at ONERA with a uiew to space applications.
-t is a three-axis accelerometer, electrostatically suspended, whose resolution is of the order of

10"10 G (1S-9 s/a2). It permits the measurement of all the forces, of an origin other than gravitatio-
nal, acting on an artificial satellite, these forces being expressed in terms of accelerations sustai-
ned by the Satellite.

Cactus has been qualified in 1975 (11 . It constituted the payload of the French satellite
Castor, realized and launched by CINES, the French Space Agency. The lifetime in orbit of this satel-
lite has been 45 %onths, during which the permanent operation og Cactus yielded c large umber of

A scientific results.

The detailed observation of the operation of Cactus improved the knowledge of several parame-
ters, oi physical nature, which condition the instrmnent resolving power and bias. These results, And
eaning work on then. allowed the design of two new versiov.e of this type of 4ccelexoceter

. - 44 accelerometer with higher resol4tion (project Stper-Cactug).

m- a accelerometer with linear response atW shorter responee tize.

2 -i~0Z~lC 1t1lCIPLE OF ELECTROATIC ACCtI-Z30KITERS

2.1 Central

The princtple consists to seoauring the force daveloped by a three-a••a electrosttirc ep4epn-
sion to WAIntain a spbarical proof ma.. (called 0"sll*) at the centTe of a Cage. al4o spherical. solid
with the satellite.

Copelderin the notations defined on ft4ure 1, ama calling

016r~a ball maoss,

P~f~ the Satellite CAse,

fi the -osultart of the swriace forces a<tIg oall the -tellite.
the res.ultant of the forces OV1ie9' to the ball by the •atellite.

ls se4 41s the accelereticeo timpr.ted t toh satelite rV.4 te ball by taevittatteAl etractlon, the
-ut1Ons &OVei tbe reLativO Wtion Of the** tt%"o tde writeQ, IM tte C0ieA er froae

'eeaareb Subdivisiou Mood, WERA lavoestv%~ Croup SeAd. OtRA,4Ras*6tc% flivisiom hea, (INUA



The distance GB is small enough for the difference 2ISI to be negligible so that, in steady regime
(GB constant), we only have

So, the knowledge of VAgmakes it actually possible to determine, in these conditions, the resultant of
the forces of non-gravitationsl origin aqtjng on thne satellite. It should however be noted that
is in reality thesultant of the fotcer due to the electrostatic suspension and of disturbing or

prstcforces IFý -

Moreover, in the general casee where the accelaration -ytv is not strictly uegligibie, it. is canve-
nient to express the ball-satellite relative motion in the G'rifl reference frame related to the latter.
Noting !fthe instantaneous rotation of the satellite, and defining the following accelerations

-inertial acceleraton C

- control acceleration 11 Cr
a" -

- parasitic acceleration Irr: r. 5- (4)

- external acceleration (to be measured) ''

The measured acceleration finally writes I *r r,(5)

The error 1,on the accelerometric measurement results from the uncertainty aS n the citicv-
<~lation of the control acleretioja (from the data transmitted to the ground), and on the estimation

errors of accelerations TI and V7..- A- P

2.2 Electrostatic force exerted on a conducting proof mass

The fundamental results concerning the chtrgeýs, potentials and the electrostatic force _-xeclUd
on an insulated conductor (the ball1) by a system of electrodes set at various pot~entials are rceollW
below, using the aotattorie of, figure 2.

The cage, consideret! as ite~ electrode of order zero, is the reference of the I tentials
(Vi. 0 for I. - 0). Noting C~tha. total capacitance of the hail relative to the case and the ceco~~

4.4

the potftattAl Vi toiven brya

V (S)
Ca

ansi the electrootatic forPce exerted on the ball writes

U, a. V- Vc4

cc TAL~tIf; Vnth C1 b.4tWa.As a cee~~c.the beall rrttlV, vt.:Ip-e Volvo raf t ot he-

* I end,4 the electraod arranget-en Aviot he o-40h that ctev virtual (hre XC Cv'L ) ho 1"or. *e4 that
*chirge hClbt a low W411144 (!; Q4' . Theo lattel erendition lends to theo rVOIt, of, hall and case WAte-

title preseniting Only a Wenalt C-Ouacat potenotkil diffetp:%ce. It% siravn to limit tho chargje o-irdat
the rvUptv;ro of eleettlC contact 1botween thetit CdIr± It 1 a to * enr.ýO emgCf15Pa1 to ncrcdcll i-
chals.0 the All, Sy %rlesta% it 1:%!P cntmact with the rate. fe AaL to elonteteetral c"Ilace dae

to toeelst radiationso vaoe, ~nrjyf is sufitciout to cross rho satellite aeA reach the bhall 4

* T'he electr~ostatlc spehtiof the prtc eas Is0 reel icedts4 1-Y !three Identical eerroCoattrjl
chtarmniz acting al9%i the three "atop61 the latris-eaWt. Vto.)riv e ren; th blekck diaSrC4 of ems

1%0 easrit arudn the P~tv -- it* toe Is rt Irt V40"a tr wt freg to i order tv e~l-
inate-t the 4e~igact Ion 4;;e to the ;%ressr) of a gas am te Nall-cege gap. asi well ast thc_ 11Cat

r~rt~iate1s lu t teProlence of rr&(e-ae : a' inse Int thece cewtitiau lt is nesrytOUeltat
fa stesornpesin that theQ values r of-0" the p.fetaeof thp a tIvnelc(7oterX Ite !vsttlo-s OF Ahe bell

Positioe endj vCelo!ty gcerzIre to the cqec. io this end, a C~4capaci Cv ranishAqtr D) rrc-itss., 01*4ý each
sXIs, a Volta;, Proporc7ional to th~e distanee tef the ball to 4 rteferece ;.rtax (oraigin 0 of t%@- tress-

5dine-,), loca-ted as rinse@ as 7-tssible to thev Receetric zcaztn e!of ý t~gl 4-44 an .the elctsode. I1-j i
tntroducedZO into the f~esýtiak l".r by the IRC cerreCtting circuit, UtC*4p aoserv voltagie Is *prks
to X t .4.) The time Cofttant 'V IC j4-retwine is uch a wa-f as to obtain the desiedA dIAmping rAtio.



The aet of saplif tors P1R fI nally deliver@ the voltapes V4  to the ap -,n electrodes, and akias it
possible

-either to select, according to the sign of the signal 4 i~~ the system of electrodes
that should be polarized (the solution adopted on Cactus - mom~ seW-f

-or to apply to the two opposed systems of electrodoo voltagc6 Vi whose amplitudes vary In
opposite senses around a fixed polarization value Ve (a solution envizsaed for future projects - section
5)

Vs.L V 8

~(being a constant.

In all cases, the information delivered by the accelerometer (though the *eassuring amplifiers
AM) is the values of the voltages VLof the various action electrodes.

2.4 Precision of electrostatically suspended accelerometers

Considering the rough motastirements only, the error airiLeS

r1 4 . - (9)

2.4.1 Contribution of the accelerometer to r. 2se 4)

Physical phenomena likely to provoke noticeable disturbances are many, if we con~sider the very
high sensitivity expected for these accelerometers, and their measuring range tL31 .That Is why the
assembly comprising the ball, the cage and the electrodes has bee.% designed with a view to minimize
these disturbances. In these conditions, experience shoued that r, results mainly from the residual
of grovitional attraction of the ball by the masses of the accelerometer Itself and the satellite as a
whole. This residual, which corresponds to the defect of spherical symmetry of the distribution of these
masses. can har3 be limited to loes than le Or,.Itsoudb noted that this acceleration Iscntn nasaelt-eae reference frame.,
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i - Perturbation linear with the ball potential.,

As far as the arrangement adopted for the accelerometer makes it possible to cancel out the
virtual charges L CLZ/L (Eq. 6), the ball voltage VJs independent of the voltages VL applied to
the action electrodes. To get free of the disturbance P it then suffices

either to maintain at zero the sum 4Z VCA by using, on each half axis, two action
electrodes supplied by continuous voltages of oppoelte eigns (the arrangement adopted for Cactus),

or to use action voltages VAL at high irequency and zero mean value (a solution envisaged,
for instance, for Super-Cactus).

ii - Perturbat-on quadratic with the ball potentad

The ball potsntial beiag practically

thtL perturbation writes simply

C being the ball uapacitance relative to th.age and electrodes assembly, which almost possesses a
spherical symmetry, the perturbation is zero ( VCX- 0 ) when the bell centre is at a point OF
called force zero, and lccated close to the geometric centr of the cavity.

Noting % = O the linearization of the perturbation expression leads to

The scalar lrepreentative of the system geometry, is of the order of 4,1013/e , where (12S4 is the ball-cage gap.

To 'inimize the electruotatic i. 'ation obtained for low accelet ition levels ( X-- 0 ), a

careful positioning of the detector's a at the force zero must be ensured ( % .. )
iii - Uncertainty on the control acceleration :•

In the absence of errors on the measurement of 'oltt ;... Vý , the uncertainty M is given by

where 1Q,, are the values provided by the calibrations.

In reality, the noise of electronic origin issued from the detectors (circuits functioning at
the lowest levels of voltage and intensity) propagates to the servoloops, and thus is responsible for
an acceleration noise whose r.m.s, value Zq" determines the resolving power of the rough accelera-
tion measurements. The evaluation of T* does not present any difficulty, account being taken of the
detecturs resolving power and )f the trarnfer functions of the circuits. For the noise at low frequen-
cies, the servocontrcl can be represented by the diagram of figure 4.

A The closed loop gain Ct/l'rIs.ý tends towards ti" when w-+o so that the noise spectral densi-
ty intervenes essentially at the hbghert frequencies within the electronic circuits bandwidth. That
makes this noise •asy to filter during data processivg, and makes it possible to exploit position
measurements within less thae. iO'lm in spite of the low frequency noise generated by the sphericity
defects of the ball (10lim) in the presetce of slow rotations of the ball relative to the cage.

2.4.4 Conclusion

We have seen that electrostatically suspended accalerometers make it possible.4o obtain,
without any statistical processing, measurements of slowly variable accelerations ( TY -. ) wich a
very low bias (10-9 G for Cactus), and a reGolving powor of the order of 10-5 of the measuring range.
As regards precision, it essentially .eperds on the calibration means implemented.

3 - CALIBRATION METHODS

3.1 Ground calibr,tion of accelerometers

3.1.1 Ground measure'lent-of.caEacitancearadients (fi._ 5)

The ball is positioned in front of the system of electrodes to be calibrated, which is mounted
on a support simulating the cage. The positioning bench allows in particular the ball displacement
along the electrodes axit, ensuring a great stability of the ball electrode distance for all successive
positions. PIr each position, the distance measurements (4. along the displacement direction•) are per-
formed by a high resolution laser interforemeter.

For each value of . , two capacitances are measured

- one, noted CK , is that of the electrode relative to the ball, the cage and the screen elec-
trode taken together



- the other, noted C1 , is that of the electrode relative to the ball only advantage being taken
of using a screen electrode to implement an "in situ" measuring technique.

These two sets of measurements allow the definition, by identification, of two functions

C &,AJ' C% -_

As there Is not, strictly speaking, a total influence between electrode and ball, WK is the capaci-
tance gradient to be considered for the calculation of the electrostatic force. The function
allows the calculation of this gradient

Furthermore, to use these results it is necessary to be able to identify with great precision the
value of A corresponding to the operational arrangement of the ball-cage-electrodes assembly, and to
the positioning of the origin of the position detector in this assembly. This possibility is provided

.-1I by the measurements of CM (,s •(J), that are independent of the spurious capacitance values obtainedi# in the various mountings.
The distance & is defined by the inverse f nction of

I, is difficult to evaluate the error on the gradient measurement, as this is essentially
conditioned by the choice of the models (functions j,• and 11 ). For Cactus, designed before 1975,
this erzor was lower than 10-2 ; but, considering the improvements brought to this method since then
[41 , a precision of I03 can reasonably be expected.

3.1.2 Overall tests of accelerometers in the ONERA weightlessness facility

ONERA has at its disposal, at Chatillon near Paris, a vertical tube 40 m high and 0.75 m in
diameter, where the diop duration is 2.9 seconds . A set of primary and diffusion pumps makes it
possible to reduce the pressure inside this tube to 10-5 mbar, which limits at 10-7G the aerodynamic
drag of the capsule during the drop.

The accelerometer to be tested is mounted inside the capsule so that two of its axes are hori-
zontal, The external disturbances acting along these two axes are then very small, of the order of a
few 10-9G.

rhe weightlessness facility is the only means for testing the operation of ultra-sensitive
accelerometers, because the maximum measurable acceleration is very small as compared to the Earth
gravity.

A test consists in analyzing the operation of the electrostetic suspension during the drop
duration. The main difficulty results from the limitation at 2.9 seconds of the test duration, while
accelerometers such as Cactus have response times of the order of 5 seconds, This difficulty can be
somewhat overcome by equipping che accelerometer with electroni- circuits delivering higher voltages,
so that testing takes place within a less sensitive range (e.g. I0-- i0-9r) within which response
times are much smaller.

The teat capsule is also equipped with a device for positioning the accelerometer proof mass
at the cage centre from the beginning of the test : for this, it suffices to provoke, by displacement
of a small mass inside the capsule, a rapid translation of the capsule centre of mass in the drop di-
rection. The proof mass which, at the start, was reeting on the cage, Is thus brought to the cage
centre if the device is so deeigned that the translation amplitude is equal to the ball-cage gap of the
accelerometer under test.

In spite of these arrangements, the accelerometer can only be tested in transient regime, The
recording o,' all measurements provided by the instrument during the test makes it possible, by compari-
son with results of numerical simulations taking into account all the test rconditions, to make sure of
the coherence of its operation. This method permits the discovery oF any defect likely to affect the
operation of the instrument, an-1 expressed by perturbing accelerations as low as 5ý1O÷9G.

3.2 In-orbit overall calibration of the accelerometer

The in-orbit characterization of the accelerometer aims at

- checking the value of tI•e calibration coefficients (coefficients corresponding essentially
to the values of the gradients VCt of the electrode-ball capacitances),

- estimating of the biases of the instrument t the estimation error of these biases constitutes
the threshold of the accelerometer.

__ The principle adopted for the calibration consists in creating a known inertial acceleration
Ur.1 by imposing to the satellite a high spinning rate A"l and creating a known off-centering a alsng

the axis to be calibrated,

To calibrate the axis . for instance (fig. 6), the rae S1 is imposed by the start of the ro-
tation if a wheel around axis • (or X ), and off-centering ) is obtained by displacement of a smAll
mass along T'over a known distance.

Supposing SL and > constant, we have

K
I"X
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This acceleration can be calculated with a good precision, knowing ) by measurement of the small mass
position, and.2 from the values provided by the satellite attitude restitution. However, the calibration
is carried out in the presence of accelerations other than 1.

The principal errors are due to the variations bf acceleration I , of which we have precise
measurements only before and after the calibration operation.

So, to minimize calibration errors, it is advisable to carry out these operations when I
is minimum (at apogee, in the Earth Shadow), and to choose S1 and A in such a way that acceleration

is close to the maximum value allowed to the accelerometer.

Estimation of the biases is obtained by statistical processing of the measurements. The
principle rests On the fact that, in the accelerometer framf reference, the biases are expressed
by constant accelerations, while the external acceleration £ rotates, in this reference frame, at
the satellite spinning rate. Whatever the method used, it is thus mandatory to have available batches
of measurements which, for a same value of external acceleration (e.g. at apogee in the shadow),
correspond to sufficiently varied attitudes of the satellite.

These principles have been applied for the in-orbit calibration of Cactus. Obviously, they

can only be used if the satellite carrying the accelerometer has been designed accordingly.

4 - THE CACTUS ACCELEROMETER

4.1 Description and performance

The inertial mass, of spherical shape, is made of platinum-rhodium alloy ; it has a diameter
of about 4 cm, a mass of 600 g, and is coated with a 2-pr thick gold deposit. The shape defects, ex-
pressed in difference of sphericity, are lower than 0.1 um.

The cage surrounding this ball is made of a stainless alloy, also gold plated. The gap between
ball and cage is 85 pm wide, and their maximum relative displacement, corresponding to the highest
accelerations applied, is 10 pm.

This displacement is measured, on each of the three orthogonal axes, by a pair of electrodes
making up, with the ball a capacitive bridge. The resolution of the position transducer is 10-3 pm,
and its stability 7.10- pm per degree C of temperature variation. The position detection electrodes
are concentric with the electrodes developing the control forces of electrostatic nature, called
"action" electrodes (fig. 7). For reasons of electrostatic balance (see section 2.2 and Eq. 6), these
latter electrodes are supplied, on each half-axis, by two equal voltages of opposite sign.

The two electrodes of each half-axis being supplied or not according to the sense of displa-
cement of the ball, there results that the relation between the component along the axis considered
(e.g.- -x) of t'-- cnntrol acceleratioit, T'U% , and the value of the two voltages applied, 0. and - AYA,
is of qtidrattc f --. This conformity law leads to a dynamic response which depends on the level of
acceleration app '-,d. Figure 8 gives the responses of the instrument, expressed as the ratio between
the instantaneous value of the measured acceleration T's and that of the applied acceleration rE,
for three steps of applied acceleration, equal respectively to 10-8, 10-7 and 10-6G.

Cactus presents itself as a self-contained assembly, comprising the cage with the ball, the
servocontrol electronic circuits, those for conditioning the measuring signals, and the tubes con-
necting the inside of the cage to the space vacuum. A mecLanical support used as a reference makes it
possible to place, during its mounting, the ball centre reference as close as possible to the satellite
centre of mass.

The nominal characteristics of Cactus are as follows

Measuring range (modulus of acceleration vector) io-5C

* Bias lower than 10-G

Resolution (at low accelerations) 2,10 10G

Conformity law quadratic

Precision of sensitivity coefficient (error from
conformity law) 10-2

* Response time at 5%

- at low accelerations 6 sec
- at h.gh accelerations 2 sec

* Domain of no damage 5 G

. Electric conjumption 2 W

. Operating temperature -20 to + 40*C

Mass 10 kg

Volume 10 dm3

4.2 Scientific results obtained on board the Castor satellite

The orbit of the Castor satellite had a perigee of 270 km and an apogee of 1200 lou, with an
inclination of 30* on the equatorial plane. The forces acting on the satellite, and measured by Cactus
in terms of acceleration, comprimed on one hand the atmospheric drag and, on the other hand, radiation

4
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pressures, viz. those due to the direct solar radiation, the solar radiation backscattered by the
Earth, the thermal radiation of Earth, and the anisotropic thermal radiation of the satellite, whose
surface temperatures were widely different between the lighted zone and the opposite side.

From the knowledge, at any time, of the satellite position along its orbit, as well as of its
attitude, it has been possible to separate the componento of these various accelerations, as well as
those due to the biases of the instrument. The data processing method, developed by the Centre for
Geodynamic and Astronomic Studies and Research, Grease, Southern France, made it possible to exploit
a resolution of

- 10-10 G for any individual measurement of low acceleration (lower than 108G),

- 10-11 G by statistical processing of a large number of measurements(also for accelerations
lower than 10-8 G).

The few following results are given as examples

- Atmos 2heric density 16L . Figure 9 represents the curves of equal value of the ratio
observed density-Y heoreI•af aeisity, the latter being that given by the Jacchia model ?4 ] . The
measurements revealed density variations as a function of longitude, that the theoretical models did
not mention.

- Earth infraredradiation[8] . Figure 10 presents a histogram traced from the mean valt.es
from the acee-ra-tio-n due to'this-raiation, and taken on 211 arcs of orbit, of 5 minutes duration each.
The dispersion observed results non only from the measurement uncertainties, but above all from the dif-
ferences of thermal emission of the overflown zones (oceans, continents, cloud covers). More detailed
processings revealed systematic differences between oceans and continents, or between equatorial and
tropical zones, and these differences are in good agreement with radiometric measurements from space.

- Own thermal radiation of the satellite 181. The anisotropy of this radiation is emphasized on
figure 11, hi-presents the ecrease-of-te corresponding acceleration when the satellite enters the

Earth shadow. This decrease is due to the re-equilibration of the surface temperatures following the
disappearance of solar radiation.

5 - FURTHER PROJECTS

5.1 The Super-Cactus project

A study carried out on request from the European Space Agency showed the feasibility of a new
generation of this type of accelerometer-called Super-Cactus- , with a precision improved tenfold 19.
Its main expected characteristics are as follows :

* Measuring range 10IG
* Bias 10-1 G
. Resolution 2 1O0-1G
* Response time at 1% 17 sec
* Electric consumption 3 W

The structure planned for Super-Cactus is very similar to that of Cactus, the aensitivity
increase being obtained by

- new electronic circuits for the capacitive measurement of the relative position of the ball,
characterized by a better thermal and temporal stability

- a new technology for the construction of the cage, increasing its dimensional stability

- an optimization of the characteristics of the position servocontrol for a measuring range
shifted towards lower accelerations.

Super-Cactus has been designed with a view to constitute the payload of a satellite measuring
the Earth radiation budget (project Biramis, of ESA). it is shown that, if the satellite has a spheri-
cal shape and if its surface displays certain thermo-optical properties, the Acceleratior. imparted on
it under the influence of the radiation pressures of various sources constitutes a vector measurement
of the local resultant of the energy fluxes emitted respectively by these sources. An appropriate
processing of this vector would y~eld the determination of the energy exchange between Earth and space
at all points of the orbit, Moreover, a statistical processing of measurements issued from several
satellites of the same nature would make it possible to calculate the global radi.ation budget of the
Earth, a fundamental value in climatology [10) .

5.2 Projects of accelercmeters with linear response

The experience acquired with Cactus and the progress achieved at ONERA in the field of capa-
citive metrology open the way to the concept of three-axis electrostatic accelerometers with a linear
response, adapted to the measurement of accelerations lower than 10-3G.

A measuring range from 10O3G to 1o'7G can be envisaged, in particular for space applications,
as, on one hand, these values correspond to the accelerations obtained in "laboratory satellites" and,
on the other hand, the accelerometers developed for inertial navigation are poorly adapted to operate
in this range, where their preci.3ion and their resolution are insufficient. for the electro'itatically
suspended accelerometer, the expected precision is 10"3, which corresponds to the present possi3ilities
for measuring the gradients of the ball-electrode'i capacitances. The resolution depends on the filtering
performed on the measurements, but would any way be better than 10-7G.
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In spite of the polarization voltages % to be applied to the action electrodes in order ,o
obtain a linear characteristic, the resulting bias is txpected to be lower tihan 3%10 6G, with a stabi-
lity of 10-7 G. As compnred with Cactus, the sensitivity of these accelerometers Would be lower, b~lt
on the other hand their responses would be faster : 0.2 sec for the response time at 1% to an accelera-
tion step (which corresponds to a natural frequency of the order of 5 1!1).
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INERTIAL SYSTEM ALIGNMENT AND CALIBRATION
ON A MOVING BASE

Mario B. Ignagni
Honeywell Inc.
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2600 Ridgway Parkway

Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA 55413

SUMMARY

The problem of optimally aligning end calibrating an inertial navigation system on a moving base
is addressed. A comprehensive solution to this class of problems is given and shown to be optimal,
subject only to structural constraint normally imposed by practical implementation limitations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The alignment and calibration of an inertial navigation system, while on a moving base, represents
an important class of problems encountered in both air-launched and ship-launched vehicle applications.
The problem of interest is that of optimally establishing a slave inertial system's attitude, velocity,
and position relativc to a geographic navigational reference frame, and an estimate of its sensor cali-

I i bration errors, by means of information obtained from a master navigation system aboard the transport
vehicle. The master navigation system may, in general, be aided from some external source of navi-
gation information and may also be of a different generic type than the slave (such as a platform
master system and a strapdown slave system). Aiding of the master system and transfer-allgnment/
calibration of the slave system are assumed to be carried out utilizing Kalman estimation techniques.

The solution to be developed assumes that the aided master system is completely independent of
the slave system during the transfer-alignment/calibration process. This is a reasonable assumption
from two points of view. First, the slave system is generally of lower precision than the master and,
Pence, would contribute little or no improvement to the estimation accuracy of the master's errors.
Second, if the master system's Kalman estimator were generalized to include information from the
slave system, the dimension of the resultant estimator would be prohibitively large, since all of the
slave's error states would of necessity have to be augmented to those of the master.

The solution given is based on the idea that, as a first step, the alignment and calibration of theS~slave system can be carried out as though the master system were error free. Then. as a second

step, the alignment and calibration of the slave can be refined by introducing the master system'sestimate of its own errors into the process. This two-step procedure is shown to yield an optimal

result subject to the structural constraint defined above.

q4! The transfer-alignmeat/calibratioii process is specifically defined, in the development to follow,
for aIe case of velocity matching. However, this is not an inherent limitation since, in general, the
method allows both attitude and position matching to be incorporated as well. either singly or in

I e•ombination with velocity matching.

2. NAVIGATION ERROR MODEL,

"TPie navlgation error model assumed in the development is a "t-angle" formulation, which is a
classic set of navigation error equations applicable to all mechanization options (Reference 1). The
4 aný:Ie erz-or model may be expressed in the following form

L 2g

xV a - 4 xAL (2n+ px6V 2 W R (2)
a s

+4 (6R R/IRI)R/IRI + 6g

6i! 8V - p x 6R (3)

where

a = attitude error vector

6V a velocity error vector

6R = position error vector
p c angular velocity vector of local-vertical reference frame relative to an

earth-fixed frame
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Q angular velocity vector of the earth relative to an inertial frame

AL , vehicle non-gravitational acceleration

R = radius vector from earth's center to vehicle

w = schuler frequency

4g= angular rate error due to gyro errors

= acceleration error due to accelerometer errorsa

6g = error in computed plumb-bob gravity vector

It is assumed that all vectors are expressed with components in the local-vertical navigation
reference frame.

The vectors tg and ia may be further expressed in terms of individual sen,'or errors as

¢g gg

a a a a

where

6 = vector of gyro errors (bias plus random noise)

6A vector of accelerometer errors (bias plus random noise)Aa

Tg = transformation matrix relating gyro reference axes to the local-vertical franue

T = transformation matrix relating accelerometer reference axes to the local-vertical
a frame

M a coefficient matrix which transforms the collection of gyro errors into a net angular
g rate error in the gyro reference axes

M coefficient matrix which transforms thie collection of accelerometer errors into a net1 a acceleration error in the accelerometer reference axes

For the purposes of the discussion to follow, the generalized navigation error model will he written
in the following discretized form [Reference 2]:

x A x + H b +8g + (4)

n n n-I n n n n
:i{b F b + s

n n bn- I •n

where x is the vector of navigation errors defined by

x (t 6V 6P))T

and

b vector uf sensor bias errors

random vector sequences uncorrelated in time and with respect to each other

n ' iteration designator

with A, B, and F being time-variant coefficient matrices. An Important property of the error model
which wil' be utillzcd to advantage is that. regardless of the mechanizaltion option (i. e., strapdown,
platform. ESO), the coefficient matrix A is ilwnys the same. This is. however, not true of the matrix
B, which is strictly determined by the particular mechanizatlon option. These properties, which may
be inferred directly from eotations (1), (2), and (3), are discussed at length in Reference 3. It will
also be noted from (5) fit-, he general case, provision is made for time-correlated sensor biases
(I.e., Gauss-Markov pro I.

The generic error model given by (4) and (5) will be utilized in the treatment of both te master
and slave systems which follow.



3. THE AIDED MASTER NAVIGATION SYSTEM

The master navigation system is assumed in general to have access to external aiding information,
such as that provided by the Global Positioning System (GPS) or LORAN, and to possess the computa-
tional capability to optimally utilize this aiding information, which means, in the latter instance, that
the master navigation system has its o-vn dedicated Kalman estimator to allow continual update of its
navigational states and sensor calibration coefficients.

The navigational error model for the master system is taken from (4) to be defined by

m n Am m+ Bnb + (6)Xn-l n (8)

where it is assumed that the master's bias vector (b ) is essentially constant and that the vector
(arising from sensor random noise) is absent or ignorable. Both o' these restrictiors are generally
satisfied in high-precision navigation systems, and it may be presumed that the master navigation
system would normally be a member of such a class of systems.

"The measurement equation for the master navigation system can be written in the following
generalized form

y rn + r ,r + m (7)

nn n I n

where

m z measurement vector for the master system
I inSx = vector of master system's navigational errors

r = vector of error states associated with the external aid and gravity error model

S 1mr = observation matrices
iM

observation noise vector

All of the states associated with the aided master system can be adjoined to form the state vector,
z, defined by

z (,m bm r)T

which may be recursively estimated by means of the conventional Kalman estimator (Reference 4):
ia

n n n-l (8)

P_ .4P I T + (8)
1n n n-n n

K P- LT (L PLT + B- (10)
it i n n n It n

+ ~~ K (y v.ýL S) (11)
n 11 n 1Y,, in n

P (I - K L )P (12)
11 n nt n

where

I- apriori and aposteriori estimates of z at the a th update point

P ' P n apriort and aposteriori eatimation error covuriance matrices at the n th updat,

n state transition matrix from (n-1) th to n th update points

Ki gain matrix

L observation matrix
n

procKas noise covariance matrix

I t observation noise covariance matrix
n
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The estimation error covarlar,:-- natr", of z is defined in partitioned form as

x xb xr

pmT m pm

Sxr br P'

with the matrices #, L, Q, and K bt•:. partitioned in like manner.

The Kalman estimator for the master system will, as noted earlier, be taken as completely inde-

pendent of the slave system; that is, no information from the slave system will be assumed to enter
into the estimation of the master system's states.

4. TRANSFER-ALIGNMENT/CALIBRATION OF THE SLAVE NAVIGATION SYSTEMi 'S

4. 1 Initialization of the Slave System

The slave navigation system is normally initialized by a direct transfer of navigational information
derived from the master system. The master's velocity and position components in the local-vertical
reference frame are transferred directly into the slave, after being suitably adjusted for the known
separatioa between the two systems. The initial attitude of the slave system is derived from the
master's knowledge of vehicle attitude and the approximately-known attitude of the slave system relative
to the vehicle frame. The initialization process defined results in initial slave velocity, position, and
attitude errors which are equal to the corresponding errors in the master system, plus the relative
errors arising from vehicle flexure. the uncertainty in the slave's attitude relative to the vehicle frame.
and the uncertainty in the displacement between the master and slave systems.

4.2 The Measurement Process

The slave navigation system is assumed to be aligned and calibrated by velocity matching with the
master system, utilizing its own dedicated Kalman estimator. The measurement equation for the slave
system is defined for the velocity-match process an follows

AA y m +VL Va

where

Vm " velocity vector computed by master navigation system

SVs a velocity vector eomputed by slave navigation system

V L "lever-arm velocity correction

and

U a vehicle angular velocity vector

,4, displacement vector between maoter and slave navigation systems

The measurement equation may be expanded by utilizing the following relationships

V 6 V + 6V (14)

a

V5  V + V + Vd + 6V' (l)

where

V0 = true vehicle velocity at muster navigation system location

V d -extraneous velocity at slave navigation system location due to vehicle flexure

6V: velocity error of master navigation system

_6V velocity error of slave navigation system

Utilizing Equations (14) and (15) in (13) yields the followinz form for the velocitt -match measurement

equation processed by the slave XAlman estimator (assuming a perfect VL correction):

m In V
y 8V - 6
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Before differencing master and slave velocities, and processing through a Kalman estimator, it is
possible to prefilter each set of velocity measurements to remove, to a large degree, the effect of the
flexure-induced velocity (Vd). Prefiltering is commonly utilized to advantage in Kalman estimator
designs when measurements are available at a much higher rate than it is possible or desirable to
process them. A convenient type of prefilter to employ, when the measurement is corrupted primarily
by high-frequency noise, is a first-order lag. The time constant of the lag can be chosen tu produce a
desired degree of attenuation of the noise in the measurement, while leaving the signal co'nponent
essentially unaltered. Furthermore, if the Kalman estimator update interval is on the order of two
or more times greater than the natural period of the flexure motion, the prefiltered measurement
noise may be accurately represented at the Kalman estimator update points by an uncorrelated random
sequence [Reference 51. Therefore, it will be assumed that the series of measurements utilized in the
velocity-match Kalman estimator can be faithfully represented by

y =Vm -Vs + (6 (16)Yn n
5

where n is an uncorrelated random sequence.in
4.3 The Differential-State Estimator

From the generic form of the navigation error model given by (4) and (5). error propogation in the
slave system is taken to be defined in general by

X n A nxsn- + B nbs n + .gn + tn(7
n n n-I n n e n (17)

b8n • s bsn-i ( ~ 18)

It is clear, Q-erefore. that the difference between the master's and slave's navigational errors, defined
by

in s
Ax = X - x

can be completely determined by subtracting equation (17) from (6). to yield the result

ax A Anx - H Bsbs + a (Mbm s
n n n-I n ni n ii

in which the absence of We gravity error, 6g. will be noted.

Returning to the velocity-match measurement equatton, it it evident that the following alternate
formna- tion is possible

•iy i (a Xb + r, (20)

where N Is tho observution matrix defind by

H itt Q!

and

li 10 1 0)

A "velocily-match Kalmon estimator can be predicated on the bWals Of (1) and (19) definin.g the
stote rquations. and (20) providing the measurement relationship. A complication uriges, however.
due to the presence of the t-osters bWas vector, bm. in the state equations. A unique mkthod of
deaing with biastes in Kalman estimators has been suggested by Friedland in Heference 6. and s"mit
e.4sential eloment5 of thit. method can be Incorporated into the transfor..alignment probler. *Me
following developmenA t utilizes I Uve entrl idea of Friedland'sg me(hd in a modified form more suited•:•! to the problem at hand.

• •ir•'" Suppose Qu.it the master's bias vector bm is igporcd (that I~t. ass~umed to be zero) in (19). and tha•t

" ~a Kulm an estimator La defined which produces estinii:es of .as and buutilizing the process equtitonsa

ayX Anaxn~ - 1 bs t.[

n n 11

bS F a bS + as
n n1 n-1 n

-sq
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and the velocity-match measurement equation (jivea previously. The estimate of Ax and bs will then
be defined by the following Kalman estimator recursive sequence

-a-8is- A (21)

n n n-i

?s m -HT(H1- HT + R (23)
n n n n

V- + R' - V-) (24)
n n n H

where 5(5

sTo =(AXb

and

S. z apriori and aposteriori estimates of z when the master's bias is assumed to be

-j-, s computed apriori and "posteriori estimation error covariance matrices of z
when the master's bias is assumed to be zero

Ks gain matrix

The matrices Q and R9 are the slave system's process and measurement noise covariance matrices.
defined by

and 14 definWd in partitioned form us

ZC a. s 4-i

4 
.

Thr intial Valoc of is chosen as

°~(o,'
where | (o) is the cov-4rianzt- matrix oa the Initial v.zatiao erroýr in ax*. and Ph lo) Is the error
cov-Ariance matrix o the Initl estimate of the iiave's c r bitas.s The Initial error covuariatce
matris Tj,, (o) • av a re •x•il of the fnittallatimt p, '.ices define.•: &telrniied mt~rely by" the relmtive

errors originating trom vehuit, flexure. the tsxertainty in the slave's Attitude relative to the vehicle
frame. wd th# uncertainty in the displacement between the master U sUVV V ela. IM$ rolls
from

5 rn r
Tr0 0

*The designator "o" is used throughout tv indicate the lime POWli at which the fransfer-alignment
process begins.



where

ix° M initial master and slave navigational error states

X : initial error in correction for relative effects

N 0

which lead, to

P (o) E (a axo)(A - Ax]

E _xo -xo- o - x j r% o -x

and, because the iritial estimates of the master and slave navigational errors are equal (i.e.,

0 0"

p (0)a) E [(xIn-x9XIn Xs)5m T
A~x 0 no 0 0J

M E(x xrT)0 0

Also, since the relative errors are independent of the master system, the initial estimation error in
Ax is uncorrelated with all errors of the master. This is a key fact tc be utilized in the later
development.

4.5 The Perfectly-Known-Bias Estimator of ax and b

The bias-free case is closely related to the case where the master's bias vector is perfectly known.
Even though. in the context of the present problem, this is strictly a fictitious situation. consideration
of this case allows a natural and simple exposition of the solution to the traasfer-alignment/calibration
problem.

If the master's bias vector were perfectly known (that is. with zero variance), the optimal estimrte
of bm would be one and the same value. And the rectirsivr estimate of z3 would take the form

"A-- + 1 b (26)

A •[ . -I A 1)
0 nl n

SAP A *s-H~ (29)

Uf ft

to the true• vule of. the maot~s, tna vtclor. "The paio niatrix V}f-rO UWthi- IJrf~ltm r 1* id•aticol to

Uw• stztistic-al err,•r in the e~timate.

Uthe mas~lter'@ b".• aro exu.tly the sam€ as for th•e Was-frve ertimaor. since bo~li rtstmafors zrv

The r. ur e b..T * , T *. , , _

the rem:Itini• sirt due to the farct- functimol y$. The compwp-t of is. fte W the torcm;n Ametim.•- y•x.
i ) ~~clearly Wedtitcal to the s;olution " obl~ined frMT. M2) &r.A (24). ,,rich allowrs .;'Q foll!•.na relation:-

thipl between Me tv a estimte to be wrat er. imr.4ediely
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S- U m (31)n n n

-s - bm (32)
n n n

where U and V are sensitivity matrices which are to be defined. From (21), (26), (31), and (32) the
following is easily seen to be true

sU bm A-Z5-_ a-) + B3M bm
n n n n n- n n

A bIn+ Bm bI
(V bV + Ban) bm

n n-I n

Therefore, the sensitivity matrix relating the apriori estimates, zs and z a-, is given by the
relationship n n

Un AVn- 1 + Bn (33)

Similarly, from (24•, (W9), (31), and (32) one fin is thtT1~s. V b' -- Vs R _ -)- b z + -, 4 (s-

U bm -KR H U bmn n n

from which it is clear that ihe sensitivity function relating the aposteriori estimates, z an
is given by n 14

V 3j ~HtV .(1 - ) 'Tn n , n n n (34)

Equatioh. (33) and (34) taken .cgcfh*- provide a recursive algorithm for computing the sensitivity
tufctions a&earing in (31) and (32).

4.7 The Adjusted Esti es of xs Vn*ba

Th*) estimate of b,. as obtained front the masttr syetemi's independent Kalman estimetor. camn be
utilizeO to correct the bias -fr#r- eatinato i . as defid by (28) tlu'-ugh (30). by reane of the following

9,1- ' •-- + Sul (35)
n-1n

a V + v 04 (36)

where £ - and 9 B are the apriori and aposteniort odjusted %stimates of .4M and6ý is the inster-
aystent's stimnte of Its own bi .W vvctor.

'Tho apt tori ;od appwteri iti ied eatutau of and 0b foliow directly as

a + U (n) ({7)
n n X b

V- + U (0)~ (38)n a b n-.

aý • + v t.); C'09n n X 6

n r. b a

-whith utilize the partitiona irberent in V U, mid V

-, U U ,, Vb,

The effceye of adjusting the sa-frat eastitnatea L, Ute mUnner givens W Wparent from the relition-
ship between the bias-free and perfectly-known-tae estimatens given in (31) and (32). Since the master
system's estimate of its own bias vector is %Akn to be completely bndependent e4 the ulave sytem adu
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because bm is by definition-an optimal estimate of the master's bias, one may conclude that the
adjusted estimate of zs is also optimal.

Finally, from the definition of Ax, the apriori and aposteriori estimates of 113 are determined from

~s-~ m - + U (nl)6 (41)
n n I x n-11

gB *jm A- V (n)G (42)

where •m and 9 are the corresponding estimates of the master's bias.

4.8 Error Covarianice Matrizes for to and Gs

The estimation errors for the slave system aposteriori estimates defined by (40) and (42) are
derived in the following manner. The estimation error for t3 is first determined as

Sn n+n x n n

-x +X~ xs - L m x+V(n in V(.)m-Jn n. m x n

int -xM - c'n - Ax) V1 mn)~f -Zl (43)mn " n ('n -6n) "x )(n" n)(3

'Yhere, as recalled, Ax is the estimate of ax which would be obtained were tfr- master's bias knowan
perfectly (see eouations (26) thruugh (30)). Th• alptsterlort errnr covarlanc_ matrix for the estiniate
• is then deeermined d.recdy fraoi (43) as

pS(r) - E [(pnS- xn) - x "

+~m (n)+~5 (n) + V Wb(n) Y (n)-P (n) V (n) (n) (R.)
x Ax I x x x xb

where the following definitions apply

x I, n i() E o )(,-x)Tin(n) E m)(i- 'r7
% n

In(n) E M*i (6 -) b m~~) ~r
in P tin

P (n) *E jA(i" ax ) (Ab -ax)

The following identities were also utilized in obtaining (44)

E [(Nm x') t Ax Sx)T] 0

which simply ermoreos We fact that the estimate A6 13 Ii0tiMDy, and at all subacquentt ,ires. uncorrelated
with the estimates produced by the master system'@ Kalmcai estimator.

In a simiiar raiager, the estimation error in io found to bef £ -b• *. g+V h•)t~m -b 5

b a b
+ " +Vb(n)b' +Vb (n)(S' -b -b

b In
b n - b f Vb In) (bn- ) (45)

from which the aposteriori error covartance matrix is determined as

P;(n) E Gb - 0) bs, b nJT]

b 4 'Vb (n) Pn W)VT (n) (46)
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and the fact that the estimate bs is uncorrelated with Vm has been utilized.

The apriori estimation error covarlance matrices are obtained directly from (44) and (46) with the
substitution of the apriori values of P-, Pm, Pm and W for the corresponding aposteriori
values, and with UX and Ub substituting for V. and Vb.
A block diagram of the transfer-alignm6nt scheme is shown in Figure 1. It will be noted that, for both

the master and slave systems, the navigational states are output-corrected rather than by direct reset
of the internal navigational states. It is clear that this is an essential requirement during the transfer-
e'lignment process, since access to the unaided velocities of both the master and slave systems is
,equired in the implementation of the slave Kalman estimator. Preceding the transfer-alignment
process, it could normally be presumed that the aided master system is corrected by a direct reset of
its navigational and bias (sensor calibration coefficient) states and, consequently, at the initiation of
transfer-alignment the master's estimate of the errors in these states would be zero.

It should also be noted that, even though the scheme given is generalized to include an estimate of
the slave's positional errors, these states can usually be made equal to those of the master system
with little or no degradation of overall performance.

4.9 A Special Case

Suppose that, to promote computational simplicity, the correction of the slave states for the master's
bias is omitted. It is of interest to establish the estimation accuracy associated with this case.

To begin, it is noted that the omission of the correction to the slave's states, for the master's bias,
is equivalent to assuming that the master's bias is identically zero - which, in fact, is the master

system's estimate of its own bias at the initiation of transfer-alignment. Therefore, following the
development which leads to (43), and substituting fm for Sm. results immediately in the modified
estimation error equation O n

S.X8 - 2m - xm. - i - 6x )Vz (n)b -. b

n n n n n n X 0

The estimation error covarlance matrix is then determined as

ps a m (n)+ P (n)+VW +n PV m(0)V T Wn-GxWn-GT W (47)

where

() n n 0 X

Returning to the gcneralized recursive form of the Kalman estimator given by (8) thro,,% (12). it
is a straightforward matter to show that the estimation error at the n th update interval may be
expressed in the form

-an - W ( - )+•...

nr. n n o 0

where the minsing termts are a function only of the process and messu-ement noise, and W it defined
recursively by

W (I-K n- )a W.I W 0 Iii• n a n-i

Therefore it is clear that the estimation error in x can be expressed to terms of initial estimationn
errors as

[where W1 and W12 are the appropriate matrix partitto" of W. as defined above. This expansion ofthe estimation• error in fm allows G Wn to be evaluated as

. Gz (a) - WI (a) P, (0) + WI (nl 1o1 ()]vT (n) 18

Swhich eomptes (47).

In a similar manner the estimation error equation for the slave's bias Is, from a =odiftcatuu of
(.45).

n -b n* n + V (n;(bo 0 b)
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which leads directly to the estimation error covariance matrix

Pb (n) Pi (n) + Vb(n) Pý(o) Vý (n) (49)

4. 10 Effect of Lever-Arm Correction Uncertainties

Consider the case where the separation between the master and slave systems is not perfectly known
but is subject to a finite error. It is of interest to establish the effect of such an error on the alignwent
and calibration process for the slave system.

The error in the lever-arm velocity correction. VL' due to an uncertainty, 84., in the lever arm

is defined by

where w is the angular velo4ity of the transport-vehicle frame. The error 8 V may also be written in
the form

6VL H I64

where
[O _'3 '2I

and the a are the components of a. Therefore, repeating the steps which lead to the measurement

relationship given by (16). the following modified result is obtained

aV,- 8V 5 +H84t+ s (50)

The introduction of the term due to 8 4 does not require a modification of the generalized computational
format for the slave estimator, since it is always possible to augment the differential-state error (%x)
with the three states associated with 6 4., and to redefine the slave's measurement matrix as

Hx 0 1C 0 11,.
in the event that the value of w utilized in computing VL is also in error, a second component of

LLV can be definedas

L
where 6m is the uncertainty in the value of a determined by the master navigation system. If the master
system is a platform or ESG navilator, ' is determined by differentiating the attitude readout angles,
in which case 8VL can be approximatee by a white noise function that can be lumped with the random
meas•urement noise u/• originating from vehicle flexure. If the master navigator were atrapdown in
nature. the vujue of a would be available directly from sensor outputs and could be taken. for tmae purpose
of computing VL& to be essentially error free.

S. CONCLUSION

A methodology for alignment and calibration of &n inertial navigation system on a moviVg beae has
been delfned whieO provides in optimal result for the aisumed restriction that the alded master si"l-
gatlon system operate Independently of the stave system--a restriction that is enforced by practical
Implementltion cotr ants.

It was shown that. in the general case considered, the slave system's navigatlonal and sen"or bias
states can be optimally estimated by utitiming all of the Information available from the aided masstr'si
Kalman estinmator. In the special cae cosidered, only the aided master's estimate of its navigatioxnal
errors enters into the estUmation of the ,lave errors. In both cases. the estimation error covartances
c"n be rigorously rnd completely defIned. "lhe estimation error copurlace computao defined are.
with the exception of those required in the estimators for the master system and tU.4 bias-free slav%
system. Intended only for offline performace analyses - and are not required in the actual $mple-
meatltion Qf the scheme.

Evem though the troat ment a; the slave Kalm•n eatitmtor was based on• the >ptimal form for Listt
type of esUmator, the results liven are also applicable if the slav etUimator is,. in reality. subopptiniei
that Is. if one or more of the slare's error states Is totally igrored. In this case It Is only necessary
that the covariance matrices PP and VC (required :a computing PA and PN) be &btuined from the full-
state slave error model uiliae•n conjunction with the gain matrix KR computed by the bias-tree law
estimtator.
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IDENTIFICATION AND DETEMINATION OF STRAPPOWN
ERROR-PARAMETERS BY LABORATORY TESTING

by
Dr.D.X.Joos
U. K. Krogmann

Bodensoewerk Geratetechnik GmbH
Postfach 112o
D-777o tiberlingen,Germany

SUMMARY

The performaný:e of an inertial navigation system (INS) is largely affected by a number of~
important error-sources, where most of which are related to the instrume~its used. This
particulary applies to strapdown-systems.

The paper describes laboratory test procedures to determine static and dynamic perazeters of
the gyro and acceleromseter measurement model.

It is shown, that a proper rate-test and a multiposition test with respect to earth-rate
0 and gravity-vector are well suited to ascertain static parameters with sufficient accuracy.

Optimal parameter values are retrieved from measured test-data applying regression analysis
techniques. It is shown, how uncertainties in parameter estimates can be determined from
actual measurement residues.

The verification of najor dynamic performaný,e parameters of interest (i.e. anisoinertia
torque, angular acceleration term) by appropriate test procedures utilizing a 3-axes test-
table is shown.

Applicability and feasibility of the proposed test-procedures is demonstrated utilizing
the Modular-Strapdown-System (KSS).

Test-configuration and sequence as well as processing of test-data includixig collection
and reduction are described. Significant MSS error-parameters are extracted and evaluated
applying iterative linear regression techniques. The corresponding softwaie-structure Is

* described.

The results obtained confirm the usefullness of the developed test--procedures and software
for calibrating a strapdown-system with sufficient accurAcy. Moreover it can be stated that
the software-package exceeds its pure calibrativn function. It proved to offer a conside-

rable potential to analyse a strapdown-system as well as the test-equipzaent.I 1. Introduction
The objective of INS-Testing Is usually devoted to demonstrate basic $vstem navigation

The perfor-mance of an inertial navigation system is largely aftected by a number of impor-
tant error sources, where most of which are related to the instruments used. Thin particu-
larly applies to strapdown-systams.
Recont advances in sensor technology haey provided Instrum.'ents cap.able of duterminIng angu-
lar rates and acceleration with high accuracy over a brosci spectruo of dyn"I~c conditions.

To fully utilize this potential rgquires accounting for several Instrumentd- and systemt
eff(ects, which otherwise would cause considerable navigational orrors. To *Ccomplish thia.

* precise laboratory measurament and identification of Imp~ortant parameeters are necessary.
Such sensor performance lnformation ropresents the basis fo-r eke calibratlon ox error-coma-
pensation algor i tb igncluded in the Strapdowo-Z nartlal-Syatta sof tware.

2. Brief conparison of gimballed versus strapdown inr~otal yt

Figure I shvidt tho block diagram of an IN$ realization with 4, aoca I level -orth raefetece
system.

The basic Item of this systems Is the inertial aeasuring unit vhIch is realized as a ,Yo
stabilized platform. Three accelerometers *;toe three gyro* are arraaged on the otabili;-ed

* element with their Input axes mutually vertical. The stabilized eleftht it isolat*N' from
*the aircraft motions by mteans of a gimb-al system. iLeviatitins from the reference attitud~e

are detected by the gyro* and corrected by a corresponding rotation of the gimbal.

erior to the start the stabilized element of the platform has to be go all wted that t'he

input axes of the accalerometers coincide with those of the reference *yet*=.
In order to aaintain the tligwwsnt of the input axes of the accelerm~eters to~ the reA'4err;nce
system also luring flight, the stabilized element is slaved by correspntainq signals for
the torquers of the gyros (ci N w t RJ) : the respective loops repzreseýnt tbe well kinovn
Schuler-loops of an INS with earth-flied reference coordinattv.
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Fig I: UUIA S"YSYT NECHANGIZATICIA WITH G11RAPOOW-ziwU
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The computer calculates besides these feedback signals also the Coriolis-corrections for
the output signals of the accelerometers (Poucatilt-modulation of the Schuler-oscillation).
The pitch and roll angles (A,%' ) as well as tie "true heading' (VT) can be read off di-
gectly on the synchros of the platform gimbal system.

The inertial measuring units in Ostrapdown configuration" are characterized by the fact
that the sensors are directly mounted to the vehicle frame (Figure 2). Since there is no
isolation from vehicle motions the sensors are subjected to both full translatory and ro-
tational dynamics of the vehicle.

As shown in Figure 2 the output signals of the gyros (angular rate) and the accelerometers
(linear acceleration) are transfered to the computer after analogue/digital conversion.
This computer transforms the measured acceleration-vector into the reference coordinate
frame tlocal-level-north). To accomplish this the transformation parameters representing
the mutual attitude of the reference coordinate frame and the aircraft-related sensor-
input-axes system are continuously determined through integration of the angular rates
measured by the gyros.

The 9 elements of the direction cosine matrix, the 4 elements of a rotational quaternion
or the 3 Euler-angles can be used as transformation parameters.

Due to rotation of the earth with reskect to the inertial space, on the one hand, and the
motion of the vehicle with respect to the earth, on the other hand, the transformation para-
meters are mslaved* in the computer in the same way as the platform cluster is torqued at
the corresponding rate in the gimballed configuration.

When the components of the acceleration are determined in the earth-fixed ;Vference systemin the computer the inertial navigation computations arc performed in principle in tCe same
way as in the gimballed configuration system.

AUlitude Coffpuation Nav~tWttce-Con"Iatlon

IS6ucik kw S&,seame) I Cameon to Soexkiim wd Ocnbsl~d Sj"WO~
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Figure 3 shows a vectorial block diagram of the attitude and navigation equations with
the left part of the figure (attitude computation and acceleration tranformation) repre-] senting the function of the gyro-stabilized platform for gimballed configuration systems.

In conclusion it can be stated, that strapdown-systems offer advantages over gimballed
systems for a number of applications. However, to realize their potential it is necessary
to compensate for several sensor effects which otherwise would obscure vehicle motions.

3. Straxdown sensor-error-modele

The most critical problem in strapdown systems arises within the scope of computation of
rotational dynamica ileft part of Figure 3).

As mentioned before, recent advances in sensor technology have made available instruments
capable of determining angular rate and linear acceleration with high precision over a broad
spe.-trum of dynamic conditions.

Utilization of these inherent capabilities requires accounting for several sensor- and
system-effects, which otherwise would cause considerable navigational errors.

The extent of the parameter compensation becomes evident considering the sensor-error-mo-
dels. The procedures described in the following are used for the calibration of a system
containing two-axes dynamically tuned gyros with electrical caging as sensors for the
angular rate.

In Figure 4 the sensor arrangement of the strapdown inertial measuring unit (IMU) with
respect to vehicle-axes is shown. Furthermore the -measurement equations for the two sensi-
tive axes of the Z-gyro (1)are representedin tnulated form. Beside the desired rate term
these equations contain a number of perturbing signal components. Some are determined by
the imperfection of the sensors and their mounting (e.g.bias, mass-unbalance, misalignment
etc.) and others are due to physical reasons (anisoinertia, angular acceleration, etc).

In order to extract the useful information •x•,cj jz from the measureable torquer signals
SMy/H and Dx/H a compensation of static and dynamic error components in the measuring
equations Is necessary as shown in Figures 5 and 6 for gyro I.
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For compensating the unwanted terms the parameters of the error-model and the exactinertial rates as well an the acceleration components of the sensor block must be known.
The parameters of the error-model are dotermined by appropriate tests an described in thefollowing. Due to the fact thzt some parameters are temperature-dependent, thest, tests haveto be performed at various sensor tamperaturea.

The exact inertial angular rates and accelerations will only be determined through n' eom-pensation. For this reason only the uncompensated sensor signals can be used for thk -'-ror
compensation.

For the compensation of the dynamic ccmponents (Figure 6) the pickoff angles of the ý ros
and t.ie rotor speed are also measured.

Regarding single-axis pendulous accelerometers considered here the corresponding li.i 'xizederror-model for the x-accelerometer as well as the corresponding compensatlon blr.týl 'agr&%is shown in Figure 7. Fortunately full compensation of all error terms is not no . &y in
any application. Depending on the individual requirements means for proper comp. 3ationhave to be implemented after careful analysis.
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4. Determination of gyro-parameters

4.1 Test-objective

The objective of laboratory tests to be performed is twofold:
- determination of static parameters

- verification of dynamic parameters
With respect to the first item two different types of tests have to be distinguished:
- Late-test to determine those parameters excited by external rates

- multi-position static test to determine all remaining parameters excited by external
acceleration.

To accomplish this, a three-axis test-table is considered here as the main test-equipment.

4.2 Parameters for the compensation of static errors

4.2.1 Rate-Test

The objective of the rate test is to determine

scale-factor

and

misalignment-errors.

Performing this task requires commencing through the following sequence of steps:

- adjust test-table sequentially in 3 positions, where in each position one of the three
IMU main-axes is aligned to the local vertical

- rotate test-table CW and CCW about the verticai axis of the table with constant rate
by 3600

- in each position integrate measured torquing-signals over a full period for CW- and
CCW-rotations

- compute the differences of integrated signals for CW and CCW rotations.
These differen ,es are proportional to scale-factor and misalignment errors.

As shown in Figure 8 the sensor hi.ock is arranled in test-position 1 on a test-table with
respect to earth-rate and gravity-vector.

The following applies then to the driving components of angular rate and acceleration in
direction of the sensor Block axes due to earth rate, introduced table-rate and gravity-
vector.

•xP [os th (t) sin 9 3 (t) 0

S-sM I ll cosIP(t) 0 (4.1)

L Uh F L !s
aF" cosp3 (t) sin C3t) M 0 0

F (4.2)
- Oy -sin~h(t) cos0 (tI 0 0

., a• 0 0 - g

starting from the initial position shown in Figure 6, the test table is rotated through
exactly 3600 about the vertical axis at 'Ps- • €conat.

-A _
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Taking into account the measurement equations for the gyro 1 (Figure 4) the following
torquer signals are generatedt

"-=(rj[-SFY)L-c "sin(Q31-)l.cyx (Q3-Qs)-alyz$c cos (S3 -)
- (4.3)

(C A
H

=(I WDSFx i•Qccos('3 .t)- xz Qcsin(03-t)-axy ((3-44s)

(C -A) • ( 3 -" Qs)-Qc.COS (0Qtkb. (4.41

The t'easurement and integration of these torquer signals over a complete period
pro- .c 'Y.hn following signals:

J!1X): di Jyl*)= dt (4.5)

The corresponding integration of equation (4.3) and (4.4) eliminates the harmonic contents
and leads to the result

(4.6)
Jx 1M ( OSFy) - (týtx Mf3 "Qs) byL.T

-Jy W =()1OSFx) • (-aXY(S3 -Q5s Ikbx I T (4.-

For a n-gativa rotation -O-I of the teat table through 3600 ,about the vertical axis
the following rolations result for the Inteqrated torquar signals:

4-) a 10 OSFy)- I.-yx 4 f l3 o* s I by I-T

Jyi -)1+.DSFx) ItM yt3•*Qs)4bM1-T

If the differences of the torquer signals integrated over a full period fi, positive and
negative rotatioa arse c4oputed4 It results for test pos-tiou I t

(4.10i
• ~ ~~~AJx ~ = =•{1 JI112 { I OSFyl-Lyx "93 "T (4.11)

From Figure 8 it become- ultimataly evident, that in taptposition I the misaltaetaaXy
and cc becce ob4lrvable by an introduced table rate 93.

'Cit.
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Figure 9 shows the three test positions reqUired for the determination of the static para-
meters of the Z-gyro, (1) according to the rate test procedure specified herein. In addlition
the determining equations for the scale-factor and alignment errors are contemplated.

lurther positiona and rotations about other axes of the test table provide redundant measu-
ring information for the unknown parameters (see Figure 10b). These can then be determined
optimally in a least square sense applying linear regression techniques as described for the
following multi-position test.

In order to determine possible non-linearities of the scale factor the tests must be per-¶ formed it various rotation rates of the test-table.

Oritrittion of Test -Table a~t~ Z y ~ I itntion of Mlsohignment A gr

North Y

DrM' Y Tem z X zjND Ifmainz '42 $ 1
j Lr,

93 (20Y 34x.4' 7 ' -
xAhTS-PSTO 1

I.1() Z
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Fig. 9: GTATIV. FXOR -PARAMETERS FROM A 3-POSITION RATE-TEST

4.2.2 ulti-MsitLton static te.at

As mentioned befcre, ti. ob'eotive of tho multi-position test is to du.ermlne the following
gyro parameters excited b,! ex arnal acceleration:

mass-unbalance
quadrature term
anisoelasticity

Furthermore the bias drift is determined as well.

To accomplish this, the following test pt.cedure is appropriates

"- perform multi-position test .3y orienting the IMU in a number of predetermined positions
with rerpect to eart..-iotation and gravity-vector

- emasure gyro torquer-signals over a predetermined period of time
- perform l inear regression analysis to determine the best estimate for the error-parmeter

vector in a least squares sense.
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Again only gyro 1 is considered in the followings

For the multi-position-test it is assumed that the scale-factor-and misalignment-errors
have been determined through the rate-test.

Figure 10Oa shovs the individual orientations of the sensor block for the full 24-position-
test. The three main positions are identified by the fact that each sensor block axis is
oriented once in the north, east and vertical direction.

Each main position includes 8 test gositions. They result from the stepwise tilting of
the sensor-bokb epciey4 about the axes of the test table as shown in Figure
10Oa. Different components of the earth-rotation and the gravity-vector are thue always
acting along the sensor-block axes Q~'x'y'z reap. axsytz) thus exciting corresponding
error-terms ..n t:ie measurement equations.

If "n" positions are generally considered, the measurement model according to equation
(4.12) will result, for instance, for the Y-axis of gyro 1 (see also Figure 4).

H!(1) UY )W7C1 ('i ( A) .6Xt) *ay41) aXII) O(U* oz() I V (1)

=(&2) - dy'(2) W;(2) -UWx(2) a~-ay(2) ax(2) ay(2)Gazf2) V(2

" WyfI".1(n) -W(L~n) -ayW an) ayliJt)oa(n) 1 Y~n)

known Torquer Odsmkln Knw etermbu Unton os (4.12)
Remn Signals From Rtom Rom Pbuametar-Rate- In tuff. Test-IbWt Rate Test-Table Vector
Teat positions Position rest Position

z. A _ V
Mefgaamemen-%6tlo Memmeamnt-Matrix

vector
Measrment

Assuming that the individual measurements are statistically independent, this is an
equation in the form of a linear regression model:

Zn A~*!.(4.13)

with

-measurement veclor (n-dizensional)
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_ 1 I (1) W (1 ) ' (X(1

z= MS (2) - •(2) wz(2)I-WX( 2) *(1yxHI I(.14)

(~n) Wy (n) I Wz (b) i W
LH J

Measurement matrix (n x 4)

0(l) OX11) jY O (Io() I1,-/-~p I I, oz I
A -ay 1(2) ax 1(2) ' y(Z) az(2)I 1I

, I I I(4.15)L-vyln) I ax (n) I cyln), azln) 1,(,,s

Parameter vector (4-dimensional)

xT=m q n by] (4.16)

v is the n-dimensional vector of the measurement noise.

Supposing independent individual measurements, an optimal estimate x of the parameter vector
x within the meaning of minimum error squares can be determined as 'Follows:

=([ATA) ] T" (4.17)

If x is an m-dimensional vector, it is necessary that A must also include m linear-inde-
penaent row-vectors to ensure that x is fully observable.

The following applies to the varanfe of the optimally estimated value x if the individual
measurements have equal variancer 8'

VAR d2l I o ATA]1"' 4,0

An unbiased estimate for 6 2 can be computed from the residues of the measured values.

A2 WTw (4.19)
N-M

with

- number of positions (measurements)

M - number of unknown parazeters
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Concerning the accuracy of the optimally estimated parameters it results therefore:

VAR A(i - [ATAI"1 (4.20)

Another alternative method for determining the accuracy of the estimated parameters is
shown in the appendix.

For a subset of 8 positions that are specially marked in Figure 10a the quantitative re-
gression-model is indicated in Figure 11.
The acceleration- and rate-values of the test position 4 can for instance be readily ex-
plained by means of the gyro orientation shown in Figure 11. In this respect the test
position 4 is derived from the main position 1 by the rotation V = 1350.

The observability of the parameter vector of equation (4.16)by means of the selected 8 po-
sitions is ensured because the determinate derived from four arbitrary rows of the A-matrix
(Figure 11) is not equal to zero. There exist therefore four linear independent row-vec-
tors of A.

If the measurement matrix A according to Figure 11 is now used in equation (4.18) the vari-
ance of the optimally estimated valiie A for the parameter vector x is shown in Figure 12
together with that for the full 24-position-test.

Supposing that the torquer signals of the gyros in thT individual positions are measured
with an accuracy of O.010 /h (i.e. measurement noise '= (0.010 /h) 2 i the accuracies of the
estimated parameters result as shown in Figure 12.

With the exception of the anisoelasticity coefficient the measurement noise is reduced
by tha 8-position test concerning the remaining parameters.
Moreover a small correlation between mass-unbalance and bias-drift appears with a correla-
tion coefficient of

(m,rby) - -0,25

This correlation is spurious. Its reason is the particular selection of the positions, which
can be explained as follows:
The A-matrix in Figure 11 shows that in all 8 test positions the measuring signal includes
a component due to the bias.
In position 2 and 4 (2nd and 4th row of A) there are further components due ýo m and n. As
the signal components due to m and b have the same sign in these two positions, they are
not discernable from each other. The gias bv can however be observed uncorrupted in the po-
sitions 1 and 5. With this information about the bias, the mass-mnbalance coefficient m is
then determined by the regression algorithN from the measurement signals in position 2 and 4.
Obviously a correlation is thus computed between m and by. The measurement equation for the
Y-axis of the gyro 1 (Figure 4) shows that in the poz.'tions 2 and 4 of the 8-position test
the measurement signal Mx/H includes also a compon,:nt lue to the anisoinertia (e 4O + 0O

in (4.12)1

For a typical value of (C-A)/H =10- 3 sec this results in a torquer signal contribution of
approx. 5.10- 7th which is of courae negligible.
If all 24 positions according to Figure O1a are utilized the same covariance matrix as that
shown in Figure 12 will result for each of the four gyro axes.
The gyro parameters are practically no longer correlated. The measurement noise is reduced
for all parameters. The accuray improvement of the 24-position test as compared to the
8-position-test is about V24/8 - 1.7.
A regression model according to equation (4.12) can be used in principle for each if the
four gyro axes.

.7
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4.3 Parameters for the compensation of dynamic errors

4.3.1 General Remarks

On the basis of the compensation for the dynamic errors shown in Figtire 6, the following
dynamic effects have to be taken into consideration:

- angular acceleration term (A/H-CO
S- anioinertia termse IHcJ'C2

m- rotox coupling (C/H- .t"W)

For simultaneous harmonic motions about the spin axis aik- about one of the Input axes there
further occurs the socalled pick-off-rectification effect which is taken ivto account for
the compensation according to Figure 6 by measuring the pick-off angle!!. Du.e to the large
bandwidth of the gyro caging loops for aircraft applicatiout; (large caging gain) the pick-
off angles are small in this case. For this reason a compensatioi& is often not required. As
can be seen from Figure 6 no particular parameter is involved in the cGmpensation of pick-
off angle effects.

The parameters of the three above mentioned components are determined by the design of the
gyro. They can be measured with a slide-gauge, so to speak and are not subject to conside-
rable changes from gyro to gyro. For this reason it is therefore not appropriate to speak
of sensor error parameters here. The gyro manufacturer can indicate these parameters accu-
rately. A dynamic test is merely performed for verifying the manufacturing data.
The motor coupling term should not be further considered here as its verification requi-
res special measurements in the frequency domain to discern it from the frequency-indepen-
dent anisoinertia-term. This goes beyond the scope of this paper.
For the two other components various procedures are contemplated in the following ihere
the application of which is based on the available test equipment.

4,3.2 Anisoinertia-term

Again only gyro 1 (z-gyro) is considered in the following.
The general measurement equations show that this term can be excited by simultaneouz
lar rates W z and O X respectively Q) Z and W y.

For verifying (C-A)H the sensor block is oriented as shown in Figure 13 and rotated abouc "he
vertical axis of the test table (T 3 ) at constant angular rate during the time T.
The thus generated angular ratestaZ andGiy respectivelyciz and(JX excite contributions in
the torquer signals 14X/H and My/H generated by (C-A) H.

If these torquer signals are compensated for the known static error portions and integrated
the signals Ix and ly shown in Figure 13 will result.

Let us assume that these integrated values are available as pulse sequences at the output
of voltage/frequency converters with a pulse weight of I arcsec.
For T = 20 sec, R -10 0 /sec the number of generated pulses for typical values(C-A) H is
readily measurable so that(C-A) h can be verified as shown in Figure 13.

If 1 1 pulse is assumed as uncertainty, the accuracy for the determination of(c-A)/H is in
the order of 2%.

The parameter A/11 determining the angular acceleration term is also excitld during this test.
The reason is the angular acceleration phase necessary to obtain the constant table rate.
Its measuring accuracy is approximately 41 for the assumed test conditions. Another test
method is described in paragraph 4.3.3.

ya impressing sinusoidal or uniform angular rates Figure 14 shows two further procedures for
t verification of (C-A)H.

In this respect it is always assumed that the measured torquer signals are compensated for
the other error-model portions which are assumed to be known.
Fot sinutidal excitation about the Y and S-axis (spin-axis of the z-gyro (M)) of the scnvor
block the torquer signal Kx/H contains besides the nominal term the portions proportional
to(C-A)H shown in Fig. 14.

The latter can be considered as error vCJ in the measurement of j.
The portions are independent of the frequency of the excitation sfgnals as long al it is
smaller than the bandwidth of the caging loops. For typical value of(C-A)H . lO-Jsec the
rectified portion causes a drift of Cy - O.021/h per 1 0 /sec amplitude of the angular rate
input.
The raotor coupling is also excited by cj if the frequency of the test signals is not
smaller than I - 2 Hz.

Figure 14b shows an alternative possibility for the verification of(C-A)H. The sensor block
is tilted on the test table about thu X-axis through 450 so that for Y 3 -rotations about the
vertical axis of the test table angular rates COy and W . of the aensor block will occur.
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For constant positive and n-Native rates r3P " + the x-torquer signal is recorded. The
sum of both torquer signals contains as useful information the portion (C-A)H. This leads
with the numerical values shown in Figure 14 to an amount of 60 /h for the sum of the tor-
quer signals. This value can be rea-ily measured with a suitable test equip ent.

4.3.3 Angular-acceleration term

Aq shown in paragraph 4.3.2, during the tests indicated in Figure 13 information is also
obtained about the parameter A/H which determines the angular-acceleration-term.
;n order to excite this term in the x-torquer signal of the z-gyro an angular acceleration
COX is necessary. In this basis Figure 15 shows two further test-;ossibilities.
In Figure 15a this term in excited by a sinusoidal rate about the x-axis.
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5. Da e nt.••iton .of the .accei~erometer pa. ranotrar

T he psrn.•eters of the ac-:elvrometers oci aid e o t me bj a tiU-peit1A• tint. as d-
crioed ian t rarap i 4.s.2 for the gaoo.

For thi t purpose a oinearliation of the easurement equation (see Figure 7) is h evet re-
quird. ahx iiseadinatl- provift des w h m olloginq e rsor-vodie for fro m-arseltar ,ocit y

errors intefl nril aiainiytm

S-Oa DKX OX*CKZ ".c-\y-Oz. KQ(•'CxZ" x ,;

Ju lentv oedrc eto osonI iuelb Ase-aot/ta~j h
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Firgure 16 shows the linear regression model for a 6-position test. For this test those
6 positions of the 24 general positions are selected in which each surface of the sen-
sor block is pointing once on downward direction. These positions are specially marked
in Figure 16. Looking at the measurement matrix shown, it contains at least five linearly
independent row-vectors so that the parameter vector is observable.

It results from the variances computed according to (4.18) and shown in Figure 17 for
tne elements of the parameter vector that the measurement noise ja is already reduced
performing the 6-positlon-test. The variances are computed supposing a measurement-noise
of 6 a- (101'g) 2 .
As in the 24-pousition test more redundant information is available the parameters can
of course be determined more accurately, namely by the factor V24/6"- 2.

The variances of the 24-position test apply slmilary to all three accelerometers.

A relatively high correlation appears between bias and KOx (the g2 -model-term) with
the correlation coefficient of

,(SB, Kq.) -0,o69

Main P-- -W IAas

,, A3 •, 4 2t

,~CX 
F
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Y

3z

_________'ax

flit ~ -1: [C1[0V] B

&-* OL SM -Ab *cki .t WaNo

Fig. 16: &CuAO"LK"?ER RERESIUW MY
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Fig. 17: COVARIANCE FOR THE X-ACCESLIO4TER

Again this cc~rrelation is sprioas. It is based on the saxe reasons as those described

for the gyro under 4.2.2.

Sone further rearks should be =de hore concerning the linearization of the error-model.
The measureaent equation of the X-accelerometer (1) (Figure 7) for insta.ce can be ex-
pressed in 4 somewtat different way as shown in Figure 15.
In the linearization the s*cord nonlinear part propotional to the scale factor error Is
neglected. it can be considered as additional mcasurmtent noise for the linear regreevlon.
As such it deteriorates of course the accuracy of the optival ptrametar-vector estimate.

Figure 18 shovi o how theonlinear porti-in can be taken Into account for the determinatfon
of the paraeter vcc'or 3 by way of Iteration.
Starting frem the linear model an estimated value x $a first determined through linear
rogrtaslon. This value can row be used for estluating the nonlLnear portion of the error-
mode - The measurmant vector 2 Is now corrected by th's portion, and a now, corractod
estimated value Ic to detera lnd for the para.ter vector thrc~gh linear regression,
applying the corrected Maue~rowm-voctor.

This operation is repeatad by Iteration "ntil the desired accuracy to achlo~vad v*ich Is
p.reset by the Intrlnsec aasurcm-nt noise. Teots parfornsd in /3/ have shown that 2-.
Iteratioas are sufficient in oset czkses.

This wrocodur. can of course be siailarly used for taking Into acco-unt ConLmnear portions
in the gyro noda.
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6. Variation of the number of model-parameters
The typical accelerometer model for the multi-position test will be used here tý. shortly

indicate a linear regression procedure for a variable number of model parameters. In prac-tical operation one is of course interested in keeping the sensor models as simple as

possible. If the regression is however performed with a too simple model, larger estimated
errors will result for the parameters (cf. also chapter 5, nonlinear portion).

The linear model, for instance, can be extended and recast as shown in equation (6.1).

(Fo (1 ) Ox(l) ay(1) -az() I I ax (1)1 oIi11 ox lo z1 DKx

o~x

UX (n) oxin) oxin) oymn) -ozln) 1 Ox(n) 2  %In)o oxinOz(n) KCx

J L J LRx

_ A An~m

I (Am IAn..m[r]
Lin-mJ
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The following quantities can be computed with this problem formulation:

Estimated value gjwm assuming that only the first m-parameters of the parameter-vector
x are taken into account in the model.

-mim [(AT n Am " AT .Z (6.2)

SEstLuated value n for the firat m-parameters assuming that all n-parameters of the
parameter vector x are taken into account in the model.

A A eT 14l1 t aa * V TX T Am '- A.m A -Am (A
Xm 4 X m mn Ammlm Rlfnam In-~ ~n-m-A~n-m m LmflmJ

ATm.An.ml.
1 ATnqm [z.An Impm1  (6.3)

A

Estimated value xrn-m,n for the second (n-m) parameters of the parameter vector x;
assuming that all n-parameters are taken into account in the model of equation 76.1).

A . ATn. An.mr-ATn..•Am [ATAm 1IAT, An.m 14. ATm
Xnmn= mmI(6.4)

(ZArn1-Am.,rnm

It is thus possible for given measurements and accuracy requirements to find the minimal
order sensor model.

7. Application of test-methods to calibrate the Modular-Strapdown-System (MSS)

7.1 Introductory remarks

So far test-procedures have been described and treated in general. The following paragraphs
are dealing with the application of these procedures for a particular system. First of all
this system is briefly described.

With respect to potential applications in guidance and control of aircrafts, an experimen-
tal strapdown navigation system has been developed and built within the scope of the German
Future Aircraft Technology Research Program (ZTL).

The following requirements have been established

- ovalution ox the attitude angles and angular velocities in digital form
- a.itonomous alignment

- flexibility with respect to thiALq different accuracy categories by modular
structure

- medium accuracy navigtPon performance of the experimental system
- possibility to update the system by c, ternal navaids.

For calibration pA.rpose the 3SS has been submittei to various position- and ratetests at
IABG. test faciliti'm in Munich. It is the objective of the following para;raphs to demon-
strate the applicability and feasibility of the proposed test-procedures to evaluate the
basic j2stcm parameters of a atrapdown system.

7.2 Descri'tion of th f MSS
7.2.1 inertial Measurement Unit (X.4U)

The Piguri 19 nhows the inertial mea.urement unit (INU), consisting of tuo parts, the
electroric box, containing the caging loops, power amplifier V/F-converters etc., and the
in-rtial sensor unit with two dynamically tuned two degrees of freedom Teledyne gyro SOGS
and three Systron Domner acceleroaeters SD 4833A-IPX. Figure 20 gives a closer view of the
sensor Qni'..
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Parameter Units Specification Typical ValueValue (Mean)

G-Insensitive Bias

Absolute Value O/Hr 0± 2.0 0.50
Stability
Continuous Operation O/Hr 18' .001 Max. 0.0005
(Random Drift)
Shutdown Repeatability °/Hr W 101 Max. 0.0016
Temperature Cycle °/Hr 1 .... 0.0033Stability
Temperature Sensitivity 0 /Hr/ 0 F Ot .002 0.00059

G-Sensitive Bias
Absolute Value °/Hr/G O± 1 .0 1 .0
Stability
Continuous Oper&tion °/Hr/G 16' .002 Max. 0.0007
(Random Drift)
Shutdown and Tempera- °/Hr/G 16 .... 0.008
ture Cycle Repeatability
Temperature Sensitivity 0 /Hr/G/ 0 F O± .02 0.0032

Tor!uer Scale Factor
Absolute Value °/Hr/MA 150 Min. 160
Linearity PPM Peak 100 Max. 25
Asymmnetry PPM Peak .... 3
Temperature Sensitivity PPM/°F .230+ 20 .229

Axis Alignment
Absolute Value Sec 60 Max. 30
Stability Sec .... 10

Agular Rate Capability
Steady State °/See 100 100
Transient °/Sec 400 500

Anisoelasticity °/HE/g2 0± .03 .01

Gyro Time Constant Seconds 100 Min. 200

Table 1: Teledyne SDG-5 Gyro Performance Characteristics

The performance characteristioa of the Teledyne SDG5 gyros are given in Table 1.

7.2.2 Computer

The cenmputer MIDI 2 does performance all cemputations of the inertial sensor data. Withinthe testconfiguratioai it serveu as preprocessor and by its DNA as transmitter of the IMU
test data.

The basic characteristics of the MIDI 2 computer are sumarized as followst
- programmable general purpose computer
- 16 bit serial worda;s khvsq , operation code parallel
- memory expandable to 4 k words (RAM/RON)
- 8 s/operation
- modular structure of the functional units
- programmable tima basic generator
- DNA channel
"- TTL technology

- MIL specified
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7.2.3 Error Model of the MSS

The error model for a single gyro resp. accelerometer has been discussed in the previous
chapters. From these equations the whole error model of the MSS has been deduced and is
presented in Figure 21, as far as the static error parameters are concerned.

Gyro 1 - ,[1-DSFx(T)] [Wx OL.•ya -Wy xy. (-m(T) .ax -q *y In ax.aoz bx(T)]J

[ i.S[1.DSFyIT)] [Wy . ayx -W, z. C xp -U 'm(T)ay +.qa + In oyazy t]I

Oyro 2 *.lS,() W X,i (, -m m(T) *az q , ay n az - xbz(~

Accel1 l 1.os 2 TJ[aX Iz( T(II

SI~ ' UIX I II~ x I1

Accuira2 y Reuir (T)] [y Eyx a-yZ axKQy .po2 t Tyest

Accel.3 ULi . l-DK (T)o[a E~y -ax -Ex -ay KQz Z -~ .8,2
SFz J1

Fig.21 a SENSOR ERROR MODEL OF THE MODULAR STRAPDOWN SYSTEM MSS

7.2.4 Accuracy Requirements upon the Tests

Prior to the tests it is necessary to specify how accurate the error parameters have to be
determined to meet the demands put on the system performances. A common figure of merit
for inertial navigation systems is the navigation accuracy expressed in nautical miles
per hour.

From system analysis it is well known how single error sources propagate through the system.
For the medium accuracy of the MSS it was stated that the uncompensated part of each sig-
nificant error source should not exceed the limit of nmm/h.
From this statement some dozens requirements upon the accuracy of determining the error
parameters by st&tic tests have been deduced.

The most important results are summarized in Table 2 and 3. The values shown refer to an
aircraft with an assumed velocity of 400 kn.
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ERROR NOTATION ACCURACY UNITS

BIAS BX, BY 3°10-4 G

SCALEFACTOR DSF 3°10-4

KQ 3°10-4 G/G2

MISALIGNMENT

LEVEL 0 XY
1.10O4 RAD

A Z M T ( Z2 , 5 .1 0 --3 RA D
•YZ

Table 2: Accuracy Requirements Upon Accelerometer Parameters

ERROR NOTATION ACCURACY UNITS NOTE

BIAS Bx, By 0,016 °/H NAV MODE

0BX1, By 0,025 /H ALIGN MODE

BZ 0,28 °/H NAV MODE

SCALEFACTOR DSFK 3,9-10 CIRCULAR

MISALIGNMENT FLIGHT

LEVEL •XY 4,6-10-5 RAD CIRCULAR
0 YX FLIGHT

AZIMUTH OXZ
XZ -YZ RAD NOT CRITICAL

Z-AXIS ZK

"0ZY

MASS UNBALANCE

GYRO 1 M1 0,7 O/H/G ACCEL.FLIGHT

GYRO 1 MI 0,1 °/H/G ALIGN MODE
GYRO 2 M2 0,2 °/H/G STATION.FLIGHT

QUADRATURE

GYRO 1 Q1  0,7 o/H/G ACCEL.FLIGHT
GYRO 2 Q 1 °/H!G NOT CRITICAL

" i Table 3: Accuracy Requirements upon Gyro Parameters

'C.

_
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7.3 Test Configuration

The philosophy of calibrating a strapdown system by tests -onsists basically in subnitting
the system to accurately known accelerations and angular velocities, observing the system
output quantities, comparing them with the well defined input quantities &id explaining
the differences by the influence of various system errc : sources.

In Fig.22 a schematic view of the testconfiguration is shown how it has been built up at
IABG in Munich. The IMU of the Strapdown System is fixed to the inner 3imbal of the three
axis test table. The test table is driven by the Interdata 8/32 Computer and is capable
to orientate the IMU deliberately with respect to earth gravitional and ritatiunal vector.
Furtheron it is possible to rotate the IMU with very accurate constant angulAr velocit7r.

From the IMU leads a data link tothe MSS navigation computer MIDI. By DMA the preprocessf'd
data are transmitte to the Interdata 8/32 Computer and are recorded then together with the
relevant data from the 3 axis test table on magnetic tapes.

The main processing of the test data runs off line on a IBM 370 Computer at Bodenseewerk
in tberlingen.

In the sequel the essential features of the tests are described in more detail.

7.3.1 Three Axis Test Table

The three axis test table type 53 W from Contraves-Goerz Corporation is described in /3/

In Table 4 the performance characteristics which are of importance for the MSS test are
listed.

11 Interd IBM
8/32 370

MSS-Nov Computer

1Am

Fig. 22t TESTCONPIGURKTI0t

tig, 2 ; ESTCOFI-.ATnO
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Angular Rates

Roll 400P/s
Pitch and Yaw 2009/s

Angular Accelerations

Roll 500°/s2

Pitch 3000/s2
Yaw 2000/s2

Angle Accuracy

Solution 0,00010
Absolute positioning 0,0030

Orthogonality 0,0010

Table 4: Performance characteristics of the 53 W
Contraves-Goerz Three Axis Test Table.

Data Transmission and .Recording

The gyroscopes and the accelerometers torquer currents are measured by the voltage drop-
ping at scale resistors. The voltages in turn are converted in the IMU by Voltages-to-
Frequency-Converter into pils trains.In the navigation computer the pulses are accumula-
ted and read out at constant time intervals. While navigating, the computer updates every
20 msec the quaternions, and every 100 msec an updating of the navigation occurs. In the
test configuration, shown in Fig.23, the accumulated increments are transmitted every
200 ms via DMA to the Interdata computer. The navigation computer drives also an eight
channel analogue recorder, which serves as a quick look instrument as it allows to observe
continuously sensor signals and various navigation quantities.

Besides the pure sensor signals all relevant data are transmitted and recorded together
with the reference data from the test table on magnetic tapes. In Table 5 the content of
a data telegram is listed.

As a plausibility check the Interdata computer looks at the navigation position coordinates
and interrupts the trial if the drift exceeds a given value.

The test records are finally sent to the Bodenseewerk at Oberlingen where the processing of
the test data with the IBM 370 computer starts.

SENSOR SIGNALS

3 ANGULAR INCREMENTS

3 VELOCITY INCREMENTS

2 GYRO TEMPERATURES

4 GYRO PICK OFFS

NAVIGATION COMPUTER DATA

4 QUATERNION ELEMENTS

3 ATTITUDE ANGLES

$ 3 VELOCITIES
2 POSITIONCOORDINATES
I ALTITUDE

FLIGHT SIMULATOR DATA

3 ATTITUDE ANGLES

1 ANGULAR RATE

Table 5t Content of a data telegram
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.Gyro . Accelerometer

7.4 Tet Proedure

Increments mssnunbaen

iAeaimultiont

-Analogue fatords

Fig.23: READ OUT AND RECORD OF TEST DATA

7.4 Test Procedures

7.4.1I 24-Position-Static-Test

The 24-position-test is used for determining the parameters of the acceleration dependent
error terms of a gyro (of. 4.2.2)

-mass unbalance
-quadrature term

Sanisoelasticity
-bias

The same procedure is used to calibrate the accelerometer parameters (cf. 5.)

- bias
- scale factor
- misalignment of the sensitive axes
- acceleration square term
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The 24-position-test is characterized by positioning the IMU in 24 different orientation
relative to the gravitation vector. The test starts with the first main position shown
in Fig. 10.

For 10 minutes the sensor signals are read out, transmitted to the Interdata computer
which in its turn completes the MSS data by the sampling the attitude angles of the three
axis test table and adding them to the MSS data. All data were temporary recorded an a
disc.
After ten minuted the orientation of the MSS is automatically changed by 45 degree until
all eight positions belonging to a main position are completed. The trial is finished by
writing the disc data on a magnetic tape.

7.4.2 Rate Test

The rate test is used to determine the parameters of the angular velocity error terms of
the gyro

- scale factor

- misalignment of the sensitive axis.

The rate test is characterized by rotating the IMU about its three axis with accurately
known angular velocities.
Similarily to the 24-position-test, the main orientations are defined in Figure 10. in
each main orientation the IMU is rotated clockwise and counterclockwise with constant
angular velocities 0, 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10 Deg/h about the vertical axis of the three axis
test table.
The measurement time is 36 sec in all cases. Start and stop of the rotation is however out-
side the measuring intervals in order to avoid dynamic effects.

Data read out and recording is identical to the 24 position test.

7.5 Determination of the Error Parameters
7.5.1 Processing of the Test Data

The continoaus recording of the whole set of test data as shown in Table 5 with a sampling
period of 200 msec generates a great amount of data, only a minor part of which is needed
for the calibration process. The major part is not yet used, but is reserved for a deeper
analysis of the overall system performance of the MSS later on.

A data reduction process is carried out with the aim to get the measurement vectors for
the following linear regression processes. A survey of handling the test data is presented
in Fig. 24. The main steps of data processing are

- retrieving the information from the tapes
- change into physical units

- plausibility checking of the data
- data reduction by accumulating the sensors increments
- determining the basic statistics of the data
- generating the measurement vectors

- selection of one of the preprogrammed error models
- performance of the linear regression

- determining the confidence intervals
- printing of the results

in the sequel these steps are described in more detail.
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Tape

traction of sensorand reference dota

Change into
phsical units

FPlausibility checkin

Mean and

LPrintJ
Disk

Coeffcet of maueet

k ýeethen error model

7.5.nea Datgressionio

A daa fle egis wih ahe~r wichcontaidnse thesmriatnorainaot h tsc

as date, trial no., initial conditions, applied angular velocity etc. This information Is
printed as a header.

The data telegramsi are then read out, piece by piece. Each time the sensor incremuents and
the attitude of the test table are extrazted, non relevant informations are omitted.
The sensor outputv from each telegram are ccu.,pared with norrenponding valuen derived thec-
reoically from the attitude reap. angular velocity of the three axis test table. Wihen a pro-
selected tolerance (e.g. 10 per cent) is surmounted, the coiitent of the data telegram is
stipnosed to be not plausible and is therefore omitted. This plausibility checking is prim-
c: Ily thought as an. aid fur preserving the resultz from errors in the data trantmisoion.

Witli i one trial all sensor increments a'e accumulated, the mean valae, the mean squar2
vIiand the standard deviation of the mean value are derived.

Tho' rnan values of each trial of ten minutes are arranged in an a~rry which serves aso a
me,,_ ;rement vector for the following linear regression process. In this way the &l-ta of
the 24-position-test are reduced to 6 vectors (three gyros and three accelerometer axis)
with 24 elewnentst the data oi the rate test are reduced to 3 vectors with 27 elements. for
further processing these vectors are stored )n a disc memory.
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7.5.3 Evaluation of the Error Parameters

7.5.?.. Linear Regression

For estimation of the error parameters the linear regression method (least square adjust-
ment) is applied, as 'escribed in paragraph 4.2.2.

For application of linear regression to the rate- and 24-positions-test, the error model
from Figure 21 has to be adapted to equation (4.13).
This is done by

- linearizing the error model equation and neglecting higher order terms (cf. chap.
7.5.3.2)

- introducing the values of the gravity acceleration al and angular velocity&1i from
test conditions into the- quation

- integrating the error model equations over the measurement time.

As an example, the resulting set .f measurement equations for th6 gyro x-axis is shown in
(7.1)

X Axis Gyro Error Model:

I M I I1My -[Uj.:1DSFxCT)J[WX* - CL Vy-G C.W -mT Oh -. - It -y In ax.OuazNIT)] (7.1)

(X Axis Gyro Measurement Model for Linear Regression :L=Ax! (7.2)

ZI IX1 tyl -III -JXl Jyl J.izl Ti DSFx scale factor
a~z misalignment

S . ~ ayt misalignment

* .. m mass unbalance
'C . q quadrature term (7.3)

,In anisoelaslicily

Abbrevilaionst

Tii ft Ii (7.4)

I0 0 0 (7.5)

ZiJ* (-My/H- )WdI
0 Ti f1

Jxiti oGL4, Jyij J oydl. Jaili"J alazdi (7.6)
0 0 0

SingulArlties

Care must be taken on Oingularitios of the Inversing process of the (XTA) matrix.

Singularity occurs whan a column of the A matrix is zero or numerically near zero. Then
the corresponding error parameter is not obervable, the linear regression fails. In this
case the nonobaervable error parameters have to be omitted and the rogessioe has to be
done with the reduced error model (cf. chapter 7.5.3.3).
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7.5.3.2 Iterative Linear Regression

The application of the linear regression in a straightforwUrd way, will not yield the re-
sult wanted, as the accuracy of the parameters determined will be very different.

To obtain optimal results, the covariance matrix (ATA)"I has been analysed in detail in
paragraph 4.2.2. The result for the gyro x-axis is presented schematically in Fig. 25.
In the rate test as well as in the 24-position test only certain parameters can be deter-
mined with sufficient accuracy. The other parameters are either not observable or only
observable in a linear comebination with some others, or they are observable with only in-
sufficient accuracy. Similar results apply for the accelerometer x-axis shown in Fig.26.

An optimal use of all information is attained when the effects of those parameters which
are not only scarcely observable are corrected by preprocessing the measurement vector z.
The vector of the known parameters then is reduces by these parameters.
This procedure can be done iteratively. The principle is shown in Fig. 27. The single steps

are as follows:

1. Determining of DSF, O; , 0;" by the rate test data

2. Correcting the 24-position-teat data by DSF, (4j , 04 effects from step I.

3. Determining of m, q, n, b with preprocessed data from step 2.

4. Correcting of the rate test data by m, q, n, b effects from step 3.

5. Repeating the procedure at step 1 with data from step 4

Test MC~I Aw~ti Pwfl~o of trw ~o GmEim MOW4.05F, C11 Qý' ~t 1

tat*

S. . . . .. I , ,UI -WA -WW bWWM ofs~ toe. ACmIL ew me"

t"u co 11W as

* V ai IdV1 1W

O"WW~ftm. .aw sIwo minb" SAmi

Pig,25t OBSERVABILITY OF THE C1kO x-AXIS F1q.26s OBSERVASILITY OF TIM
PA•iJU&TE8S xr X-axIS PArAs

-..
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Preprocessing of the Test Data

The knowledge of known effects or parameters allows the correction of the raw gyro test
data, denoted for this purpose as vector W1, in the following manner (seo Pig.28)t

In first step the raw data W1 are corrected by multiplying them with the best known scale
factor SC?.
fin the second stop the effect of the other known error parameters, arranged in the partial
correction vector

are calculated by the expression A x~ and subtracted from scaled data W' *SC?. The star
in Er and A* denotes the omitting ol the elements corresponding to the scale factor error
DSF as this parameter has to be treated seperately.

The resulting vector

z(n) - ' SCF(n-l) A 1c (n-1) (7.8)

in now the basic measurement vector for subsequent linear regression. The result of the re-
gression has then to be intkrpreted as iterative improvement of the scale factor SO' (n-1)
and the correction-vector ec(n-1).

Temperature Compensation

The jIreprooessing procedure serves also to correct the test data for temperature effects.

As. can be seen from the gyro manufacturer's data sheet, scale factor, Mass unbalance and
bias show a linear temperature dependance. By known temp~rature coefficients these effects
can be accouz'ted for. For this purpose the gyro tem~perature is oontimuoskry measured and
recorded with each data telegram and accounted for in the preprocessing procedure.

LAW ~ twt*

DAIA~~IM 
'r oil.T~ 

L L )i A

IW,
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Solution for Nonlinearities

The linear meas',rement model (7.2) was deduced from the error model (7.1) by neglecting
the nonlinear higher order error terms ouch as

DSFx • (-may + qax - naxaz + bx)

From the values in Table 1 an estimation shows that under certain conditions this expres-
sion may correspond to a drift in the order of 0-10 /h, so that the neglection assumption
will not hold and a pure linear regression will give false results.

The iterative application of the linear regression discussed above yield a solution of this
problem, as in a second iteration run for which the linearity assumption ic surely valid,
the false parameters are ccrrected automatically.

Scale Factor for the Real Time Error Compensation

In the linearized error model '7.2) the scale factor error DSF can only be determined as
coefficient to the input angular velocity of the three axis table.
For the real time error compensation procedure in the navigation computer, the scale fac-
tor has however to be applied to the angular velocity measured by the strapdown gyros.
This problem is also solved by the iterative linear regression. As is shown in Fig.28, by
the preprocessing procedure the scale factor is indeed applied to the gyro output and not
to the input anvular velccity of the three test table.

Variation of the Error Models

The linear regression software system contains the option to use several different error
models. By selection of a key number the complete error model from Fig.21 can be subetitu-
ted by an reduced or by an exterded error model (cf. also paragraph 6).

The use of error models in which single error parameters are omitted is necessary when test
data are proccessed for which one or several parameters are not obsarvable.
For these cases the calibration software allows to compensate fully the effects of the can-
celed error parameter in the frame of the preprocessing procedure.

But aiso for judging the importanje of the dingle error parameters it is very useful to be
able to omit or to add single error terms In the error wodel.

Confidence Test

A very helpful means for judaing wether an error parameter is significantly different from
zero or not is a statistica: confidence test.

A test of tho hypothesis that the estimated value of the error ; rameter in the regression
error model is significantly different frc.. zero can be checked by comp•iug the value of
the parameter xi to its standard deviation G'xi, derived from (4.20).

Under the assumption that the measurement noise Js normally distributed the random variable

t xi = xi/G• (5-15)

obeys a Student t-distribution.

Therefore 00-0(-q)% confidence limits for xi can be i-fined by

xi ± ti(n-m, I-q/2). (O.9)

n-m = degree of freedom
n = number of measurements

m - number of parameter determined

(1-qJ2) - percentage point of the t-diatribution,

For the 24 position test and for the rate test the value t. ia found to be approximately
2 for 95% confidence limits and 23 degrees of freedom.

The parawieter values from the linuar regression are n• said to bi signifleant differcnt
from zero, if

xi (7. W)

2.- xi
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Not significant values definel by

2i 6jXi (7.11)

do .'t play any imp-'rtant role provided, that the confidence limits are smaller than stated
in the accuracy requirements,
This situation is illustrated in Figure 29.

Parameter is significantly different from 0:

1=,(t)

Student Distribution
qZQ05,N.M=22

0 x

tioxi tioxi

Parameter is riot significantly different from 0O

Student Distribution
q• Q05 , N-M=22

Fig .29:

0 A X CONFIDEN-E TEST

tioxi tk0xi

Software Test

In ordor to test the complete software that wan written in FORTRAN IV and further to teat
wether the subroutines for the matrix inversion are sufficient accurate a set of sensor
error par-wieters wort arbitrary defined. With the help of the error model, fictitious sen-
sor signalo were generated and fed to the coraputer program.

The values ok ihe senao0r parameter' which were evaluated by he calibration software were
in accorzanc with the original values in the order of $0-0

iieftrenres

Co lson of typical gyro errors for strapdown applications DGON-Symposium Gyro-Tech-
nolcgy, Sept. 1977, Stuttgart, Gar~any.

/2/ P.J.Donoghie, L.B.0ctter
Test and evaluatlo of a dry tuned atrapdown-gyroscopo in a system environzent

/3/ HI.Hortler

Test-facilities and procedures for strapdown-syste, 0GOt-Symp.(;yro-Technology,
Sept. 1978, Bochum, Germany

/4/ P. Eykhoff
System Identification, J.Wiley and Sons, Londoa, 1974
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/ Kendall M., Stuart A.
The advanced theory of statistics
Charles Griffin and Company Ltd. London 1963

List of Symbols:

O(ij, ilj misalignment of ith-sensor axis about Jth-axis

m mass-unbalance coefficient

q quadrature coefficient

n anisoelasticity coefficient

C-_A anisoinertia coefficientH

C rotor polar moment of inertia

A rotor transverse moment of inertia

H angular momentum

ai acceleration along ith sensorblock-axis

*i angular-rate about ith sensorblock-axis

bi gyro bias about i-th sensorblock-axis

DSFi scalefactor error of ith sensorblock-axis

DKi i-accelerometer scalefactor-error

KQi quadratic error-coefficient of i-accelerometer

KCi cubic orror-coefficient of i-accelerometer

KRj cross-coupling coe_!ficiont of i-aocelerometer

bias of i-a-celerometer

St motor phase angle

^rque ;'bout ith gyro axis

Ut outp'A-voltage of i-iccelurometor

T temperature

-i 1- idertrlbuted ttetvacJ•able
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